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Why this Booklet?
“It’s a GREAT document, Bob!”
“I use the Quick Reference all the time!”
“We have a few copies within our team, and we guard them jealously!”
This is all very nice to hear, but I have to start this edition of the z/XDC Quick Reference with a disclaimer: “This is NOT by any means a replacement for
z/XDC’s very robust Built-in Help Subsystem.” It may not be correct. It is certainly not complete.
There are a couple of reasons for this. The first one is that I (Bob Shimizu) am NO programmer. You are. I cannot grasp the depths of z/XDC any more than I
can grasp the depth of the z/OS architecture itself. Secondly, the guy who DOES grasp the depths of z/XDC and z/OS is Dave Cole. Dave doesn’t have time to
review my work in detail. His job is to direct and build new versions of z/XDC. Therefore, while I’ve been as complete as I can, there will always be more (and
more authoritative) information in z/XDC’s Built-in Help Subsystem.
It’s fair to say that if you DON’T consult z/XDC’s Built-in Help Subsystem you’re going to miss a lot of what z/XDC offers. Much of that body of work contains
valuable information on z/OS itself. If you’re uncertain about some twiddly bit in z/OS you may find the answer there.
Then, why provide this booklet at all? That’s a fair question. I believe that this Quick Reference is QUICKER than z/XDC’s Help Sub-system. I’ve tried to
completely document what you need and only what you need. I’ve tried to go to some of the trouble on your behalf to “short-path” you to the nitty-gritty
information. This booklet is handy. It’s tangible and it’s easy to flip through. Good stuff.
Nevertheless, there are documented commands within z/XDC that you may (because of your particular focus) never need. There are others that NO ONE will
ever need because they are archaic. There are some that address issues that the default settings in z/XDC handle for you. But these commands are there and
you may need to know about them.
I had originally hoped to create a booklet that would fit comfortably in your shirt along with your pocket-protector, your pens and your slide rule (just kidding). What
happened instead is a booklet that might fit in SOMEONE’s shirt pocket but might also rip that pocket right off the shirt! What we’re left with, then, is a
TRANSPORTABLE document that lays open on the desktop due to its spiral binding. It doesn’t waste your display’s real estate.
I had also hoped to keep each z/XDC command to a single page. That way you’d have all the information on one page without having to leaf forward or backward.
Due to the increasing “richness” of z/XDC’s command structure that is no longer possible. However, each command begins on a new page and that should help a
bit.
z/XDC doesn’t “sit still”. Our product’s growth mirrors that of z/OS itself. z/XDC’s ability to debug SRB-mode code, the new c/XDC product, our reaction to IBM’s
architectural changes and internal improvements like Frank Chu’s Helper dialogs make it imperative that I FINALLY get around to writing a new edition of this
book. So, this edition of the z/XDC Quick Reference reflects the product as it is in Release z2.1. That said, for now we’re leaving the informatio specific to c/XDC
out of this edition.
It’s been observed that z/XDC makes debugging fun. We welcome that sentiment! So, while you’ll find Dave Cole’s wit scattered throughout the Help Subsytem, I
too have had my fun where I could in this booklet. I’ll crack you up if I can. Why not enjoy our jobs?
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Our company’s viability and continued success rests entirely on our relationships with our loyal customers, some of whom have been with us for decades. It is you
- the world’s highly sophisticated mainframe software engineers - that we are here to please. Some of you have even become friends, and we are enriched by that
as well.
Bottom line: If you EVER have a question about z/XDC or what I’ve written in this Quick Reference I’ll be delighted to hear from you.
Bob Shimizu
Partner, ColeSoft Marketing, Inc.
Prescott, AZ - Summer 2012
bshimizu@colesoft.com
(800) XDC 5150

How To Use This Booklet
This booklet is designed to help the z/XDC user who needs a quick reminder of the forms and uses of z/XDC commands. It is also for those who would like a
pocket reference on z/XDC. All the information herein is taken from the z/XDC User Guide and z/XDC Commands manual. Due to the highly complex nature of
the z/OS environment, z/XDC is a sophisticated product rich in features, and we recommend that the user study the aforementioned documentation for a more
complete understanding of the z/XDC product. Therefore, this booklet is NOT to be considered the definitive resource on the z/XDC product.
Note that not all z/XDC commands appear in this booklet. Some of the LIST and SET commands (and others) have been left out for brevity’s sake. Again, we
refer you to z/XDC’s documentation for a thorough treatment of this extremely rich product.

Notational Conventions
Command names are printed bold in CApital letters to indicate the minimum abbreviation of the command name. Lower case words are parameters; information
that is to be furnished with the command itself (such as an address expression).
Indicates the beginning of a command.
Indicates that the command syntax is continued on the next line.
Indicates that the command syntax is continued from the previous line.
Indicates the end of a command.
Indicates that a parameter may be repeated numerous times.






Commands and parameters that appear in upper case must be typed exactly as shown.
Parameters that appear in lower case letters are optional and not required.
Parameter groups when specified may be delimited by either a comma “,” or space “ “.
Required parameters appear on the same horizontal line as the command.

NOTE: Command names that are underlined are important z/XDC commands you are likely to use in every session.
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Syntax Examples
COmmand

REQUIRED PARAMETER

when a parameter is required

COMmand

ONE OF
THESE MUST
BE USED

when you must choose
one of several parameters

COMMand

When you have a choice
of one or more - or no parameters

You can use
or omit
these parameters
COMMAnd

Default parameters are bold
and italicized.

Default
Another choice

COMMAnd

repeatable item (n)

You may repeat a parameter.

(Command)
(n) indicates the number of times the parameter can be
repeated.
(Command) shows an alias.
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z/XDC Command Syntax
When issuing a z/XDC command, only as much of the command’s name need be given as is necessary to make it distinguishable from other z/XDC
commands. For example, OFF may be abbreviated to O but DMAP can only be abbreviated to DM (because of the DELETE and DROP commands).
In some cases ambiguous abbreviations have a “preferred” meaning. For example, F means FORMAT, not FIND.
z/XDC command names may be preceded by blanks. Command parameters (if any) may be separated from the command name by one or more blanks. Subsequent
parameters in the same command may be separated from each other by single blanks or commas interchangeably.
No single z/XDC command string may exceed 255 characters.
Multiple z/XDC commands may be typed on a single line by separating the commands with semi-colons (“;”). All such commands are processed in order by
XDC one after the other.
Single quotes (‘) are used to delimit a command string “associated” with a breakpoint definition. When the breakpoint is reached or the trace is performed,
then another or many commands are processed in association with the breakpoint or trace. An associated command COULD include a “Script”, which allows many
commands to be performed en-masse. This is a departure from earlier versions of the z/XDC product, wherein we used semi-colons to associate commands with
breakpoints. This new behavior is documented in “Help Whatsnew Z20 Syntaxchange!”.
If XDC encounters an error while processing a "string" of z/XDC commands, processing is aborted for the remainder of the string, and no more XDC commands in that
string are processed. An asterisk appears under the trailing end of the “offending” parameter, and a message appears.
You may use the Retrieve key (typically PF12) to recall the last command and fix the problem. You may also issue RETRIEVE LIST to see a list of all your recent
commands. Put an “S” next to any of the commands and press Enter. That command will be re-executed.
If you encounter a z/XDC error message, you may tab down next to the error message, enter an “H” and press the Enter key. You’ll go straight into the Help Subsystem, where Dave Cole attempts to fully inform you of what went wrong, how to fix it, and offers some useful examples.

Examples:
Multiple commands on the same line: T BY;LIST TASKS
A trace to the next successful branch is entered. When this command is completed, a LISt TAsks display will be generated. The semi-colon delimits the two separate
commands.
Multiple commands “associated” with a breakpoint: AT addr-expr ‘EQUATE HERE PSW!;F R5!’
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The user enters the command above, then enters “GO”. When this breakpoint is reached, an equate named “HERE” is defined where the Program Status Word’s
Instruction Location Counter is pointing, in 64-bit addressing mode (the “!”), and a FORMAT (disassembly) is done at the address pointed to by the contents of
General Register 5 (again, in 64-bit mode). The colon “associates” these commands with the breakpoint.

What is z/XDC?
z/XDC is an extremely sophisticated tool for finding and fixing “bugs” in live, running object code. Using this tool, you can stop the execution of any program and
examine it, follow execution, make changes or fixes and test the result, all in real time. z/XDC’s architecture lends itself to a variety of environments. You can
work interactively on programs that run in your own TSO address space, in a batch address space, in multitasking code, in privileged code, in started tasks or even
down into the internals of z/OS itself. z/XDC can be used to advantage in JES2/3, VTAM, ISPF and almost any system routine. You can work on code running in
so-called “read-only” areas of the operating system, perfect your own SVCs and system exits, work on SRB-mode code and on and on. z/XDC can also be used
as a “learning” tool for those who want to investigate interfaces and discover the inner workings of any program.
If I had to write all of z/XDC’s capabilities in one sentence, I’d say this: “Using z/XDC, a knowledgeable programmer can more easily find and fix bugs in any
object code within any csect within any module running under any Request Block under any Task Control Block (or SRB) within any address space on
the system, including much of the internals of the operating system itself.”
z/XDC is a tool for programmers who must survive and thrive in simple OR in very complex, low-level programming environments. If you’re completely new to
Assembler, we’ll help you grow more quickly. If you’re a seasoned programmer, we’re going to make you much faster!

How does z/XDC work?
z/XDC is a HUGE “abend-handler” that can trap abends in your code. z/XDC most often functions as an ESTAE to your code, but it also works as an ESTAI, as
an Associated Recovery Routine, as a Functional Recovery Routine and more. z/XDC’s ability to run as an “FRR” means that it now works on SRB-mode code as
well as Task-mode code. z/XDC can even become the abend handler for YOUR abend handler. It’s that flexible.
All of the breakpoints and traces z/XDC performs are done by inserting X’00’s into storage in strategic places, causing 0C1 abends, which are then processed by
z/XDC and presented to you as the user. It’s a very simple architecture, which is why z/XDC is so portable.
When you issue “GO” or “TRACE”, z/XDC hands execution of the program off to z/OS for execution – z/XDC doesn’t simulate anything! When a breakpoint is
reached or a trace is performed (or if an abend occurs), then z/XDC does a great deal of work behind the scenes and presents the results to you. Later, when you
enter a trace or type the “GO” command, execution is returned to the operating system again, and so on.
I suppose you could say that z/XDC gives you dozens or hundreds of “mini-dumps” instead of just one dump to read. You can watch your program execute in its
natural environment.
z/OS is a vast operating system - perhaps the most complex abstract construct ever devised! Because z/XDC has to work in such an intricate environment, our
product is rich in features. This translates into comprehensive tools for the programmer who is motivated to learn z/XDC’s command structure. It also can deliver
confusion (or astonishment) to the neophyte user! I want both camps to have a “smooth learning curve”! Therefore, we offer you this handy reference as a way to
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remind yourself of the various facilities available to you and the syntax of the commands provided. We hope you’ll contact us with comments on the product and
this booklet, and we wish you happy debugging. With a bit of time spent learning z/XDC, you may come to think of debugging as fun!
Cole Software offers full support for z/XDC. You can contact us via our web site, or at any of our telpehone numbers. A “Primer” document is available, and we
also offer free, Internet-based education classes for any level of user expertise. We look forward to hearing from you!
Contact: www.colesoft.com, info@colesoft.com, bshimizu@colesoft.com. (540) 456-8210 (Head office) (800) XDC-5150 (Bob)

How to invoke z/XDC from TSO READY
There are several ways to get z/XDC to gain control of a program. The easiest way is to issue the XDCCALL command against a program in your TSO address
space. To do this, you would go to a TSO READY prompt (or choose “=6” in ISPF), and type “XDCCALL <program-name>”. z/XDC will load itself into memory,
and then ATTACH “program-name” as a sub-task, specifying itself as ESTAI (the task-level abend handler for program-name). z/XDC will then invoke a “DEAD”
trap from the #DIE macro that we supply with the product, which is a X’00’ and a WTO message (you can use the #DIE macro yourself in your own programs).
You can then set breakpoints, perform traces, etc.
DO NOT type the “GO” command until you have set one or more breakpoints, or you may not get to see your program do anything more than run to end of job!
If you wish to invoke z/XDC in APF-authorized mode, issue “XDCCALLA <program-name>”. Now you can do many things, including going into Foreign Address
Space Mode via the SET ASID command. You could LIST ACCESSLISTS or LIST SSRBs for any accessible addres space. You could investigate and debug a
User SVC, or (with some care), check out a system exit.
Be careful with z/XDC. In APF-authorized execution you can go anywhere/do anything. This means that the responsibility for system integrity now rests with
YOU. It is very possible to crash an operating system with z/XDC, and in that situation our product will have done precisely what you told it to do.
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z/XDC and System Security
As you work with your code z/XDC generates SAF calls to your local security product. You can absolutely control z/XDC with security rules, which makes control
of our product a political issue, not a technical issue. But even IF security rules are in place remember that a chainsaw offers no second chances. z/XDC is a
power tool. If you’re using z/XDC authorized, it’s your responsibility to be careful.
You can get much “fancier” with invoking z/XDC, depending on your local environment. Many users set up CLISTS and ISPF Profile menus to invoke the product.
Others have a “gated” call to z/XDC permanently coded into their programs. The “gate” is opened when a programmer issues an undocumented parameter,
allowing him complete control of the product with z/XDC. There LOTS of ways to invoke z/XDC. For a deeper level of information you should review Help
DEbugging Gettingstarted in the Help subsystem.

How to Invoke z/XDC from the ISPF Startup Panel
You can also invoke the tool from an ISPF panel. When z/XDC is invoked from an ISPF menu, you will be shown the z/XDC Startup Panel. You can choose from
among four options on this panel:





Firstly, you can type a 3-character “clone name” for XDC. Let’s suppose that you use “ZZZ”. Then, z/XDC would try to invoke “ZZZCALL” rather than
“XDCCALL. Cloning allows you to run more than one version of our product in your system.
Next, you can issue Options 1 for debugging a TSO Command Processor. The session will be conducted in your TSO Private Area, and in this “mode”
z/XDC presumes that Register 1 points to your TSO Command’s parameter list.
Option 2 is also for debugging programs in your TSO address space. For both Options 1 and 2, the lower portion of your screen allows you to specify
parameters and libraries used for these TSO commands/arbitrary programs.
When you select Option 3, you will be shown a list of all the batch programs that are currently waiting for a programmer’s intervention. With some
preparation you can connect to a batch address space with Option 3 and debug a batch job, a started task, JES2, JES3, IMS, CICS, DB2 – just about
anything that runs in another or more than one other address space. See the section below on Cross Domain Facility for more information, or type Help
DEbugging Batchjobs for a more complete overview.

The HOOK Facility
Another way to invoke z/XDC is by way of the HOOK Facility. HOOK allows you to grab control of any program you like (if you are authorized to do so), and create
a debugging session. Thus, you could invoke z/XDC APF-authorized, issue SET ASID <addr-space-id> to navigate to another address space and set a HOOK in
that address space. That, my friend, is the key to the city. You can GRAB control of any address space you like ad-hoc, and start a debugging session there.
Very, very cool.
For more information on Hook, enter Help COMmands Hook. Also, see Help DEbugging Hooks. There is a LOT of great source material – and you SHOULD
READ IT before fooling around with Hook.
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Engineering Principle
z/XDC has a coherent architecture. As a general rule in z/XDC’s command structure, if you can define a “thing” using a z/XDC command, then you can also LIST
it and DELETE it. So, as you learn z/XDC’s commands, keep in mind that there is a LIST and DELETE command for the commands you use to define “things” in
your debugging environment.

User Level vs. Retry Level
Whenever you start a z/XDC session you get three paragraphs of information. The first paragraph identifies the version of z/XDC that you are using, the second
paragraph gives you some hints on how to access z/XDC’s Built-in Help system and the third paragraph orients you as to where you happen to “be” within the task
tree in the address space, how z/XDC has been invoked, etc.
You also see message “DBC83I THE ERROR LEVEL AND RETRY LEVEL ENVIRONMENTS ARE THE SAME”, or “DBC954W THE ERROR LEVEL AND
RETRY LEVELS ARE *DIFFERENT*!”
What’s that all about?
z/XDC maintains TWO “enviroments” for the user:



The Error-level environment consists of the Request Blocks, Linkage Stack entries, PSW, general registers and the access registers that existed at the
point the abend occurred. Sometimes this will be an IBM routine that was invoked by the user’s program and that detected a problem severe enough
that it forced an abend.
The Retry-level environment consists of the Request Blocks, Linkage Stack entries, PSW, general registers and the access registers that will exist
when you resume the program via Go, GOT, GOX or TRACE commands.

Generally, when the error level and retry level environments are the same, that’s a good thing. When they are different, that’s often (but not always) a bad thing.
Why? Well, for one thing, when they are different, it is not possible to resume executing the same routine that abended.
When the error level and retry level environments are different you must take the time to understand why they are different and decide what to do about it. For
more detailed information, start a z/XDC session and enter “HELP EXECUTIONLEVELS”.

Address Expressions
Most of z/XDC's commands require you to state an ADDRESS EXPRESSION, which appears in the Command Description section of this booklet as addr-expr. The
address expression tells z/XDC where to execute your command.
Address expressions resolve into virtual memory locations, just as they do in Assembler language. Address expressions can be based on a hexadecimal address, the
location pointed to by the PSW, the address pointed to by a register, the location of an equate, a modulename or modulename.csectname or the labels or symbols
from maps you generate for your program (a CSECT) or DSECT.
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z/XDC will go a long way towards resolving locations in memory for you if you learn some simple terms.
This is a key concept: Address expressions are composed of three elements: bases, operators, and offsets.
Bases
Bases are values that you use as a starting point when building address expressions. You can use modulename.csectname.label as a base (or just .label if you have
mapped the module and then issued the Set Qualifier command). You can use an EQUATE you define in memory during the z/XDC session for a base value. You
can also use the PSW, EPSW, or the values in any register as bases. If you prefer, you can use a raw hexadecimal address for a base.
You can also use two special pointers that z/XDC maintains for you. They are the Current Display Pointer, and the Next Display Pointer. The CDP is always set to
the last place in memory to have been displayed or zapped, and the NDP is set to the next screen of memory you are likely to display. The CDP is now visible in
z/XDC displays as an equate. Therefore wherever you see “@CDP”, there is where z/XDC’s “focus” is at the moment. “@CDP” also appears if you issue the List
Equate command.
The CDP can be used as a base by entering " +0" (space-plus-zero). Thus, if you want to execute a command “right here” in memory you can use “COMMANDNAME +0”. This is the most useful address expression!
Operators – Arithmetic and Indirect
The basic operators are either arithmetic operators (+, -, / and *), or indirect addressing operators (%, ?, and !).
Basic arithmetic operators signify to z/XDC whether the offset that follows the arithmetic operator is to be taken as an additive value (+), a subtractive value (-), the
quotient of two items (/) or the positive product of some multiplication (*). Thus, you can use arithmetic operators to directly address elements in tables.
You’ll probably use z/XDC’s “indirect operators” a lot. They are:




%  Indicates a 24-bit address.
?  Indicates a 31-bit address.
!  Indicates a 64-bit address.

Other, more “advanced” Offset Terms may serve as operators too. Here is a complete list:
¬
+
&
|

Prefix NOT:
Prefix PLUS:
Prefix MINUS:
AND:
OR:

# XOR:
* MULTIPLY:

Returns the one’s complement of its right side operand.
Returns its right side operand unchanged.
Returns the two’s complement of its right side operand.
Returns the logical “AND” of its two operands.
Returns the logical inclusive “OR” of its two operands. Note that this operand can be given either as a solid vertical bar (“|”) or as a broken
vertical bar (“¦”).
Returns the logical exclusive “OR” of its two operands.
Returns the arithmetic product of its two operands, truncated to 32 bits.
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/ DIVIDE:
\ REMAINDER:
+ ADDITION:
- SUBTRACTION:

Returns the arithmetic quotient of its left side operand divided by its right side operand. The remainder is discarded.
Returns the arithmetic remainder of its left side operand divided by its right side operand. The quotient is discarded.
Returns the arithmetic sum of its two operands, truncated to 32 bits.
Returns the arithmetic difference of its left side operand minus the right side operand. The result is truncated to 32 bits.

All intermediate and final results of offset calculations are carred as 32-bit values. When a final computed offset value is added to or subtracted from the location
calculated so far, the result is truncated to 31 bits.
In the absence of overriding parentheses, these operations are processed according to the following priorities. Operations having the same priority are processed as
they are encountered from left to right.
Priority of Operations

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

PLUS
AND
MULTIPLY
ADD

MINUS
OR
DIVIDE
SUBTRACT

NOT
XOR
REMAINDER

Offsets
An offset is a hexadecimal value used to adjust the target address of a z/XDC Command. You can specify any hexadecimal number as an offset.
Examples of Address Expressions
In practice, you put bases, operators and offsets together to fashion address expressions. Here are some examples:
D R14?
F PSW!
List SUBPOOLS R12%%

S Q +0

D .MYPTR!+2A

Produce a display of raw memory pointed to by the contents of General Register 14, in 31-bit
addressing mode.
Disassemble (via the FORMAT command) memory pointed to by the Instruction Length Counter portion
of the Program Status Word, in 64-bit addressing mode.
Display the memory subpool allocation of a piece of memory. Address that memory by taking the
contents of Register 12 as a 24-bit offset to a virtual address. When THAT memory is accessed, take
those contents as ANOTHER 24-bit offset. Show the subpool allocation for that memory. This is an
example of “stacking” indirect operators to follow pointer chains.
Establish a default qualifier for this module.csect. Now, we can refer to labels in the assembly as
“.label-name”. We establish the address expression by using the implied value of the CDP with an offset
of zero.
Using the contents of the pointer at “.MYPTR” in 64-bit mode, navigate “there” and count 2A beyond
that. Display the contents of storage THERE.
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Example: +2A -C +0
You can use R13!+4!+C! to point to "my return address back to my caller" (assuming standard OS linkage conventions).
NOTE: You can use " +0" (“space-plus-zero”) almost all the time to denote "where I am currently looking plus a zero offset" (This is an example of using the
Current Display Pointer). In this case, the most recently formatted or displayed area is used as the base. Remember, “Space-plus-zero” is your special friend.
You can use that with almost any z/XDC command to denote, “Execute the command right here.”
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Addressing Functions as Offset Terms
z/XDC supports several built-in functions that can be used within address expressions but only some of those functions are permitted within offset terms. Specifically,
only those built-in functions that return numeric values are allowed within offset terms. These functions are:

H2(…)
ILC(…)
XADDR(…) (alias: XADR)
XALET(…)
XASID(…) (alias: XASN)
X1(…) X2(…) X3(…) X4(…)

This function extracts 2 bytes from storage, a register or a PSW. The value is then padded out to 32 bits by propagating the
value’s high-order sign bit (the “sign” bit) leftwards.
This returns the offset to the nth machine instruction past the location calculated so far in the current address expression.
This function accepts an address expression, resolves it to a virtual address, and then returns that address as a numeric
value that can be used in an offset term computation.
This function returns an ALET as a simple numeric expression. The operand may be either a register name or an address
expression. If a register name is given, then its contents are presumed to be an ALET, and is returned as this function’s
result. If an address expression is given, then that expression is resolved to a location in an address space or data space.
This function returns an ASID as a simple numeric value.
These functions extract 1, 2, 3,or 4 bytes from storage, a register or a PSW. The extracted value is then padded with zeroes
on the left out to 32 bits.

For a more authoritative treatment on these terms, please enter Help Addressing SYNtax Offsetterms Functions.
Addressing Functions
The preceding structure (base-operator-offset) is sufficient for most simple address expressions. However, with the advent of MVS/ESA and subsequent O/S
releases, new structures such as ALETs, Access Registers and Dataspaces/hyperspaces were introduced.
To handle these structures, the z/XDC address expression now offers the use of ADDRESS SPACE FUNCTIONS for these advanced structures. For an authoritative
treatment of this subject, enter Help ADdressing Functions.
z/XDC’s addressing functions are preceded by a “Function Leader Character”, which is by default a tilde (“~”). Here is a list of Addressing Functions:
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A Table of Addressing Functions

ALET (…)
ASID(…) (alias: ASN)
ASID (REAL)
H2(…)
ILC(…)
NXINST(…)
NXSEQ(…)
REAL(…)
RDDD(…)
XADDR(…) (alias: XADR)
XALET(…)
XASID(…) (alias: XASN)
X1(…), X2(…), X3(…), X4(…)

Selects a Target Address Space or data space from the cluster of spaces that are accessible to the Job, TSO
session or system task target by the current Foreign/Local Address Space Mode.
Temporarily sets, changes or terminates Foreign Address Space Mode
Temporarily sets Real Address Space Mode
Extracts 2 bytes from storage, a register or a PSW, propagates the sign bit leftwards out to 32 bits and makes the
result available for use in the computation of an offset term.
Returns the offset to the nth machine instruction past the location calculated so far in the current address
expression.
Returns the location of the machine instruction that will be executed NEXT AFTER the current instruction pointed to
by the retry level PSW.
Returns the address of the nth machine instruction following a given address.
Temporarily sets Real Address Space Mode and returns the real address (as a location of) the given address
expression.
Extracts and converts an s-con (a “base-displacement”) into an address, and substitutes that for the address
expression’s “location-calculated-so-far”. This works like an indirect operator.
Resolves a given address expression and returns its resolved value as a numeric value that can be used in offset
computations.
Returns an ALET as a numeric value that can be used in offset computations.
Returns an ASID as a numeric value that can be used in offset computations.
Extracts a 1, 2, 3, or 4 bytes from storage, a register or a PSW, pads it with zeroes on the left out to 32 bits and
makes the result available for use in the computation of an offset term.

Is information coming out your ears? I warned you! In this concentrated resource, we’re attempting to give you everything you really need to run z/XDC
effectively. Let’s leave this discussion with some source material. For a much more thorough treatment on addressing in z/XDC (a VITAL concept), please start a
z/XDC session and enter “Help ADDressing”. It’s a BIG topic in z/XDC!
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z/XDC’s Point-and-Shoot Capabilities
z/XDC has some “hidden” capabilities available to you in the full-screen interfacee. After some years of begging on my part, Dave has documented them under
Help FULlscreen POintandshoot. I think it’s a very authoritative treatment of the topic, so I urge you to review it. Here are the high points:
If you’re in a display of memory, and you wish to dis-assemble somewhere on the panel, put your cursor where you seen an opcode beginning and press Enter.
Voila! You have a point-and-shoot disassembly “there”. Way cool!
If you want to look at the register/displacement field in an instruction, put the cursor “there” and enter a “D_” (a d-space). z/XDC points-and-shoots to the memory
being used by the instruction!
If you want to see code that you KNOW is pointed to by the contents of a register, tab over the register and input “F_” (an “F-space”). Hey, that’s neat.
Try using indirect operators on registers, or memory, or anywhere else that makes sense. “%”, “?” and “!” all do as you’d suspect.

z/XDC’s Breakpoint Capabilities
z/XDC supports four kinds of breakpoints: Permanent, transient, permanent deferred and transient deferred.


Permanent breakpoints last for the life of the z/XDC session or whenever they are explicitly removed via the “Off” command. To create a permanent
breakpoint, you could enter “AT addr-expr”, or put an “A” next to the desired instruction on the display panel.



Transient breakpoints are used only once and are then automatically discarded, as a convenience. To create a transient breakpoint, you could enter “T
addr-expr”, or put a “T” next to the desired instruction on the display panel.

 Deferred breakpoints are “templates” of breakpoints that will be scheduled for the future, and are “set” whenever the target module is loaded (each and
every time). Deferred breakpoints are a great convenience when the user wishes to debug code that is dynamically loaded by a calling program. To
create a permanent deferred breakpoint, you could enter “AD modulename.csectname”. To create a transient deferred breakpoint, you could enter “TD
modulename.csectname”.
Each breakpoint is given a unique name by z/XDC when it is defined. Multiple breakpoints defined with the same command are grouped into “families” that are
named alike and can be manipulated as a group if desired.
All breakpoints receive a “prefix” for ease of identification. Permanent breakpoints receive a prefix of “AT”. Transient breakpoints receive a prefix of “TR”.
Permanent deferred breakpoints receive a prefix of “AD”. Transient deferred breakpoints receive a prefix of “TD”.
Each breakpoint receives a numeric “family-ID” of five digits. Each breakpoint receives an alphabetic “member-ID” that uniquely identifies it within its family. So, a
family-ID could be “AT00003” or “TR00057”.
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Finally, each breakpoint receives an alphabetic character denoting its “individuality” within a family. If you put these elements all together, a breakpoint could be
named thusly: AT00001B or TR00003J.
Hooks also appear in lists of breakpoints (until they’re “fired” and deleted).
Useful Tip: You can see a global list of all the breakpoints currently defined in your z/XDC session by entering LISt Breakpoints or LISt BPTS (either command
form will work). If you want to delete any of the breakpoints you see, you can type an “O” next to the desired one and press Enter. This will issue the “OFF”
command on your behalf. See the section below on Line Commands.
For the FULL story on z/XDC’s breakpoint capabilities, start a z/XDC session and enter “Help Breakpoints.”

z/XDC’s Trace Commands
z/XDC supports eight kinds of trace commands:

T
TB
T BY
T BN
T*
T SA
T SB
TW

Single step trace. One instruction of the tested program is executed and control is returned to the user
Trace to next Branch-type instruction.
Trace to next successful Branch-type instruction. Skip all “fall-throughs”
Trance to next un-successful Branch-type instruction.
Loop trace. Capture control the next time execution passes by “this place”.
Stop execution AFTER the next Store-type instruction (or an EXECUTE of such an instruction).
Stop execution BEFORE the next Store-type instruction (or an EXECUTE of such an instruction).
Create a TRACE WATCH with a conditional expression. Trace Watches are a special case. Please read below.
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Conditional Expressions
z/XDC supports the use of Conditional Expressions. Conditional Expressions can be attached interchangeably with either breakpoints or traces. Conditional
Expressions are of two types: Counting conditions, and Value-testing conditions. Whenever a breakpoint or trace command is executed, z/XDC receives control
and evaluates the Conditional Expression. If the result is “false”, then z/XDC allows the program to resume as if nothing happened.

Counting Conditions
Counting conditions allow the traced or trapped program to execute a number of times before z/XDC stops the program, and gives control to the user. A counter is
defined and zeroed. Traces or traps encountered during program execution increment the counter.

Example: AT . TOPLOOP (30)

User execution stops at Location “.TOPLOOP” on the thirtieth time and every time thereafter that
.TOPLOOP is executed.

Value-testing Conditions
Value-testing Conditions allow comparison of the contents of an object (located at some address expression) to a constant that is supplied in the Conditional
Expression. All relational operators (Equal, greater-than, less-than, greater-than-or-equal-to, etc.) are supported. You can even enter a bit mask and do the
comparison at the bit level by way of “AND-ing” or “Or-ing” bit strings against the supplied bit mask. Here is the syntax of a Value-testing Conditional Expression:

Breakpoint or
Trace command

(Object
,AND, mask
,OR, mask

,EQ
LT
GT
GE
LE
NE

,supplied hex value)
,‘EDCDIC value’)

Object can be any of the following: an address expression, a register name +offset (so that you can directly address individual bytes within registers. Valid offsets
are Rx+0 through 3 for 32-bit registers; RWx+ 0-7 for 64-bit registers), a Floating Point register, an Access Register, any field within a retry-level PSW or errorlevel PSW (with offsets 0-7 to locate a specific byte in the PSW).
AND, OR: Specifies whether a logical AND or OR operation is to be performed.
Mask: A data string to be used as a bit selection mask for the AND or OR operation. It may be hexadecimal, character or both, so long as character data is
separated from hexadecimal data by single quotes (‘). Each group of hexadecimal digits must contain an even number of digits. Mask can never be longer than
Object (That is, for a R1+1, then mask can be up to three bytes long).
Relational Operator: Specifies the type of comparison desired. z/XDC accepts all the arithmetic symbols for Relational Operators as well (+,>,<,<=,>=, ¬=, etc.).
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Supplied Value: Either a hex or character string (EBCDIC) supplied by the user. If EBCDIC is specified, it must be contained in single quotes (‘).
The definitive treatment on this topic can be found at “Help COmmands SYNtax Breakpoints CONditions Value”.
Examples:

T .TOPLOOP (.BUFPTR!,NE,’TYPE 2’)
AT .TOPLOOP .SUBCALL (R1!+3,GE,OED8)
TR .TOPLOOP (R1+3, AND,01,EQ,01)

Set a transient breakpoint at label .TOPLOOP. Evaluate the memory address pointed to by label
.BUFPTR and stop whenever those contents are NOT EQUAL to the character string “TYPE 2”.
Execution will stop at either .TOPLOOP or .SUBCALL when the two bytes starting at three bytes past
the storage location pointed by R1 contain a value that is greater than X’03D8.
Execution will stop at location .TOPLOOP when the low-order bit of Register 3 is “on”. The breakpoint,
being transient, will be removed when this condition is met.

Associating other z/XDC commands with a breakpoint or trace
Prior to z/XDC release z2.0, you could “associate” z/XDC commands by using a colon after the breakpoint or trace command, and in the case of multiple
commands, by separating them from one another with colons. Then, the associated commands would be executed one-by-one when the breakpoint or trace was
executed.
Here’s a simple example of the “old” behavior: T BY:LIST REGS:LIST PSW F
In the above example, a trace would be performed to the next successful branch statement, and would then associate the commands “LIST REGS” to list the
general registers and “LIST PSW F” to display the program status word, “decoded”.
All that old behavior is GONE with z/XDC Release z2.1. In essence, you must now enclose the associated command string within single quotes and separate
individual commands from each other with semi-colons.
The new syntax is to:





Enclose the associated commands within tick marks (‘);
Double up any included tick marks (‘’);
Append the quoted string to the breakpoint or trace by using a single blank or a comma;
And within the quoted string, delimit the individual associated commands from one another using semi-colons (;).

Thus, in the “new” z/XDC our example would appear thusly: T BY,’LIST REGS;LIST FREGS;LIST PSW F’
This change has been made so that the colon could be used for other purposes, including use of the colon as a “parser tag” for high-level languages (such as C,
opposed to Assembler). A complete treatment of this subject can be found at Help Whatsnew Z20 Syntaxchange! To learn about the new use of the colon, please
see Help ADressig Parser Tags.
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Trace Watch
A Trace Watch is a conditional expression that is not tied to any particular breakpoint or trace definition. It is a statement that “hangs around” for the life
of the z/XDC session and is interrogated EVERY time z/XDC receives control. Thus, if you are concerned with memory corruption, you can easily “set an alarm” to
give you control when the condition (in this case a storage alteration) is detected AND whenever z/XDC gains control of the program for any reason.
Trace Watches appear in the list of breakpoints when you issue “List BREakpoints” or “List BPts”.
A WATCH cannot receive control on its own, but only when z/XDC gains control by way of a breakpoint or a trace. For this reason, Dave has implemented two
new Boolean parameters for conditional expressions: “TRUE” or “FALSE”. IF you set a separate trace or trap command with (FALSE) as the conditional
expression for a trace or breakpoint AND then you define a Trace Watch, THEN the WATCH will be evaluated at this/these trace or breakpoint(s) BUT control of
the program will NOT be interrupted unless the WATCH tests TRUE.
ALL WATCHs are evaluated at each breakpoint or trace command. Any number of WATCHs may be defined. A WATCH may also have one or more z/XDC
commands “associated” with it, and whenever the conditional expression in the WATCH tests TRUE, then those commands will be executed. It is possible for
multiple WATCHs to test TRUE at the same time.
Examples:

T W (R1,EQ,00000000),’L REGS;WHERE’
T W (R4?,NE,’I-CATCHR’),’D R4?’

A WATCH will be set. Whenever Register 1 becomes “zeroed”, then the watch will test TRUE,
and the List Register and Where commands will execute automatically.
A WATCH will be set. Whenever the storage location pointed to by the contents of Register 4
(in 31-bit mode) no longer contains the characters “I-CATCHR”, then the Display command will
execute automatically, giving a “dump” of the memory location that R4 DOES point to.

Now, you may be content to set a WATCH and let it be checked along with your other breakpoints/traces, OR you could become a bit more pro-active and set any
other breakpoint or trace and specify the conditional expression (FALSE), like this:

T BY(FALSE)
Then, your WATCH will be checked not only at any of the other defined breakpoints or traces but ALSO at each successful branch-type instruction, without
stopping execution of the program UNLESS the WATCH tests TRUE at one of these points.
So, let’s recap this useful technique:
1)
2)
3)
4)

You set up any number of Trace Watches that you need (and there’s your “compound condition”).
You set up a T BY (FALSE).
You enter GO.
z/XDC gets control at each of the successful branches in your program. It stacks and processes all the Trace Watches. If all of them prove FALSE, then
control is returned to the system and your program continues to run. If any of them prove TRUE, then execution stops at the last T BY command and gives
you control.
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Really, you can use ANY trap or trace command with the (FALSE) or (TRUE) parameters. T BY is just darned convenient! Read Help Breakpoints Conditional
Watch and Help COmmands Trace Watch for more information.

Shortcut Commands
z/XDC’s command language is subject to abbreviation wherever possible, perhaps because we at Cole Software are such poor typists! We also want to save time
in our work. z/XDC’s displays often show an underscore character or a period out to the left of each line in column one of the display terminal. The presence of
this underscore or period is an opportunity to use z/XDC’s Shortcut Commands. These commands will save you a lot of time!
If you are ever unsure of what Shortcut Command you can use in the underscored area, you can enter a question mark (“?”) and z/XDC will read you the list of
available commands, which can vary with context. Thus, you may receive a list of allowed commands that looks like this: “ _ A D E F H J K L M N O P Q S
T W X Z ?“. If you’re confused at that point, merely put an “H” in the underscore that precedes the list and press Enter.
Here is a table of the Line Commands and what they can do for you:

A
D
E
F
H
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
S
T
W
X
Z
?

Sets a permanent breakpoint at “this” line in the program by way of the “AT” command.
Performs a context-sensitive DISPLAY command.
Issues an “EWHERE” command. FORMATs the error level abend address.
Performs a FORMAT command (z/XDC will disassemble object code beginning at “this” point in the program).
Enter this next to any generated z/XDC Message, and the explanation will be displayed.
Performs a “JUMP” command, forcing the ILC portion of the PSW to point to “this” place.
Sets a HOOK at this point. A Hook automatically subverts other, prior ESTAEs, “forcing” an z/XDC session “here”.
Performs a context-sensitive LIST command.
Performs a MAP command
Sets a “NOTE” command. You can type whatever text you like at a NOTed location to help keep track of your work.
Performs an “OFF” command, removing any breakpoint set at this location.
Purges a previously defined “NOTE”.
Issues a “SET QUALIFIER” command, making “this place” the default module and csect.
Performs a SELECT operation in the Help Subsystem, OR performs a “SWAP” to another task when in the List TAsks display.
Sets a transient breakpoint at “this” line in the program.
Performs a “WHERE” command, which disassembles the program at “this” point.
Toggles a defined breakpoint on or off without deleting the breakpoint definition.
Indicates that any overtyping on “this” line will be taken as a ZAP command, changing memory or storage at “this” location.
When placed next to an z/XDC message, the appropriate message explanation will be automatically displayed.

Type “Help SHortcutcommands” to access our online information on these little beauties.
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Finding things with z/XDC
A big part of any debugging job is searching through memory for object code or character strings. We offer a Find command to do this. FInd isn’t intended to
search out labels or equates in your program. Use the Format or List Equates for that kind of search operation. Use SCANlog for searching your session log.
Find looks sequentially through MEMORY.
z/XDC’s FIND command allows you to search sequentially (or in many other ways) through memory, looking for object code strings or EBCDIC strings. FInd can
be abbreviated to “FI” if you like. The general form of the command is “FI <thing> <starting-address-expression>. z/XDC will start at your starting point and go
through memory looking for <thing>. Finding an EBCDIC <thing> requires that you use single quotes around your string. Once you’ve established a FInd
command, you can thereafter issue “FInd” again, and z/XDC will continue the search using the existing criteria.
You may ask, “What if I want to search for an ASCII string?” Well, you can. Issue SET FORMAT ASCII first and the FInd command will look for your <thing> in
ASCII. Again, use single quotes around your string so that z/XDC knows you’re looking for a string instead of object code.
The FInd command has a LOT of parameters that influence how z/XDC searches. You can specify a range of addresses to search within. You can set a “hit limit”
on your search and much, much more - far too many parameters for me to write here. Please see Help COmmands FInd for more information, or look up the FInd
command in this booklet.
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Using z/XDC in Other Address Spaces
z/XDC supports the debugging of code running in other address spaces in two ways: Cross Domain Facility, and Foreign Address Space Mode.

The Cross Domain Facility
z/XDC’s Cross Domain Facility (aka “CDF”) extends the utility of our interactive debugging tool into batch programs. Nearly anything that runs in “the batch” can
be intercepted and tested. In conjunction with z/XDC’s HOOK command (see below), and Foreign Address Space Mode, you can debug programs on an ad-hoc
basis – without any prior preparation.
CDF requires several components: A batch region, a server address space called XDCSRVR, and your interactive TSO or VTAM session.
The batch program must be made to invoke z/XDC in some way. If you like, you can alter the EXEC card so that the executed program is XDCCALL, then specify
YOUR program’s name (and its parameters too!) as the parameter(s) for XDCCALL. If you wish to debug a batch job that runs APF-Authorized, then use the
XDCCALLA command instead. Here’s how to change your JCL so that you can use z/XDC on your batch programs.
The original JCL EXEC statement might look like this:

// TESTJOB EXEC PGM=TESTPROG, PARM=’options’
The result might look like this:

// TESTJOB EXEC PGM=XDCCALL, PARM=’TESTPROG options’
If you like, you can have access to your favorite z/XDC profiles by adding a DD statement for a copy of your ISPF Profile library, such as this:

//XDCPROF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=some.installation.specific.dataset.name
Also, if you like, you can cause a z/XDC command file to execute on entry to your batch debugging session by adding a DD statement for your XDC commands
library, such as this:

//XDCCMDS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=some.installation.specific.dataset.name
[There are a group of DDnames that z/XDC can use. Some of them are for specific situations. Others are used to trace and diagnose z/XDC’s own
behavior. For more information, enter Help DDnames.]
When the batch job is submitted, z/XDC will load and will connect to XDCSRVR address space. A message will also be sent to the operator console, and the
batch job will enter a wait state.
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From your TSO or VTAM console, you will bring up the z/XDC Startup Panel and select Option 3. You will be shown a list of the programs awaiting programmer
sign-on, and you can select the one you like by typing “S” next to the desired one and pressing Enter. You’ll be connected to your program, and from there on, the
z/XDC commands typed into the z/XDC session on your interactive console will be transmitted to the z/XDC session in the batch region, and the results “piped”
back to you. It’s just that simple!
To “get out of” a CDF session you can do several things:




You can END the z/XDC session and cancel the batch job;
You can issue GO to the batch job, which may leave you without the use of your interactive console;
You can DISConnect the batch job, which leaves the batch job in a wait.

HELPFUL HINT: If you want to leave the batch job executing, and get control of your terminal back, you can remove all the breakpoints and/or HOOKS you may
have set, and then issue DISC;GO. This disconnects you from the batch program and simultaneously gives the batch program a GO command to resume its
execution. However, z/XDC is still in the SCB chain, and may get control if your program ever abends again (or hits a Hook you didn’t remove). Most of the time,
it’s just better to cancel the job and restart it without z/XDC in the SCB chain.
The definitive reference on running z/XDC with batch programs can be found at Help DEbugging Batchjobs.

Foreign Address Space Mode
Foreign Address Space Mode (or “FASM”) is a very convenient way to quickly gain access to the internal workings of code running in another address space without any prior preparation at all! The commands you can enter in “FASM” are limited to those that are interrogatory, or “look-don’t-touch” in nature. That is, you
can Display storage, Format (disassemble) object code, List various things and generally “poke about” but you CANNOT set breakpoints or enter traces. That’s
not “look-don’t-touch”! However (and with appropriate authority from your security program), you CAN issue the ZAP command and you can also issue the HOOK
command (which is a way of forcing an z/XDC session into the code right-here-right-now). There is a discussion of HOOK coming up soon! For now, back to
FASM…
To use FASM, your z/XDC session must be running authorized. You will either have issued “XDCCALLA program-name” or answered “YES” to the question
“SHOULD THE CMD/PGM START APF AUTH?” on the Startup Panel in order to gain this sort of authority. Then, to enter Foreign Address Space Mode, you
enter:

SET ASID jobname
A message will appear prompting you that you are no longer in your “home” address space (“We’re not in Kansas anymore, Toto.”). You can begin to investigate,
poke about and learn what’s going on in the other address space. Meanwhile, the other address space doesn’t “know” you’re there! It goes on running.
To leave Foreign Address Space Mode, you merely type:

SET ASID

That’s “SET ASID blank”. If you prefer, you can issue “SET ASID HOME”. Either way will work.

This sets you back to your “home” address space in your previous or “launching” z/XDC session and you can go back to what you were doing before.
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The HOOK Command
z/XDC, which generally executes as an ESTAI or ESTAE, can come into conflict with ESTAEs that your own program might issue. As you might expect, if another
ESTAE macro is issued while z/XDC is debugging a program, then z/XDC loses control of the session. That is usually not what you want when you’re debugging
your code. In older days, z/XDC users had to be cognizant of and avoid these sorts of conflicts. Most experienced users constructed conditional “gates” around
embedded z/XDC ESTAEs to prevent them from being executed UNLESS the user intended to debug the program. That’s HISTORY now!
Today, you can interactively issue the HOOK command. All you do is type: HOOK <address-expression>
When you do so, z/XDC introduces a few instructions into address-expression and “remembers” the code that used to be there. When that code is actually
executed, a z/XDC session is initiated, subordinating any other ESTAES that used to have precedence. Thereafter, the Hook is then automatically removed,
and the code at <address-expression> is restored. This is an extremely convenient technique for gaining control of a target program - completely on-the-fly. As
we mentioned above, HOOK can be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.
Prior to z/XDC Release z2.1, HOOK functioned only as an ESTAE, which gave it certain limitations in SVC-unfriendly environments. With Release z2.1, HOOK
has been entirely re-written and now can be used in PC routines, SRB, routines, FRR-protected code, Locked code, Disabled code, and just about
anywhere without regard as to whether or not the environment is SVC friendsly,
To use HOOK in Foreign Address Space Mode, you must have authorized access via your security system. You must also be running authorized under z/XDC.
Further, you must know what you are doing.
Hook is available to you in four ways:
1.
2.
3.
4.

An interactive command (HOOK <address-exporession>”;
A line command (enter a “K” next to any formatted statement in the display);
As a “deferred” command (HD <module-name+offset>);
As a macro (Assemble “#XDCHOOK” right into your code). This hook is persistent and is not automatically removed.

See Help COmmands HOok and Help DEbugging Hooks for the real information on Hook.

How to Hook a Running Program with z/XDC
When you run z/XDC against a batch job by altering the JCL, that takes care of one of two debugging scenarios: When you intended to debug a program. What
about when you decide to debug a program that’s already running? You can do that with z/XDC, too. Here’s how.
The main components are Foreign Address Space Mode and the HOOK command.
The steps you take
Issue “XDCCALLA IEFBR14”
Issue “SET ASID <jobname>
Issue “LIST TASKS”, LIST RBS TCB#n, or FORMAT <address-expression>

Comments on each step
You don’t care about IEFBR14 – you just want z/XDC to be APF-authorized.
Invoke Foreign Address Space Mode.
Poke around until you know where you want to stop the program.
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Create a HOOK wherever you like
Issue “SET ASID HOME” or merely “SET ASID”
Create an event in the running program to execute the HOOK
Go to the z/XDC Startup Panel and issue Option 3
If the HOOK has fired, you should see your program waiting to be debugged.
Select the job with the “S” command and press Enter.
Be happy and productive.

See Help COmmands HOok.
Leave Foreign Address Space Mode.
Run a transaction or execute a command in your system of some kind.
You’re going to look for your batch program.
You DID put the Hook in the right (copy of the) module at the correct address,
didn’t you?
Looking good….
Reach up high in the air. Bend at the elbow. Pat three times! You’re a SMART
engineer!

Be Careful with z/XDC
z/XDC is a “Power Tool”. Using our debugging product, you can do great good by stopping programs, finding out what is wrong with them and making dynamic
changes to them (in memory only – not to your source code). This is a double-edged sword, because you can just as easily “fix” something that is NOT broken,
and either interfere with or destroy system operation. Setting a breakpoint in a system routine, or causing a HOOK to be placed where it doesn’t belong can
negatively affect system performance. It is possible to crash an operating system in the time it takes to lift your finger off the Enter key! So, we warn every
z/XDC user that if he or she intends to use the tool in authorized mode then they must be CAREFUL, and proceed with absolute knowledge of what
they are doing.
We at Cole Software have done everything we could to make these facilities fool-proof, but we cannot guarantee against the momentary foolishness of our users
(of course, that’s never going to be YOU). That is why we have placed very explicit language in the Preface of this book. That is also why we provide access to
your in-house security system via S.A.F. calls. Your security people can configure rules to govern how z/XDC is used at your site, and by whom. We want you to
thrive and prosper, but you need to be knowledgeable and careful.
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The z/XDC READ Command
In using z/XDC on a daily basis, you may find yourself repeating certain groups of commands over and over again. Soon, you will begin to wonder if there is any
sort of “macro” facility in z/XDC. The answer is “YES!”
You can build a sequential file containing nothing but z/XDC commands, and you can call them up for execution en masse by typing “READ dsname”. The
commands in the file will be executed one by one until the end of the command file is encountered.
You could use this facility to load modules that you use every day, to set breakpoints in them, to MAP modules in order to see their names and the comments in
the listing, to create specific EQUATES, etc. Anything you can do interactively with z/XDC can be done in a READ command file. The READ command appears
elsewhere in this booklet, OR you can type Help COmmands REAd for the full treatment on this subject. If you’d like to look at the z/XDC READ commands that
we’ve already built for you, please issue Help Scripts.
There is no “IF/THEN/ELSE” processing in a script, but you may be surprised by what you CAN accomplish using only the simple declaratives in z/XDC’s
command structure. If you really-really want conditional processing you might investigate our REXX interface. Enter “HELP REXX” for more information.

Mapping
z/XDC allows the user to debug raw object code in live, running programs. It doesn’t NEED maps at all! Indeed, the original design philosophy was to allow the
user to access code whether or not any source code was available at the time. This is a tremendous advantage over other such tools that REQUIRE a (current?)
listing in order to work. Further, z/XDC doesn’t “care” what language the object code was originally written in. It could be COBOL for all z/XDC cares. This means
you can work on ANY program, so long as you understand Assembler and/or have the correct listing for your program.
With z/XDC Release z2.1 you have access to the command Set AUTOmap, which you can do interactively or (more conveniently) add to your Profiles. If you
use this little gem, z/XDC will detect whether it’s in Assembler or C code, and will search your libraries for the appropriate map. If the map is found, then z/XDC
will automatically MAP the code for you. This is WONDERFUL, and a great new feature for our users.
But, you really don’t need maps at all if you possess courage and fortitude. That’s because z/XDC was designed from the beginning to debug raw object code.
z/XDC’s bias is to view the world in terms of Assembler, but if you’re reading this manual you shouldn’t be terrified by that.
The disassembly function of z/XDC (the “Format” command) is quite robust, and goes a long way towards making a section of raw memory more intelligible to a
human being. You could work quite well (if not joyously) entirely without mapping, and some times you may be forced to. However, z/XDC can now improve on
the Format command against raw object code in a significant way.
Helpful Hint: Remember that you can issue “MAP ?” and a “Helper Dialog” will appear. Now you can enter the parameters for the MAP command without having
to remember them all!
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Csect mapping WITH ADATA (source statement support)
z/XDC can read ADATA records for both csects and dsects that are produced by the High-level Assembler. Now your z/XDC displays will look exactly like your
original listing.
You can view:






Your machine instructions exactly as they were written in the original source program, complete with commentary;
Your commentary blocks;
Your macro call statements;
All relocatable symbols, INCLUDING those defined by EQU statements;
All statement labels INCLUDING those longer than eight characters.

z/XDC reads ADATA records from any location that they can be found. Specifically, they can be read:




From within program objects located within PDSE libraries;
From within XOBJECT files located in either sequential datasets or PSE/PDSE libraries;
From SYSADATA files located in either sequential datasets or PSE/PDSE libraries.

So long as ADATA records are available to z/XDC, you can get them loaded by using the MAP and DMAP commands as described above. You can specify
PARM=ADATA in your assembly step to create these records for use by z/XDC. For more information on using source statements in z/XDC, type Help Maps
Adata.
When you have created your ADATA, you need to tell z/XDC where it is. That’s accomplished by the SET MAPLIBS command. You issue SET MAPLIBS
<dataset-name>. z/XDC will search this data set whenever you issue the MAP command.
You also have access to a LIST MAPLIBS command so you can manage your MAPLIBs and you have a LIST CACHE command so you can see how much
memory is being CONSUMED by your MAPLIBS (Hey, IBM wrote the High Level Assembler, not us!). You can (predictably) delete your maplibs and your cache.
If you get tired of issuing SET MAPLIBS all the time, and you have some library that you’ll almost always be working out of, you can put it into your Profile. That’s
the good news. The bad news is that (at least now) there’s no Profile panel you can fill in. You have to follow this command sequence:
DELETE MAPLIB DEFAULT
SET MAPLIB <dataset-name>
SET MAPLIB SAVE DEFAULT
PROFILE SAVE

Optional: blows away any current default.
See Help COmmands SEt MAPLibs or read the command in this book. You can issue this
command multiple times or invoke multiple datasets in the same command. I’m pretty sure…
This establishes the default map library
This “hardens” the definition into your own default profile.
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Recent update: Beginning in Release z2.1, z/XDC has an AUTOMAPPING feature. That means that if z/XDC “finds itself” in some object code (my gross
over-simplification of a complex process), it will automatically search for the appropriate source statement map. This EXTREMELY COOL feature can be
controlled by the new Set AUTOmap command. For more information, enter HELP COmmands SEt AUTomap.

Csect Mapping without ADATA
In programs that do not use the High Level Assembler you can assemble and link-edit (Sorry, “BIND”) the source deck with PARM=’TEST’. When this is done,
SYM records are created in the object deck on DASD. While they exist in the object module, SYM records are “stripped out” at load time. z/XDC allows you to
gain access to SYM records, and will overlay memory with SYM records for both csects and dsects. When this is done, the Format command results in a display
that looks a great deal like the original listing, a real convenience for recognizing and manipulating the code you are testing. You just won’t see your comments.
You use ADATA for that.
When you have entered into a debugging session on code that was originally assembled and linkedited with PARM=’TEST’, you can issue the MAP command.
z/XDC will go through the user’s search order and bring the SYM records into its internal memory. Subsequent Format commands will show the original names
and symbols from the source deck.

Referencing labels in your assembly
If desired, you may establish any particular modulename.csectname as a DEFAULT. This means that you will be able to use the names and symbols from the
source deck as parameters for other z/XDC commands by merely typing “.name” (that’s “dot-name”. The dot must be used!). Otherwise, you’d have to type
modulename.csectname.labelname for z/XDC to know what you are referring to, and that’s too much to type!
The command to establish default modules and csects is SET QUALIFIER. You enter Set Qualifier addr-expr, and the default will be established until you decide
that you would like ANOTHER module.csect to be the default. You can also use the line command, “Q” to issue SET QUALIFIER.




So, for csect mapping, you enter: ”MAP <addr-expr>”. You can also use the “M” line command.
Optionally you can enter: ”Set Qualifier addr-expr”. You can also use the “Q” line command.

NOTE: If you decide to switch from using SYM records to using ADATA records, you MUST issue the DELETE MAPS command before issuing the MAP
command a second time. z/XDC (and Dave Cole) prefers to use SYM records. This approach saves storage.

Dsect Mapping
You can access SYM records for dsects too. For this, you use the Dmap command. Just enter this:

DMap member.element (or DMap module.dsect)
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z/XDC will search “member” and pull out “element”, the requested SYM records for the dsect. Our own example is a member of the XDCADATA dataset called
“XDCMAPS”. XDCMAPS is a module containg csects (made up of SYM records) that map out IBM control blocks. For more information on this feature see Help
Maps Xdcmaps.
Once you have your dsect, z/XDC has no inherent knowledge of where you might want to “park” the dsect, so a USING command is provided (just like the USING
Directive in Assembler language). For this, you would enter:

USING origin-field-in-the-dsect addr-expr
This will place the dsect in memory, and you can directly interrogate the fields within the dsect and the values contained within them.
So, the command pair for working with dsects is “DMAP” and USING”. One won’t work without the other.
There is a complete treatment of the command syntax elsewhere in this book, or you can type Help COmmands DMap, Help COmmands Using, and Help
COmmands Set Qualifier for the full treatment. Helpful hint: Remember that you can issue “DMAP ?” and a “Helper Dialog” will appear. Now you can enter the
desired parameters for DMAP without having to remember them!

Equates
You can define your own equates with z/XDC wherever you like in memory, just as you do in Assembler language. Later you may refer to them in address
expressions or use them as “bookmarks” if you like.
z/XDC has many “built-in” equates that you can use in address expressions, as well as other, special equates which are defined automatically when you issue the LISt
TAsks, LISt RBs, GEtmain (and other) commands. z/XDC accepts many of its line commands in the List Equates display. Put a question mark in column one of the
List Equates display to see what is permitted.
HELPFUL HINTS: You can enter LISt EQuates at any time during your z/XDC session to view the list of equates currently defined. Remember, once you define an
equate you must issue an appropriate USING command in order to place it in memory. Further, equates can be made to “float” in memory by using any address
expression, and the FLOAT parameter. Even further, the AUTOCLONE parameter (available to both the Using and Equate commands) allows you to create equates
that automatically name elements in a queue, or pointers in a chain. Finally, remember that you can issue “USING ?” and a “Helper dialog” panel will appear. Now,
you can merely enter the parameters for your Using command without having to remember them all.
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z/XDC’s Built-in Equates
z/XDC provides many “built-in” equates that identify certain significant areas within the address space or within the system. Other equates are built “automagically” when you issue the LIst TASks command, the LISt RBs command, the LIST ESTAE command or the GEtmain command. For a complete treatment on
built-in Equates, see Help EQuates Builtin.
Whenever you want to refer to any of the equates defined for your session, you can issue the List EQuate command. Here is a list of the “built-in” equates that
z/XDC provides:

Table of z/XDC’s Built-in Equates
@AREGS
@ASCB
@BEA
@CDP
@CHREGS
@CREGS
@DBC
@EAREGS
@ECHREGS
@EFREGS
@EREGS
@ERHREGS
@FREGS
@GLOBAL
@LEPILOG
@LOCAL
@PRIOR
@REGS
@RHREGS
@RW1RW15
@R0 @R15

The entirety of the Access Registers
Points to the Address Space Control Block that controls the current Target Address Space (as set by the “SET
ASID” command.
The most recent Breaking Event Address for your program. This is also displayed by the LIST BEA command.
The “current display pointer” Indicates z/XDC’s current “focus” in memory
The High-order halves of the Control Registers.
The low-order halves of the Control Registers.
Same as @XDC. See below.
Error-level Access Registers.
High-order halves of the Error-level Control Registers.
The entirety of the Error-level Floating Point Registers.
The low-order halves of the Error-Level General Registers.
The high-order halves of the Error-Level General Registers.
The entirety of the Floating-Point Registers
The location and length of z/XDC’s global data area.
The location and length of z/XDC’s local data area.
The retry-level resume address that existed the prior time z/XDC received control from the user program.
The low-order halves of the General Registers.
The high-order halves of the General Registers.

Each individual registers, 0 – 15.
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@SDWA
@SSCT
@XDC
@XDCEP
CSA
DEADZONE
GAGALAND
GCOMMON
GPVTHIGH
GPVTLOW
GSHARED
GSYSAREA
JAVAWORK
LOWCORE
MLPA
PLPA
PRIVATE
RETRYRB
SQA
XCSA
XFLPA
XMPLA
XPLPA
XPRIVATE
XSQA

The location and length of the current System Diagnostic Work Area. Reinitialized every time z/XDC is called.
The location and length of z/XDC’s Subsystem Control Table, if any.
The location and length of the z/XDC load module.
Identifies the z/XDC load module’s entry point.
The start of the Common Storage Area.
Location and length of the “dead zone “ above the 31-bit Private Area and below the 4 Gigabyte line. That’s
from 2 to 4 gigabytes in memory.
Location and length of the 16 exabytes of storage above the 4 gigabyte “bar”.
The above-the-bar Common Area.
The above-the-bar High Private Area.
The above-the-bar Low Private Area.
The above-the-bar Shared Area.
The 256-gigabyte above-the-bar System Area.
The 30-gigabyte JAVA work area.
The location (“0”) and length (4K) of the common storage located below the private area. Contains the
system’s PSA.
The 24-bit Modified Link Pare Area, if one exists.
The location and length of the “below-the-line” Page-able Link Pack Area.
The location and length of the “below-the-line” Private Area.
The location and length of the current retry-level Request Block.
The location and length of the “below-the-line” System Queue Area
The location and length of the “above-the-line” Common Services Area.
The location and length of the “above-the-line” Fixed Link Pack Area, if one exists.
The location and length of the “above-the-line” Modified Link Pack Area.
The location and length of the “above-the-line” Page-able Link Pack Area.
The location and length of the “above-the-line” Private Area.
The location and length of the “above-the-line” System Queue Area.

Table of z/XDC’s “Auto-magically created” Equates
Some equates are created as by-products of z/XDC’s List Commands. For more information issue Help EQuates Builtin Automatic. Put an “S” next to any of the
equates that interest you and press Enter for a detailed explanation..

ALE#n
AREA

Establishes equates giving the location and lengths of each Access List Entry Created by List ACCEsslists. .
This is created by z/XDC every time you issue a GETMAIN command, and gives the location and length of the
most recently defined GETMAIN’d area.
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AREA#n
#AREGS
ASTE#n
#dspacename
GUARD#n
LSE#0
LSE#n
MOB#n
MOBDATA#n
#PSWNIA
RB#n
#REGS
#RHREGS
#Rn
#RHn
#RWn
SCB#n
SSCT#n
SSRB#n
SSRBEP#n
SSRX#n
SSVT#n
SUSE#n
TCB#n

A series of equates (numbered from 1 to n) that give the location and length of all currently defined
GETMAIN’d storage.
Location and length of the area of storage containing the Access Registers. Created by the List AREGS
command.
Map the ASN Second Table Entries. Created by the List DSPaces and List ACCESSlists commands.
Shows a list of accessible address spaces and assigns these equates to them. Created by List ACCesslists or
the Set ACCESSTO command.
A series of equates (numbered from 1 to n) giving the location and lengths of Guard Areas in “above the bar”
memory.
Labels a linkage stack’s first header entry. Generated by List Lstack command.
The location(s) and length(s) of each state-type Linkage Stack Entry queued from a selected Task Control
Block in an accessible address space. Generated by the List LStack command.
Location and length of “Above the bar” Memory Objects for a given address space. Created by the List
MEmoryobject command.
Unguarded data areas in “above the bar” Memory Objects. Created by the List MEmoryobjects command.
Labels the address of the next instruction that will be executed when the RB or SRB that owns the listed PSW
resumes execution. Created by the LIST PSW[E] RBORSSRBADDRESS command.
Created (or refreshed) each time you issue the List RBs Command.
Gives location and length of system control block in which z/XDC found the low-order half of the general
registers. Created by List REgs, List RHRegs and List RWREGS commands.
Gives location and length of system control block in which z/XDC found the high-order half of the general
registers. Created by List REgs, List RHRegs and List RWREGS.
Labels the 16 locations pointed to by the low-order halves of the sixteen general registers.
Labels the high-order halves of the sixteen general registers.
Labels the entirety of the sixteen 64-bit general registers
The location(s) and length(s) of each STAE Control Block queued from a selected Task Control Block.
Location and lengo of each Subsystem Control Table. Created by the List SSCT command.
Create equates pointing to Suspended Service Request Blocks, if any exist.
Maps the entry point for each suspended SRB in a selected address space. Created by the List SSRBs
command.
Shows the location and length of an SSRX control block. Also created by the List SSRBs command.
Labels the location and length of each Subsystem Vector Table registerd in the system.
Labels the location and length of each user data area that the registered SSCTs might point to.
Created (or refreshed) each time you issue the List TAsks Command.
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A Cross-reference of z/XDC’s commands by Function
z/XDC’s commands fall into a number of categories, and this section should help you to understand what each of them do. The categories are, “Administrative”,
“Environment-Examination”, “Symbol-Manipulation”, “Traps and Traces”, “Environment Alteration”, “Cross-Address Space”, and “Help”. The very coolest, most
useful commands appear bold and underlined for easy recognition. We expect that you’ll use those commands in nearly every session. Consequently, not each
and every z/XDC command will appear in this list – only the ones that you’re most likely to need. Also, some of the commands may appear in more than one
category. We don’t want you to miss something useful because we only put it in one place!

Administrative commands
These commands help you to understand and configure the information that z/XDC presents to you. These commands also help you to create the environment
that you prefer for different debugging scenarios. Chiefly, this section contains the SET commands, and the Profile commands.

Command
ALarm
CONsole
ENd
ISPF
Keys
LEft
LICense
List Dump
List Format
List HIColor
List Help
List MAintenance
List SESsions
List SECurity
List PROfile
List REXX
PRInt Help
PROfile
PROfile REAd
PROfile RESet
PROfile Save
REAd
REFresh
RETRIEVE
RIght

Description
Causes the terminal alarm to “ring” for up to one minute, with a text message.
Assigns a particular Operator Console for communication with z/XDC.
Terminates the current, or ALL z/XDC debugging sessions.
Invokes ISPF services in the home address space.
Interrogates the current settings of z/XDC’s PFKeys. See also the List Keys command.
Shifts the display to the left a certain distance (useful for narrow terminal displays).
Invokes z/XDC’s licensing panel, for management of z/XDC’s Activation Codes.
Queries z/XDC’s dump-related settings. See also the Set DUmp command.
Queries z/XDC’s representation of memory. See also the Set Format command.
Queries z/XDC’s settings for color, and highlight terminal attributes (for 327x terminals only)
A graphical “index” function of the z/XDC Online Help Subsystem.
Finds out what version/maintenance level of the z/XDC product is present.
Finds out how many z/XDC user sessions are active; what the “high-water mark” is since last IPL.
Queries z/XDC’s interface with the local security system.
Displays the settings for the currently-active Profile.
Displays information about the currently active REXX environment.
Prints the entirety, or a portion of the Online Help Subsystem to a local printer.
Directly invokes the PROFILE facility’s panel structure.
Summons a previously-defined profile for use in the debugging session.
Summons the system default profile for use in the debugging session.
Stores the current Profile for use in a later debugging session.
Causes z/XDC to process a list of pre-defined z/XDC commands; a “macro” function.
Forces z/XDC to repaint the terminal display (clearing up any screen corruption issues).
Re-displays previous z/XDC commands to the command line.
Shift the display to the right a certain distance (useful for narrow terminal displays).
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160
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SCanlog
SEt ACCessto
SEt ASIS
SEt BAng
SEt BEll
SEt Bkpt
SEt Candet
SEt COlors
SEt CONsole
SEt DUmp
SEt FLc
SEt FOrmat
SEt HIcolor
SEt HILight
SEt HKeys
SEt ILc

SEt Optimization
SEt PANelid
SEt PRIMarysize
SEt PRINt
SEt Read
SEt Readecho
SEt REFRprot

Searches the z/XDC session log for strings of characters.
Establishes z/XDC’s access to a dataspace.
Alters z/XDC’s upper-casing operations on various data areas.
Assigns a “hard” value to the “!” indirect operator.
Controls the action of the terminal bell function.
Manages breakpoints
Determines whether z/XDC will capture “termination (X22)” or subtask DETACH (x3E) abends.
Sets the color attributes for characters on the z/XDC panel.
Directs z/XDC’s message traffic to a specified Operator’s Console.
Configures z/XDC’s handling of dumps
Determines the Function Leader Character to be used in address function calculations.
Controls various elements of z/XDC’s memory displays. You can “see” ASCII format if you care to.
Causes z/XDC to use both high-lighting and color attributes on the current terminal.
Controls the field attributes of z/XDC’s display panel.
Controls z/XDC’s Help Key settings, and whether or not they are to be displayed.
Controls whether z/XDC will perform instruction length checking when the user overtypes Assembler
mnemonics.
Controls the intensity of characters displayed in z/XDC’s panels.
Converse of Set TSo. Causes z/XDC to use its ISPF interface to communicate to the terminal.
Alters z/XDC’s PFKey settings to what YOU want them to be.
Whens z/XDC is in line mode specify how many lines each command will display.
Controls the disposition of z/XDC’s session log.
Controls system locks when z/XDC resumes a suspended SRB-mode program.
Controls who (beside the job owner) will be notified when a batch job is ready to be debugged.
Establishes z/XDC’s access to side-files containing source statements for z/XDC’s MAP command.
Turnss off the terminal alarm. Converse of Set BEll. Converse of Set BEll.
Turns off highlighting and color attributes for ancient 327x terminals – vestigial.
Does not allow the user to alter instruction length when overtyping ALC mnemonics. Converse of Set
ILc.
Suppresses the Operator Console message that z/XDC issues when a batch job is ready to be signed
on to. Converse of Set WTor.
Controls how z/XDC paints its screens when using its TSO interface.
Establishes z/XDC’s initial ISPF panel.
Causes z/XDC to format the screen using the terminal’s “primary” set of dimensions.
Controls the disposition of print files when you print z/XDC’s documentation.
Controls z/XDC’s Read command settings.
Causes z/XDC to echo commands to the terminal display as they execute.
Directly controls the way in which refreshable modules are loaded.

SEt SEcondarysize
SEt SECurity
SEt SIgnonwait

Causes z/XDC to format the screen using the terminal’s “secondary” set of dimensions.
Controls various aspects of z/XDC’s interface with the local security system.
Controls how long z/XDC’s Cross Domain Facility will allow a batch job to wait for a programmer to sign

SEt INtensity
SEt ISPf
SEt KEys
SEt LInes
SEt LOg
SEt LOCks
SEt LOGOnid/USerid
SEt Maplibs
SEt NObell
SEt NOHicolor
SEt NOIlc
SEt NOWtor
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181
183
184
185
188
189

190
191
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
202
203
206
209
210
211
212
213
214
221

222
223
224

SEt TFs
SEt TImeout
SEt TRace
SEt TSo
SEt USerid
SEt WIndow
CReate/Delete
SEt WIndow Hscroll
SEt WIndow REtrieve
SEt WIndow Vscroll
SEt WTor
SEt Zap
SPLIT
SPLITV
SWAP
TSO
XDCCALL

on to it.
Turns z/XDC’s full-screen interface on or off.
When debugging multitasking programs, controls how long z/XDC will wait after dispatching one task
before releasing other tasks that may be awaiting debugging services.
Controls how z/XDC presents the working window. Also control the scope and action of the Trace
command.
Causes z/XDC to use full-screen TPUTs and TGETs to paint its screens. Converse of Set ISPf.
Alias of Set LOGOnid.
Dynamically creates or deletes a “watch” window on the display panel. Can be accessed via PFKey
setting only.
Sets a default value with issuing the “Right” and “Left” commands (for narrow terminal displays),
Controlshow many commands may be retrieved to a particular display (or “watch”) window.
Sets a default value with issuing the “Right” and “Left” commands (for narrow terminal displays),
Cause z/XDC to issue a console message to the system operator when a batch job requests debugging
services via the Cross Domain Facility. Converse of Set NOWtor,
Controls whether the user may write to store-protected storage, or not. Default is “not”.
Causes a horizontal ISPF SPLIT.
Causes a vertical ISPF SPLITV.
Passes an ISPF SWAP command through z/XDC to ISPF.
Passes a TSO command through z/XDC.
The way to invoke z/XDC in the TSO foreground. To terminate a z/XDC session use the END
command.
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229
230
232
232
233
234
235
236
238
239
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Environment Examination, or “Looking Around” commands
These commands allow you to investigate the environment your program executes in. Chiefly, these are the Display, Find, Format and List commands.
Name
?
Display
Down
EWhere
FInd
Format/ “F”
“L”
List ACCesslists
List AMode
List Aregs
List ARGuments

Description
Displays a list of the line commands that are available in the current context.
Obtains a “dump” of raw memory. “D” is available as a line command.
Navigates down in the session log any distance, or number of commands.
Formats (disassemble) the memory pointed to by the Error-level PSW.
Searches memory for character or hex strings. Skip areas of memory. Stop at the nth “hit”, etc.
Causes z/XDC to dis-assemble object code into instructions. “F” is available as a line command.
A context-sensitive “List” command. A great time-saver. Experiment with it and you’ll be glad that you
did. If you’re ever unsure what you CAN put in column one of the display, try a “?”.
Shows the details of any access list (PASN-AL or DU-AL).
Interrogates whether the PSW is executing in 31-, 24- or 64-bit mode.
Views the entirety of the Access Registers.
Displays the operands of an Assembler machine instruction or a High Level Language statement (as in
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List ARn
LIST ASID
List ASis
List AUtomap
List BAng
List BRanches
List BReakpoints
List CAChe
List COLors
List CONsole
List CRegs
List CRn
List EARegs
List EARn
List ECRegs
List ECrn
List ENQ
List EPSw
List EQuates
List ERegs
List ERn
List ENQ
List EStaes
List FEAtures
List FIxed
List FLoat
List FRegs
List FRn
List Help
List HKeys
List HOoks
List Keys
List LKedmap
List LOCks
List LOG
List LStack
List MAPlibs
List MAPS
List MEmoryobjects
List MSgs
List NOTes

IBM C/C++/Metal C).
Views a single Access Register. z/XDC will “decode” the register for you.
Lists the Address Space Identifier of an address space.
Finds out what z/XDC’s current “upper-casing” policies are.
Finds out whether z/XDC is set up to automatically map modules.
Finds out what z/XDC’s 64-bit indirect operator is.
Displays the contents of z/XDC’s Branch History Table.
Obtains a global display of breakpoints, Hooks and Trace Watches for the debugging session.
Interrogates z/XDC’s ADATA Cache mechanism.
Interrogates z/XDC’s terminal color settings.
Displays information about MCS and EMCS Sytem Operator Consoles
Views the entirety of the Control Registers.
Views a single Control Register. z/XDC will “decode” the register for you.
Views the entirety of the Error-level Access Registers.
Views a single Error-level Access Register. z/XDC will “decode” the register for you.
Views the entirety of the Error-level Control Registers.
Guess. C’mon, guess!
Displays a list of system and user enqueues, including contention amongst enqueues.
Shows the Error-level Program Status Word.
Shows all currently defined (and built-in) Equates for the debugging session.
Shows the entirety of the Error-level General Registers.
Views a single Error-level General Register. z/XDC will “decode” the register for you.
Displays a list of system and user Enqueues, including contention amongst enqueues.
Displays a list of currently-active STAE control blocks for any task in any accessible address space.
Displays hardware/software features in the current environment that z/XDC detects and may use.
Displays memory “decoded” as a fixed point number
Displays memory “decoded” as a floating point number.
Shows all of the Floating Point Registers.
Shows a single Floating Point Register. z/XDC will “decode” it for you.
A graphical “index” function of the z/XDC Online Help Subsystem.
Interrogates the current PFKey settings within the Online Help Subsystem.
Shows a list of currently defined Hooks.
Displays the current settings of z/XDC PFKeys.
Displays the internal structure of load modules or program objects.
Displays all locks held by the SRB-mode program you are debugging with z/XDC.
Displays configuration information of the session log file.
Displays individual “state” entries from the Linkage Stack. Alias: List LSEs.
Displays overview information on groups of ADATA MAPLIBs defined by the user.
Displays the list of currently defined csect and dsect maps.
Displays information about above-the-bar memory objects in any accessible address space.
Displays information about the current debugging environment.
Displays a global list of “notes” created by the user to describe areas of memory.
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122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
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131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
147
148
149

List PGms
List PSw
List Qualifier
List RBs
List REFrprot
List Regs
List Rn
List RSa
List Sessions
List SUbpools
List TAsks
List TIOt
List XMs
List Zap
SHow
SWitch
Up
Verify
Where/ “W”

Displays the list of load modules in memory for any task, or locate a module via its virtual address.
See also Help Commands LISt PGms Report, for a discussion on what’s displayed.
Displays the state of the Program Status Word. Try the “F” parameter. z/XDC decodes the PSW!
Displays the current “default” module and csect values (See the Set Qualifier command).
Displays the Request Block structure under any task in any accessible address space.
Displays how refreshable modules are being loaded into memory. See also the SEt REFRprot command.
Displays the entirety of the General Registers
Displays a single General Register. z/XDC “decodes” it for you!
Interrogates the Save Area chain.
Displays the installation’s consumption of z/XDC user sessions. List CAPs is a synonym.
Queries memory allocation for the address space. Optionally, qualify by subpool ID or addr-expr.
Queries the task structure for any accessible address space.
Queries the task I/O table for any task in any accessible address space.
Displays the cross-memory characteristics of the current error-level and retry-level environments.
Displays z/XDC’s current zap and instruction length-enforcement settings.
Generates a one-line display of memory. Useful when you have many display windows defined at once.
When z/XDC is working on multitasking programs, switches to another sub-task.
Navigates up in the session log any distance, or number of commands.
Compares the contents of memory with another memory location, or a supplied value. Handy for use with
the Zap command when ZAP is used in scripts.
Disassembles where the PSW points to now. Equivalent to “Format PSW!”, but much faster!
“W” is available as a line command! A very cool command.
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156
157
158
161
162
163
164
165
237
247
252
254
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Symbol Manipulation, or “Mapping-related” commands
z/XDC is an object code debugger, which means it works just fine on OCO code. However, it’s often more convenient to see object code in the same format as
originally written. z/XDC can do that, too. z/XDC also lets you view dsects, so that you can see the names of the fields, and the values in those fields.
Name
COMmentary
*commentary
CURsor
DElete CAChe
DElete EQUates
DElete MAPLibs
DElete MAPs
DMap
DRop
EQuate
MAp/ “M”
Note
“P” for “Purge Note”
Set Automap
Set Maplibs
“Q”
Set Qualifier/”Q”
USing

Description
Creates a panel in the session log into which you may type your own comments.
Allows you to write a single line of commentary into the session log.
Cause the cursor to move to position one of the command line in the working window, or a display window.
Can be used only via a PFKey.
Clear z/XDC’s cache of ADATA, which can become very large during the session.
Purge one or more currently-defined Equates. The default removes all equates
Remove elements (or all) of the list of the maps of ADATA information that z/XDC has access to.
Remove previously-defined dsect, csect, source level, and/or module maps from storage.
Load or copy a dsect into memory. See DMap Clone and DMap Load forms of the command. Also, see
the Using command.
Delete the origin address for a dsect.
Create an Equate at a specific address for a given length. Force z/XDC to interpret the memory pointed
to by the Equate in various ways.
Cause z/XDC to load a lkedmap, SYM records or ADATA for the current module.csect.
“M” is available to you as a line command!
Creates a “bookmark” at a specific place in memory. You can also attach text to a note. “N” is available
as a line command.
Can be used ONLY on the LIst Notes display. Purges a previously-defined note.
Cause z/XDC to automatically map Assembler, or High-level Language programs. VERY COOL!
Establish z/XDC’s access to side-files containing source statements for z/XDC’s MAP command.
A line command that will issue a Set Qualifier command for you. Very convenient command.
Establish a “default” module.csect. This allows you to reference labels as “.labelname”. “Q” is available
as a line command.
Establish an origin address for a dsect. The Autoclone parameter allows you to create lists of pointers
with equate names automatically assigned to each element of the chain.
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Traps, and Trace-type commands
z/XDC allows you to stop programs wherever you like (and under which conditions) in four ways. These are referred to as “traps” or “breakpoints”. z/XDC also
allows you to trace program execution in seven ways. You can impose counting, or value-testing conditions on the trap or trace, and you can associate other
z/XDC commands with a trap or trace (or GROUPS of commands via a READ “script”). Finally, you can create a Trace Watch, which allows you to “fire and
forget” a conditional statement that will be evaluated at every trap and trace.
Name
ADeferred/ “A”
AT
ATX
DElete HOOks
GO
HDeferred
HOok/ “K”
List Branches
Off /”O”
STep
TDeferred
Trace

Trap/ “T”
Trace Watch
“X”

Description
Creates a permanent “deferred” (or “scheduled”) breakpoint. Great for situations in which a module will
be dynamically loaded some time in the future.
Create a single, permanent breakpoint. “A” is available as a line command.
Create a “hard-to-remove” breakpoint. Can only be removed specifically by name via the OFF command.
Remove existing Hook definitions.
Release execution of the program until the next breakpoint, trace or abend is reached
Create a deferred HOOK. That is, create a z/XDC session wherever you like, no matter what other
ESTAEs/ESPIEs may be in place. A very cool command.
Create a z/XDC debugging session wherever you like, regardless of pre-existing ESTAEs or ESPIEs.
Also available via the #XDCHOOK macro. “K” is available as a line command.
Display the contents of z/XDC’s Branch History Table.
Turn off a breakpoint, or various breakpoints or all breakpoints. “O” is available as a line command.
Execute High-Level Language statements. Really important for C/C++/Metal C users!
Create a transient, one-time-only scheduled breakpoint.
Trace execution of the program in eight different ways. A very cool command.
T = single step
T B = trace to next branch instruction
T BY = trace to next successful branch instruction
T BN = trace to next UN-successful branch instruction
T * = Loop trace
T SA = trace to AFTER the next storage alteration instruction
T SB = Trace to BEFORE the next storage alteration instruction
T W = Trace Watch. A conditional expression that “lurks” in the background. Mysterious, yes?
Sets a transient, one-time-only breakpoint. “T” is available as a line command.
Sets a conditional statement that is not tied to any breakpoint or trace, but is evaluated at all breakpoints
and traces.
A line command that “disables” or “enables” a breakpoint definition without permanently removing it.
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Environment Alteration commands
Z/XDC allows you to alter registers, memory, opcodes and mnemonics, etc. with its Zap command. But it does much more than that! Basically, any change your
program can do programmatically, you can do interactively.
Name
COPy
DElete
ENd
FREEmain
GETMain
LOad
“J”
POst
Read
Set PSw
Switch/ “S”
THaw
Verify
WAit
“Z”
Zap

Description
Move the contents of memory about. Sort of an “MVCL” command.
Delete maps, modules, equates, hooks, maplibs, the maplib cache. Very general, very powerful.
Terminate the current, or ALL z/XDC debugging sessions.
Releases a chunk of storage that was previously GETMAIN’d.
Obtains a specified amount of memory from a specific subpool.
Loads a module into storage.
A line command that forces the PSW to point to a specific instruction.
Post an Event Control Block with a given code.
Execute a “script” or list of z/XDC commands contained in a sequential dataset. Very handy – a
“macro function”!
Alter the Program Status Word in very interesting ways.
In the LIst TAsks display, can be used to SWITCH to debug another task in the address space.
“S” is available as a line command.
Resolve a conflict between two or more tasks that are waiting for control of the z/XDC session.
Compare the contents of memory with another memory location, or a supplied value. Handy for
use with the Zap command.
Resolve contention for the terminal display between z/XDC and a user or a system task.
Allows overtyping existing values directly on the screen. This is huge!
Allows you to alter memory, registers, etc.
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Cross Address Space commands
z/XDC allows you to investigate other address spaces via Foreign Address Space Mode (a limited subset of z/XDC’c commands work in this environment). Z/XDC
also allows you to fully control batch programs via the Cross Domain Facility (all of z/XDC’s commands work in “CDF”).
Name
DISC
List LOCks
List ACCesslists
List AREGs/ List
ARn
List DSPaces
List ENQ
List MEmoryobjects
List SSCt
List SSRrbs
SEt ACCESSTO
SEt ASID

SEt ASID HOME
SEt LOCKS

Description
In Cross Domain Facility, sever the connection between the batch program and your TSO or
VTAM logonid (You may in some cases prefer to use “DISC;GO”).
Display all locks held by the SRB-mode program you are debugging with z/XDC.
Show the details of any access list (PASN-AL or DU-AL) for tasks, SRB-routines, address spaces
system-wide!
Query the Access registers, as a set or as individuals.
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Display a list of dataspaces owned by a specified (and accessible) address space.
Display a list of system and user Enqueues, including contention amongst enqueues.
Display information about above-the-bar memory objects in any accessible address space.
Display the Subsystem Control Tables in the system.
Display all suspended SRBs within an address space.
Establish access to a dataspace.
Allows you (if APF-Authorized) to connect to another address space via Foreign Address Space
Mode. In this environment List, Display, Format and Hook all work. Some other z/XDC
commands do not. Hook is HUGE. You can FORCE a debugging session in another address
space, then go into that address space later with Cross Domain Facility. Now ALL your z/XDC
commands will work.
Returns you to your home address space. SET ASID <blank> will do the same thing.
Control locks. This pertains to z/XDC’s debugging of SRB-mode code
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Help Commands
Every bit of z/XDC’s documentation is included in the Built-in Help Subsystem. This is a “tree” structure going down and out several levels. You can easily find
explanation for z/XDC’s messages, and commands, but you can also learn about z/OS internal structures and strategies for approaching specific debugging
scenarios. Help is a very large place, but this table of keywords may help you to orient yourself. This is not a complete list. Only the most “interesting” sub-topics
appear here, and all of these keywords relate only to the Built-in Help Subsystem itself, NOT this booklet.
Name
Help

Description
Access z/XDC’s main Help panel. You’ll see a list of referential (highlighted) and tutorial (non-highlighted)
topics. You may use “S” and the Enter key to select a sub-topic.
The unique name of each help panel is shown with the minimum abbreviation capitalized. You may
“select” your way to a topic of interest, or you may invoke the panel name specifically.
Your PFKeys change during the Help session, and these may help you to navigate around.

LIST HELP
“H”
Help COmmands
Help CDF
Help LINECMDS
Help SCRIPTS
Help DEBUGGING
Help MESSAGES
Help MULTITASK
Help SECURITY
Help WHATSNEW
Help SUPPORT

When you’re ready to leave Help, you may enter the “END” command, or merely type another z/XDC
command. Either will return you to your debugging session.
Accesses an “index” into the Built-in Help system.
Displays any available Help information for a z/XDC message.
Accesses a complete, authoritative reference on all z/XDC commands. Syntax, explanation of all
parameters and examples are available here.
Gives you information on how to deploy z/XDC in the batch environment
Gives you a complete list of all of z/XDC’s line commands.
Access a library of useful “scripts” that you can use via the z/XDC “READ” command.
Learn how to use z/XDC in a wide variety of environments. Required reading if you want to gain full
command of the z/XDC product.
The “trunk of the tree” for all of z/XDC’s messages. Remember, you can also use the “H” line command.
How to use z/XDC in multitasking environments.
How to configure z/XDC’s security rules for your environment.
A way of tracking features that are/were introduced in various z/XDC releases. It’s an online “Release
Guide of sorts.
If you cannot find what you need to know in z/XDC Help Subsystem, here is how you can reach us directly.
We’ll gladly help you find your way!
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The REALLY SHORT list of z/XDC commands
Here are the commands that you can’t live without, grouped by function.
Administrative:
PROfile
Keys
Set

Fiddle with your session characteristics.
Interrogate, and alter your PFKey settings.
Influence how z/XDC interprets your environment.

Seeing your code and local environment:
Where
Format <addr-expr>
Display <addr-expr>
List Regs
List PSw Format
List TAsks
List RBs
List Subpools
List PGms
FInd
Set MapLibs
Map <addr-expr>
Set AUtomap
Set Qualifier <addr-expr>
DMap
Using

dis-assembles “where” your program is right now.
dis-assembles anywhere else.
obtains a “dump” of memory wherever you like.
Displays the registers
Decodes the Program Status Word
Displays the Task Structure in the address space.
Displays the Request Block structure for any task.
Displays the organization of memory
Displays all the programs running under any task.
Searches memory.
Prepares to load ADATA source listings for your program
Loads maps for your program.
Causes z/XDC to automatically map your object code!
Establishes a “default” module.csect.
Loads dsect maps for your program (or a control block).
Establishes an origin address for a dsect.

Trapping and Tracing:
AT <addr-expr>
Creates a permanent breakpoint.
AD <module.csect+offset> Sets a deferred breakpoint in a module that isn’t loaded yet.
T
Traces a single instruction step.
T BY
Traces to the next successful branch statement.
Off
Deletes a breakpoint.
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GO

Lets your program execute to the next breakpoint, or abend.

Changing Things:
REAd <dsn>
HOok <addr-expr>
Zap
GEtmain
LOad <module>
POst (addr-expr>
Jump
Set PSw

Runs a z/XDC “Script” of commands.
Creates a z/XDC session wherever you like!
Changes things
Obtains a “chunk” of storage
Loads a copy of a module into storage.
Posts an Event Control Block.
The “J” line command. Forces the PSW to point wherever you like.
Alters the contents of the Program Status Word.

Other Address spaces:
Set ASid <jobname>
Set ASid Home
Cross Domain Facility
DISC;GO

Switches to another address space and look around.
Switches back to your home address space.
Not a command. “CDF” is how you work on a batch job. See “Using z/XDC in Other Address
Spaces”.
Terminates a CDF session without locking your TSO session up.

Help System:
Help Debugging
Help COmmands <name>
Help LINECMDS
Help Scripts
Help SUpport

Shows you how to deploy z/XDC in different situations.
Researches the particulars of any z/XDC command.
Displays the list of line commands and what each one does.
Displays the READ command scripts we’ve provided in the product.
Contacts us when you get “stuck”.
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An alphabetic list of z/XDC’s commands
Finally, after many pages of base material, elementary concepts and useful tools, here are the actual z/XDC commands themselves.
This is by no means a definitive treatment, or a complete list. The z/XDC online Help System fills that function.
This reference is intended to help you quickly access commands you are most likely to use in most debugging sessions.
If you wish to suggest a correction, or point out an oversight, please reach me, Bob Shimizu. I receive e-mail at
bshimizu@colesoft.com, or you may call me at (800) XDC-5150. Happy debugging!
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ADeferred

addr-expr
=family

(condition)

‘command’

Create a deferred breakpoint in the desired module (permanent for the life of the session or until manually removed).
addr-expr

An address expression that names a module, a module.csect and (if desired) the offset where the deferred breakpoint is to be placed. The “base” of the addr-expr

=family

A breakpoint family may be specified (a series of breakpoints named alike). The breakpoint will then be assigned to that family of breakpoints.

MUST be the primary name of a load module.
,(condition)

A conditional expression may be specified to further control under which situations the breakpoint is to be taken.

‘commands’

An additional z/XDC command (or commands) that are to be executed when the breakpoint is taken. New for z/XDC Release z2.0, you no longer may use colons to associate commands
with traces or breakpoints. Instead you enclose the command string within single quotations and separate commands within a string with a semi-colon. See Help Whatsnew Z20
Syntaxchange! for more information.

Remarks:

This command creates a breakpoint in a module that will be loaded into memory sometime in the future. This is a “scheduled” breakpoint The result of a breakpoint created by ADeferred
remains in existence for the life of the debugging session or until it is explicitly removed.
This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.

Examples:
More Info:

AD MYPGM+3DC
AD MYPGM.MYCSECT+3DC
Enter Help COmmands ADeferred.

AD =5 MYPROG+3DC +4 +8 (R1,EQ,00) :L REGS:L AREGS
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ALarm
message
Start a persistent alarm.
message
Remarks:

any desired text
A special alarm message panel is displayed and the terminal’s audible alarm is sounded repeatedly for up to one minute. You may specify the message to be displayed, or you can let a
default message be displayed. If you would like to terminate the alarm, you may press the Attention key on remote terminals, or the PA1 key on locally attached terminals. The best usage
of this command is to notify you when a long-running process completes. For example, you may wish to include an ALARM command among the commands associated with a breakpoint
to notify you when the breakpoint is completed (or a Trace Watch condition is met).

Examples:

AL I HAVE COMPLETED YOUR REQUEST O MY MASTER

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands ALarm.
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AT

addr-expr
=family-id

,(condition)

‘command’

Set a permanent breakpoint at a specified location in virtual memory in order to stop program execution at that location.
Line command equivalent: “A”
=family-id

Force the assignment of the breakpoint to a particular family.

addr-expr

Specify the location where you wish to place the breakpoint.

,(conditions) Specify a Counting or Value-Testing conditional statement (See Conditional Expressions in this booklet or type Help COmmands Syntax Breakpoints CONditions).
‘command’

Specify other z/XDC commands that you would like to have executed WHEN the breakpoint is reached. New for z/XDC Release z2.0, you no longer may use colons to associate
commands with traces or breakpoints. Instead you enclose the command string within single quotations and separate commands within a string with a semi-colon. See Help Whatsnew
Z20 Syntaxchange! for more information.

Remarks:

This is one of z/XDC’s core commands; one that you will use in almost every session.

TRAP is an alias of this command. You can also specify “ATX” to create a “hard-to-remove”

breakpoint (that must be OFF’d explicitly). This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.
Examples:

AT R14? +4 + 6 .JOBTOP1 +2:LREGS:F R15? Set six breakpoints, then execute a List Registers and a Format at the location pointed to by the contents of R15 whenever the breakpoint(s)
is/are taken.
AT myprogram.mycsect+23C Set a single breakpoint at offset 23C into the csect “mycsect” of the module “myprogram”.
AT .loopstart (R1,NE,7FFFFFFF):ALARM WHOA! IT HAPPENED! Set a breakpoint at a label in the program that will only stop execution if the contents of Register One are no longer
equal to X’7FFFFFFF’ Then, automatically create an alarm condition to alert the programmer.
st

More Info:

AT R5+10 (R3+3,AND,02,EQ,02) Set a breakpoint that will not be accepted until the 31 bit (i.e., bit number 30) of R3 is on.
Enter Help COmmands AT.
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ATX

addr-expr
=family-id,

,(condition)

:commands

Set a permanent breakpoint at a specified location in virtual memory in order to stop program execution at that location. This type of breakpoint is “hard
to remove” and can be deleted only when named specifically as the operand of an OFF command (or the “O” line command).
=family-id

Force the assignment of the breakpoint to a particular family.

addr-expr

Specify the location where you wish to place the breakpoint.

,(conditions)

Specify a Counting or Value Testing conditional statement (See Conditional Expressions in this booklet or type Help COmmands Syntax Breakpoints CONditions).

:commands

Specify other z/XDC commands that you would like to have executed WHEN the breakpoint is reached. The COLON (“:”) is required for this function.

Remarks:

This command operates identically to the AT command, except that a breakpoint set with ATX is harder to remove than breakpoints set with the AT command. Thus, these breakpoints are
hard to delete by accident.
This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.

Examples:

ATX =3 myprogram.mycsect.mylabel Add a breakpoint to “family-id” 3 at the specified address expression.
ATX .+4 () Set a breakpoint at four bytes past the start of the default csect (established by an earlier SET QUALIFIER command).

More Info:

This breakpoint will have the same conditional statement as the most recently defined breakpoint command.
Enter Help COmmands ATX.
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COMmentary
Create a blank panel into which up to 50 lines of commentary information may be typed.

Remarks:

Upon execution of this command, a blank panel is opened and the user may enter text which will be saved into the z/XDC session log. The END or QUIT commands will close the panel,
write the commentary to the session log and return to the debugging session. The Cancel Command will terminate the commentary operation without writing it to the session log, and return to
the debugging session.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands COMMENTary.
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*commentary
Create a single line of comment text directly in the session log from the command line.

Remarks:

Text on the command line that is preceded by at least one asterisk is treated as commentary and is written to the session log. A comment line may be terminated with a semicolon, and
anything beyond the semicolon is parsed as a z/XDC command. However, the comment may be no larger than the leading asterisk plus the remaining “width” of the command line.

Examples:

*Here is a list tasks command; LIST TASKS
*I wonder what subpool allocations are in subpool 78?;LIST SUBPOOL 78

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands COMMENTLines.
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COPY

target-addr-expr , length
0

source-addr-expr

, length
0

fill-string

Propagate the contents of memory to one location from another (with optional filling).
target-addr-expr

To where the user wishes to copy data.

length

Length of the target location expressed as a self-defining hexadecimal number or a decimal number (when suffixed by “N”).

source-addr-expr

From where the user wishes to copy data.

length

Length of the target. Can be a hexadecimal number, a decimal number (when suffixed by “N”), a register or an arithmetic expression.

fill-string

An optional padding string of up to 256 characters. Character data is surrounded by single quotation marks.

Remarks:

If the target length is shorter than the source length, then the source is truncated. If the source length is shorter than the target length, then padding from a fill string is copied to the
target location immediately following the data copied from the source. A source length of zero causes the target location to be filled entirely with padding from the fill string. This
command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.

Examples:

COPY R12! 300N mymod.mycsect.buffer 300N  Copies 300 decimal bytes of data in a buffer to the memory pointed to (in the existing address mode, of 24 or 31-bit memory) by
general register 12.
COPY R4?~ASID(pasn) 200N R3?~ALET(AR5) 200N  Copies 200 (decimal) bytes from the location pointed to by general register 3 in the address/data space indicated by

More Info:

access register 5. The data is copied to the location pointed to by general register 4 in the retry level Primary Address Space.
Enter Help COmmands COPy.
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CURSOR
Cause the cursor to move to position one of the command line in the working window, or a display window.
Remarks:

This command may only be used via a PFKey setting. Thus, it serves as a “home” key of sorts. There is no abbreviation possible.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands CUrsor.
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DElete CAChe

ALL
dsname
dsname (member)
#nnn
Silent=No/Yes

Purge ADATA from cached memory to prevent memory shortage conditions.
ALL

All cached ADATA files will be purged from memory.

dsname

Identify which cached file to remove.

dsname(member) Equivalent to the above. A further way of qualifying what the user wishes to purge.
#nnn

A decimal number that identifies the cached member. The user can obtain this number from the output of the LIst CAChe command.

Silent=Yes/No

Suppresses (or does not suppress) progress and completion messages.

Remarks:

When z/XDC reads ADATA, it caches an extraction of the data into memory in case it might be needed again. Because ADATA takes up a great deal of space, the DElete CAChe command
is provided to allow the user to control a potential shortage of memory.

Examples:

DE CAC ALL All ADATA is removed from memory.

More Info:

DE CAC #1 #3 Assuming that the LIst CAChe command had been entered earlier, this will remove the first and third elements of cached ADATA.
Enter Help COmmands DElete Cache. See also LIst CAChe.
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DElete EQUates
equate-name
equate-name-prefix
addr-expr
Silent=No/Yes
Remove the definition of a previously-defined equate.
omitted

All equates are removed.

equate-name

The name used when the equate was defined. Example: JACK, POINTER, etc.

equate-name-prefix

The first few characters of a group of equates followed by an asterisk (“*”) Example: RB#*.

addr-expr

The address-expression of the equate.

Silent=No/Yes

Suppresses (or does not suppress) progress and completion messages.

Examples:

DE EQU TCB#*

This command deletes all equates whose names begin with the characters “TCB#”.

DE EQU FRED

The equate FRED is removed.

DE EQUATES RB#* CTCB The equates with names that begin with “RB#” are deleted along with the equate named “CTCB”.
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands DElete Equates.
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DElete HOOks
Hook-name
Addr-expr
Silent=No/Yes
Remove a Hook definition. Line mode equivalent: “O”
omitted

All hook definitions are removed.

Hook-name

The specific name of a hook. Issue LIST HOOKS to see the Hook names, or scan the

addr-expr

The hook at the specified address is removed.

Silent=No/Yes

Suppresses (or does not suppress) progress and completion messages.

Remarks:

The Hook command is a facility whereby the user can apprehend a program on an ad hoc basis and begin a debugging session nearly anywhere. HOOK works by creating an ESTAE

z/XDC display where they appear.

environment wherever the user directs it to. Therefore, a LISt HOoks and a DElete HOOks command is provided as well for engineering coherence. The “O” command is used to “OFF” a
breakpoint. It also works to “OFF” a HOOK.
Examples:

DEL HOO  All defined Hooks are removed

More Info:

DE HOO mymod.mycsect.readloop  Removes any Hook at this address in memory.
Enter Help COmmands DElete Hooks. See also Help COmmands Hook.
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DElete MAPLibs
ALL
dsname
dsname(member)
#nnn
listname
ALLSAVED
ALLACTIVE

Silent=No/Yes

Remove elements (or all) of the list of the maps of ADATA information that z/XDC has access to.
ALL

All ADATA information will be purged. This is also the default.

dsname

The name of a map to be deleted.

Dsname(member)

A further qualification of the maplib to be deleted.

#nnn

numbered elements referenced from the output of a previously issued List MAPlibs command.

Listname

Purges the named MAPLIB list from the users’s session profile. The user must issue a PROFILE SAVE command to make this permanent.

ALLSAVED

Purges ALL MAPLIB lists from the user’s session profile.

ALLACTIVE

Purges all entries from the ACTIVE MAPLIB list. This is equivalent to the SET MAPLIBS RESET command.

Silent=No/Yes

Suppresses (or does not suppress) progress and completion messages.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands DElete MAPLibs.
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DElete MAPs
Name
prefix*
mname.cname
mname.cprefix*
mname.*
mprefix*.cname
mprefix*.cprefix*
mprefix*.*
address-expression

Silent=No/Yes

Remove previously-defined dsect, csect, source level, and/or module maps from storage.
omitted

If omitted, then ALL maps defined are deleted for all address spaces.

name

The pure name of the csect or dsect map to be deleted.

prefix*

A pure name suffixed with an asterisk. Deletes all maps with the prefix name.

mname.cname

The name of a module and csect map. Wildcarding is allowed, via the asterisk character, as depicted above.

mname.cprefix*

The name of a module and csect with an asterisk. Deletes all maps with the given cname as a prefix.

mname.*

The name of a module suffixed with an asterisk. Deletes all modules with the prefixed module name.

mprefix*.cname/mprefix*.cprefix*/mprefix*

Similar to the above parameters except that the action is performed for csect maps that are within ALL modules whose

names match the given mprefix.
address-expression

The address-expression of a map to be deleted.

Silent=No/Yes

Suppresses (or does not suppress) progress and completion messages.

Examples:

DE MAPS EDIT.IKJEBIN1 This deletes the csect map for IKJEBIN1

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands DElete MAps. See also Help Maps.
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DElete MODules
(PROgrams)
(PGMS)

addr-expression
module-name
Silent=No/Yes

Remove a previously loaded module from memory. Aliases for MODule are PROgrams or PGMs
omitted

If omitted, then ALL modules previously loaded via z/XDC’s LOAD MODULE command are deleted.

addr-expression

An address expression that resolves to some location within the module to be deleted.

module-name

The name of the load module(s) to be removed from memory.

Silent=No/Yes

Suppresses (or does not suppress) progress and completion messages.

Remarks:

This command works ONLY for modules that were previously loaded into memory via the LOAD macro under the current Task Control Block. If multiple copies of a module exist in
memory, the use count is decremented each time this command is run. If the use count for a module reaches 0, then the system removes that module from storage.

Examples:

DE PGMS MYPROG Deletes the module MYPROG from memory.
DE FARFEL+0

More Info:

The module “FARFEL” is deleted from memory.

Enter Help COmmands DElete MOdules.
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DISConnect
Keep
Drop
Newuser
Sever the connection between a batch debugging session (via Cross Domain Facility) without terminating the session.
Keep

Default. The user’s terminal is disconnected from the session but is returned to the Cross Domain Facility (XDC-CDF) job selection panel.

Drop

The user’s terminal is disconnected from both the debugging session and from XDC-CDF entirely.

Newuser

The user’s terminal is disconnected from the debugging session. XDC-CDF then displays a logon panel from which a user may log back into XDC-CDF using a different TSO userid.

Remarks:

If the user has connected to XDC-CDF from a TSO session, using the Newuser parameter does not affect the “old” TSO session. Important: If you want to let the batch program run,
AND, you want to disconnect from it, enter “DISC;GO”. This will sever the connection, allowing you to go your separate ways.

Examples:

DISC

More Info:

DISC D The user’s terminal will be disconnected from the session, and will leave the XDC-CDF environment completely.
Enter Help COmmands DISConnect. See also Help Debugging Batchjobs.

The user’s terminal will be disconnected from the session, and will return to the XDC-CDF job selection panel.
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Display
addr-expr

lines
LINES=nnn
BYTES=nnn

Addresses
Offsets

Ebcdic
Ascii

Wide
Narrow

Produce a “dump” of virtual memory. Line mode equivalent: “D”
addr-expr

The location in memory where the dump is to begin. If addr-expr is omitted, then the next screen-full of memory is displayed. If addr-expr is omitted and other
parameters are desired, then a comma must be used before stating the other parameters.

lines, LINES=, BYTES= The number of lines the user wishes to see. If omitted, z/XDC will fill the current window. LINES= will generate from 0-10,000
lines of display. BYTES= will display either a number of bytes given in hexadecimal, or a decimal number, if suffixed with an “N”
(example: BYTES=200N).
Addresses

The virtual address of each line of the display will appear on the left side of the panel.

Offsets

The offset from the start of the data’s object (load module, csect or dsect) will appear on the left side of the panel.

Ebcdic/Ascii

Memory will be interpreted in EBCDIC format (default) or ASCIIi format.

Wide/Narrow

The display command will show 32 bytes of storage OR 16 bytes of storage per line.

omitted

If no parameters are given, z/XDC will display the NEXT LOGICAL screen’s worth of memory – like a “scrolling” function.

Examples:

D ,AS

The next logical screen full of memory will be displayed in ASCII format.

D MYPROG.MYCSECT+24D 20 At offset 24D into MYPROG.MYCSECT 20 lines of memory will be displayed.
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands DISPlay.
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DMap

new-map-name

old-map-name
.label-name
.label-name+offset

Create a copy of an existing dsect map, assigning it a new name to it.
new-map-name
old-map-name
.label-name
+offset

The name you wish to assign to the copy of the existing dsect map.
The name of the existing dsect map you have previously loaded with a DMap load command.
The .label within the new dsect where you would like to establish a “zero point”. The dot (“.”) must be used.
The hexadecimal offset within the new dsect where you would like to establish a “zero point”. You can use a negative offset too
(“-offset”).

Remarks:
Recent update:
IMPORTANT:
Examples:

This command gives you the option of establishing a “zero point” within the dsect map that will be referenced in a subsequent Using command.
Enter “DMAP ?” and a “Helper Dialog” will appear. This will allow you to fill in all the command’s parameters!
When you have loaded a dsect into memory you must subsequently issue a Using command to “place” it at a specific virtual address. See the Using command.
DM NEWTCB TCBFIX.TCBRBP This creates a copy of the existing dsect map TCBFIX and establishes label.TCBRBP as its zero point.
DM TCBFRED,.TCBRBP This searches all maps for the label .TCBRBP. The first map found to contain this label is TCBFIX. A new dsect named TCBFRED is created but with the zero
point set to .TCBRBP.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands DMap Clone. Also, Help COmmands Using.
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DMap

membername.dsectmapname
membername.csectmapname Adatalib=datasetorlibraryname
modulename.dsectmapname Symdatalib=loadlibraryame
modulename.csectmapname Zeropoint=.fieldname | nnn
Allmessages | Noallmessages

Rename=newname

Load a DSECT map into memory.
Helper dialog: DMAP ?
membername.dsectmapname
membername.csectmapname
Modulename.dsectmapname
Adatalib= | Symdatalib=
Zeropoint=
Almessages | Noallmessages
Rename=newname

The name of a PDS dsect in ADATA or SYMDATA format. If membername name is omitted, then the load module scanned by any prior DMap command will be used
again.
The name of a CSECT that you wish to load as a dsect. This is useful in situations where one wishes to “preload” a csect in order to set a deferred breakpoint or hook
at a label (.lablename) inside the csect, rather than using a hex offset.
The name of a loadmodule and dsect to be loaded – OR a .csectmapname which will be loaded as a dsect.
Libraries to be searched for either ADATA or SYMDATA versions of a csect.
You may establish a “beginning” field using .fieldname or an offset using a hex value (or decimal with an “N” suffix).
You can choose to view or discard messages that are generated during z/XDC’s “hunt” through the search order.
Allows you to load the dsect with a different name of your choosing.

Remarks:

The DMap command has two forms. This form loads a copy of the SYM (or ADATA) records for a dsect into memory. The “clone” form of the DMap command (appears before this
command in this book) will make a copy of an existing dsect definition with another name. IMPORTANT: When you have loaded a dsect into memory you must subsequently issue a
Using command to “place” it at a specific virtual address. See the Using command. In order to make ADATA available to the DMap command one may need to issue the Set
MAPLibs command. Recent update: Enter “DMAP ?” and a “Helper Dialog” will appear. This will allow you to fill in all the command’s parameters. This is a real
convenience.

Examples:

DM XDCMAPS.TCBFIX This command loads a copy of the TCB dsect from the XDCMAPS module supplied with the z/XDC product.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands DMap Load. Also, Help COmmands Using.
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DOwn
Cursor
FULL
Data
Half
Max
Cmd
Nnn
#nnn
-n

Cursor
Full
Data
Half
Max
Cmd
nnn
#nnn
-n

The window is scrolled to the line on the display that contains the cursor.
Scroll the distance of a full window.
Scroll so that the previous screen’s bottom becomes the top of the screen.
Scroll one-half of the vertical distance of the screen.
Scroll to the end of the session log.
Scroll down to the next command.
Scroll down a specified number of lines.
Scroll to a specifically numbered command in the log.
Scroll to “-n lines above” the Down Max position.

Move the display window down a specified distance through the session log.
omitted

Scroll down by the window’s default scroll amount (as controlled by the SEt WIndow command).

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands DOwn.
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DRop
addr-expr
map-name
Release the base address for a dsect. This “undoes” the effect of a previously issued Using command.
addr-expr

A location within the dsect (or dsects) to be dropped.

map-name

The name(s) of the dsect(s) to be dropped.

omitted

If no addr-expr or map-name is specified, then ALL dsects are dropped.

Remarks:

If you wish to retain the dsect definition and place it elsewhere in memory, you can issue another Using command. In other words, you don’t have to issue the DRop command before
reassigning the dsect elsewhere.

Examples:

DR TCBFIX  The dsect map named TCBFIX loses its origin address. It will appear in a List Maps command display as INACTIVE.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands DRop.
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ENd
NODump
Dump
Ignore

Keep
Purge
Completely

Ask
NOAsk

NOMsg

Terminate the z/XDC session.
NODump

z/XDC will suppress the printing of a dump. This is the default action.

Dump

z/XDC will print a dump of the session.

Ignore

Prevents z/XDC from altering the dump flag in Recovery Termination Manager. A dump may or may not be printed

Keep

Retains breakpoints, maps and equates. Useful if the user expects z/XDC to regain control under another task or ESTAE/I. Default action.

Purge

Removes all breakpoints, maps and equates before terminating ALL of the user’s session(s). A synonym of “Completely”.

Completely

Removes all breakpoints, maps and equates before terminating ALL of the users’ session(s).

Ask

z/XDC will ask the user if he or she really wants to end the session. This is the default action.

NOAsk

Bypasses the termination prompt. z/XDC proceeds with termination of the session.

NOMsg

z/XDC purges all messages that may be pending and have not yet been displayed.

Remarks:
More Info:

ENd allows a fair amount of “tailoring” to meet specific situations. My personal favorite is “END NOASK” (Leave me alone. I know what I’m doing).
Enter Help COmmands ENd.
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EQuate

name

addr-expr
length

Create an equate in memory at a specified address.

Private
Local
Common
Shared
Global
Float

Nobias
Instruction
Data

Name

A name of up to 63 characters in length.

addr-expr
length

The location where the equate is to be placed.
The amount of memory the equate is to “span”, in hexadecimal numbers.

Private

A synonym of Local. Forces the equate to be treated as if it occurs only in the private area, even if it’s actually assigned to a common area.

Common

A synonym of Global and Shared. Causes the equate to be treated as being owned by all address spaces even if it’s in the Private Area.

Float

The addr-expr is saved in unresolved form and is resolved whenever the equate is referenced. Thus, the equate “floats” as the addr-expr changes.

Nobias

Default behavior. z/XDC will treat the memory pointed to by the equate as pure data.

Instruction

z/XDC will consider the equate as pointing to an instruction, and will attempt to disassemble memory at the equate whenever it is referenced.

Data

z/XDC will NOT consider the equate as pointing to an instruction.
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The Equate command cont’d

Autoclone

Autoclone

CFOffset=n
CFWidth=3,4,8
CFMask=nn
Zcvalue=addr-expr

LFOffset=nn
LFWidth=nn
Tesize=n
ZTValue=addr-expr
ZTPtr=addr-expr

Maxclone=nn

Directs z/XDC to create a list of named equates that refer to pointers in a chain, or elements in a queue according to Autoclone’s own parameter list. If all other parameters are
omitted, then z/XDC assumes these defaults: CFOFFSET=0, CFWIDTH=4, CFMASK=7FFFFFFF, ZCVALUE=0 and MAXCLONE=10.

CFOFSET=n

The offset of the entry’s chain field, starting from the beginning of the dsect. Can be expressed as a hexadecimal number OR a decimal number if followed directly by an “N”.
That is, “10” means 16, and “10N” means 10. The default offset is 0.

CFWIDTH=n

Defines the width of the chain field. Permitted values are 3, 4, or 8. The default width depends on whether or not the CFMASK option is used. If CFMASK is not given, then the
default width is 4.

CFMASK=n

Defines a selection mask that is AND’d against the chain field’s value to eliminate bits that are not part of the chain pointer. The width of the mast must match the width of the
chain field (as defined by the CFWIDTH parameter).
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The Equate command cont’d
ZCVALUE=

the “zero chain field” value. z/XDC always considers that a chain has ended when it finds a zeroed chain field. However, you can also give an address expression that will be
compared to the contents of each entry’s chain field. A match identifies the chain’s last entry.
You can also use the keywords “NEGATIVE” or “NOT POSITIVE” as operands of the ZCVALUE parameter. Both of these keywords cause any zero or negative value to signify
the end of the chain. When testing for a negative value, the CFMASK= parameter is ignored. z/XDC checks the field’s hi-order bit. If it is ON, then the chain is ended.

LFOFFSET=n

If the table entries have a length field, then this operand provides the offset of that field from the start of each table entry. As with CFOFFSET the number can be expressed as a
hexadecimal number OR a decimal number if followed directly by an “N”. That is, “10” means 16, and “10N” means 10. The default offset is 0.

LFWIDTH=

If the table entries have a length field, then this operand provides the width of that field. LFWIDTH may range in value from 1 to 8. There is no default value for this parameter. If
LFOFFSET= is stated, LFWIDTH must also be stated.

TESIZE=

If the table has fixed-length entries, or if the entries are variable, but have a fixed section of constant size, then this parameter provides the length of the fixed section of the entry.
Tesize is either pure hexadecimal, or a number followed directly by the character “N”. The default value is 0.

ZTVALUE=

Either ZTVALUE, ZTPTR or MAXCLONE can be used to provide end-of-table information. ZTVALUE= can be used when the table entries are defined by a length field. As with
the ZCVALUE parameter, you can give ZTVALUE an address expression, a NEGATIVE or NOTPOSITIVE parameter. If an address expression is given, the address expression
is resolved and compared with the contents of the length field. A match identified the last entry of the table. If NEGATIVE is given as a parameter, z/XDC will assume that the
last table entry contains a negative value (the hi-order bit is ON). If NOTPOSITIVE is given as a parameter, z/XDC will assume that the length field of the last table entry will
contain either a negative number or zeroes.

ZTPTR=

ZTPTR can be used to provide a table’s ending address. z/XDC will recognize the end of the table when it attempts to create an autocloned equate that is located at or beyond
the ending address.

MAXCLONE=
Remarks:

MAXCLONE sets the maximum number of equates to be created through autocloning. The default is 10. The maximum is beyond belief – more than you’ll need.
USING is one of z/XDC’s critical commands. You must learn to use it in order to get the most out of the product. Be advised that there are lots of “bells and whistles” in the Autocloning
parameter, which cannot be discussed completely herein due to space considerations. Also, be advised that use of the FLOAT operand can be CPU intensive, and can impact z/XDC’s
performance. Use the FLOAT parameter with some consideration.
The Autoclone parameter works with the EQUATE command as well as the USING command, with the same parameters. NOTE: You may now enter “USING ?” and z/XDC will put up a
Helper dialog. You don’t need to know all of USING’s parameters! You just fill them in!

This command may be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.
Examples:

EQUATE KEYFLD r12!!+2  Creates the equate “KEYFLD” at the second iteration of the pointer contained in R12, plus two bytes.
EQ RW 21C55 CFO-1C CFM=00FFFFFF ZCV=21C% MAX=100  Creates a series of equates named RB001=RB100 to label the current tasks request blocks.

The Equate command cont’d
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands EQUATE and Help Commands EQUATE Autocloning

Remarks:

Equates are a handy way to create references to significant places in memory or programs.

Examples:

EQuate FRED MYPGM.MYCSECT+2AD I Creates an equate named FRED which points to an instruction at the specified location.
EQ JSTCB,TCB+7?,130

More Info:

Assigns an equate named JSTCB to the location of the current job’s jobstep TCB. A length of X’130’ is assigned.

Enter Help COmmands EQuate.
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EWhere
addr-expr

Wide
Narrow

lines

OBJect
SOUrce
BOTh

ADdresses
OFfsets

Instruction
Data
Nobias

HEX
DEC

EBcdic
AScii

SHOwmcode
HIDemcode
CURrentmcode

Cause z/XDC to dis-assemble memory pointed to by the Error Program Status Word. This is the error level PSW’s abend address.
Line Mode equivalent: “W”
addr-expr

The location in memory where the disassembly is to begin. If addr-expr is omitted, then the next screen-full of memory is disassembled. If addr-expr is omitted and other
parameters are desired, then a comma must be used before stating the other parameters.

lines

The number of lines the user wishes to see. The upper limit is 1000. If omitted, z/XDC will fill the current window.

Source/Object/BOth If a source level map is available, source code can be shown as part of the formatted display. OBject is z/XDC’s normal output. BOth should be obvious. These settings have no
true default, as they can be set in the Profile facility (in the SET FORMAT command).
Addresses

The virtual address of each line of the display will appear on the left side of the panel.

Offsets

The offset from the start of the data’s object (load module, csect or dsect) will appear on the left side of the panel.

Data/Decimal

Displacement fields of machine instructions will be displayed as hexadecimal or decimal numbers as desired. Operative ONLY when source statement support is not being used.

Ebcdic/AScii

Memory will be interpreted in EBCDIC or ASCII format, as desired.

Wide/Narrow

Shows 32 bytes of memory (default) per line, or 16 bytes per line.

Instruction/Data/Nobias z/XDC makes a number of decisions in the Format process, many of which are dependent on a great many other variables. Consequently, the Where/Format command may,
under certain circumstances, mis-interpret data as instructions if the format command is attempted within data rather than object code. The Instruction, Data and Nobias parameters
affect z/XDC’s determination in the Format command. Please see Help Commands Format for a thorough understanding of how to use these parameters.
SHOWMCODE/HIDEMCODE
Remarks:

z/XDC will SHOW or HIDE macro expansions. If you use these parameters you MUST specify an address-expression.

Generally, the Where and Ewhere commands will produce similar display EXCEPT when the retry level and error level environments are different. Then the Where command will
show the retry-level resume address, while the Ewhere command will show the error level abend address. See Help EXEcutionlevels for a great resource on this topic.

Examples:

W  z/XDC will disassemble where the PSW points to.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands EWhere. See also Help COmmands FOrmat.
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FInd
string

starting addr-expr

ending addr-expr
DISTance= hex-number

Helper Dialog: “FIND ?”
Search for a specific string of data sequentially from a given point in memory.

string

Andmask=
ORmask=
Xormask=

Interval=hexword
keyword=
OFfset=
Hitlimit=
Equatenames= name
Instructions
Data
Nobias

Narrow
Wide

Stats
NOStats

Display
Display=nN
Format
Format=nN

showmcode
hidemcode
currentmcode

The object to be sought. Data can be Hexadecimal, EBCDIC (enclosed in single quotes), ASCII or a mixture of all. If string is omitted, z/XDC uses the previously defined string. Thus, in
searching for multiple occurrences of the same “thing”, one can merely re-issue the FIND command without parameters.

Starting addr-expr

The location in memory where the user wishes to begin the search. The search will proceed “upwards” in memory from this point.
th

Ending Addr-expr or DISTance=

Where the user wishes the search to end. DISTance= is a hex number ranging from 1 to two-times-ten to the 64 power minus one.

Andmask=/Ormask=/Xormask=

Masking operations to be performed on the target data before comparison. The user supplies a mask of any length.

Interval=

Specifies the interval at which Find will perform comparisons. Can be a pure hexadecimal number or a decimal number suffixed by “n” (ex: “10N”).

Keyword=

Equivalent to Interval. Keyword can be “BYTE”, “HWORD”, “FWORD”, “DWORD”, “QWORD”, “HALFWORD” or “FULLWORD”.

Offset=

Either a hexadecimal number or a decimal number suffixed by an “N”. If an Interval is specified that is greater than 1, then the offset is used to test for a match at the specified offset within

Hitlimit=

A decimal number specifying the number of matches to be found.

the interval.
Equatenames= An equate name to be generated automatically whenever a match is found.
Instructions/Data/Nobias
Display

Whether the memory mapped by the equatename generated above will be treated as instructions, as data or as it occurs.

Specifies that the result of the Find will be shown in “dump” format (via a Display command).

Display=nN

Causes the Display command to show only a number of lines. The number is specified as a decimal number, suffixed by “N”.

Format
Format=
Narrow
Wide

Specifies that the result of the Find will be shown in disassembled mode (via a Format command).
Causes the Format command to show only a number of lines. The number is specified as a decimal number, suffixed by “N”.
The displayed result of the Find command will be 16 bytes wide, and will include an EBCDIC translation of memory.
The displayed result of the Find command will be 32 bytes wide.
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Find Command, Cont’d
Stats
Requests an additional display of statistics z/XDC keeps during the Find operation.
NOStats
Requests no display of Find statistics.
Showmcode/hidemcode/currentmcode:
Controls whether macros will be displayed if z/XDC is being used with source statement displays.
Remarks:

This command is extremely useful for locating specific things in memory. In particular, it can be used to locate modules by their “eye-catchers”. Find has been re-engineered to help users
to cope with the vast amounts of memory available within 64-bit address spaces. RECENT UPDATE: Enter “FIND ?” and you’ll get a “Helper Dialog” that presents a screen with all
the FIND parameters that you can fill in!

Examples:

FI ‘DAVID B. COLE’ PSW!  Starts where the Program Status Word “is” now, and search sequentially in memory for the characters “DAVID B. COLE’.
FI  Continues a previously defined search for a given item from the current location in memory.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands FInd.
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FOrmat
addr-expr

lines
lines=
bytes=

OBJect
SOUrce

ADdresses
OFfsets

Data
Decimal

EBcdic
AScii

BOth

Disassemble memory at a specified location.
Line mode equivalent: “F”

Wide
Narrow

Instruction
Data
Nobias

SHOWMCODE
hidemcode
currentmcode

addr-expr

The location in memory where the disassembly is to begin. If addr-expr is omitted, then the next screen-full of memory is disassembled. If addr-expr is omitted and other parameters are
desired, then a comma must be used before stating the other parameters.
lines
The number of lines the user wishes to see. The upper limit is 1000. If omitted, z/XDC will fill the current window.
Lines=
Same as the “lines” parameter. However, we prefer that you use the “lines=” format because “lines” will one day be unsupported.
Bytes=
Specifies the number of bytes to be displayed in hexadecimal, or decimal if suffixed with “N” (example: 100N=100 decimal bytes).
Source/OBject/ BOth
If a source level map is available, source code can be shown as part of the formatted display. OBject is z/XDC’s normal output. BOth should be obvious. These settings have no
true default, as they can be set in the Profile facility (Under the SET FORMAT command).
ADdresses
The virtual address of each line of the display will appear on the left side of the panel.
OFfsets
The offset from the start of the data’s object (load module, csect or dsect) will appear on the left side of the panel.
Hexadecimal/Decimal
Displacement fields of machine instructions will be displayed as hexadecimal or decimal numbers as desired. Operative ONLY when source statement support is not being used.
Ebcdic/AScii
Memory will be interpreted in EBCDIC or ASCII format, as desired.
Wide/Narrow
Shows 32 bytes of memory (default) per line, or 16 bytes per line.
Instruction/Data/Nobias
z/XDC makes a number of decisions in the Format process, many of which are dependent on a great many other variables. Consequently, the Format command may, under
certain circumstances, mis-interpret data as instructions if the format command is attempted within data rather than object code. The Instruction, Data and Nobias parameters
affect z/XDC’s determination in the Format command. Please see Help Commands Format for a thorough understanding of how to use these parameters.
SHOWMCODE/HIDEMCODE/CURRENTMCODE z/XDC will SHOW or HIDE macro expansions - IF – z/XDC is displaying source statements at the time.
Remarks:
Examples:

More Info:

This is an important z/XDC command, one that is likely to be used in every session.
F MYPGM.MYCSECT.MYLABEL 999  z/XDC will disassemble memory at the specified location for 1000 lines. PF7 and PF8 can then be used to scroll forward and
backwards in the disassembled code.
F  The next logical screenfull of data will be disassembled.
Enter Help COmmands FOrmat.
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FReemain

addr-expr
equate-name

length

type

Release an area of storage that was previously obtained by a GETMAIN macro or a z/XDC GETmain command.
addr-expr

The address of the area to be freed. The FREEMAIN SVC will fail unless this address is doubleword aligned.

length

The length of the area to be freed, as a hexadecimal number. This parameter must be specified UNLESS an equate name is given instead of addr-expr.

Equate-name

If the user invokes the Freemain command with the z/XDC-defined equate name, then the addr-expr and length parameters need not be given (z/XDC always assigns an equate name of
AREA#n to the memory accessed via an z/XDC GETmain command).

Type

Intended to serve as an “idiot check” when the FReemain command is used while z/XDC is running APF-authorized. Type must be “LSQA”, “CSA” or “SQA”. If the FReemain command is

Remarks:

This command may fail depending on whether or not the user’s program has the ability to GETmain or FREEmain from the subpool containing the memory that the user wishes to free. See

given against such an area of memory and the Type parameter is NOT given, the command will fail.
the z/XDC documentation for a more complete treatment on this topic.
This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode. Well, you CAN use the command, but the memory will be allocated to YOUR address space, not the Foreign one.
Examples:
More Info:

FR AREA#3 The storage represented by the equate AREA#3 is freed, along with any equate names that occur within the memory’s extent.
Enter Help COmmands FReemain. See also Help Commands Getmain
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GEtmain

length
Subpool-number

High
Low

Obtain a portion of memory from a specified subpool.
length

The desired amount of memory, given as a hexadecimal number. The GETMAIN SVC will round this up to an 8-byte multiple automatically.

Subpool-number

The desired subpool identifier, given as a decimal number. If omitted, z/XDC will obtain memory in subpool zero.

High

The desired memory is to be located “above” the 16MB line, in 31-bit storage.

Low

The desired memory is to be located “below” the 16MB line, in 24-bit storage.

omitted

If neither High or Low are specified, z/XDC will obtain the memory from either above or below the line depending on the addressing mode of the program being debugged. The user
may issue LIST PSW FORMAT to inspect the address-mode bit, if desired.

Remarks

In addition to creating a uniquely named equate that maps the GETmain’d piece of storage, z/XDC also maintains a special Equate named “AREA” that maps the most recently
GEtmain’d piece of storage. This is for convenience when one uses GEtmain in a z/XDC script. This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode. Well, you CAN use
the command, but the memory will be allocated to YOUR address space, not the Foreign one.

Examples:
More Info:

GE 100,78  z/XDC will obtain X’100’ bytes of storage from subpool 78. It will also create an equate named AREA#n where n is a decimal value that is incremented each time the
Getmain command is entered.
Enter Help COmmands GEtmain. See also Help COmmands FReemain.
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GO
(GOX)
(GOT)

addr-expr

Release the program being debugged for processing by the operating system.
addr-expr

The desired resume address. If omitted, then z/XDC uses the address pointed to by the retry-level Program Status Word (PSW).

Remarks:

The user’s program will resume execution, and will stop at the next breakpoint or abend. GO, GOX and GOT are equivalent, with minor differences. With GOX, z/XDC will attempt to
restore whatever information was being displayed prior to the GOX command. GOT causes the user program to be resumed without clearing the display screen.
This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.

Examples:

GO R10!

More Info:

GO
Program execution resumes starting at the address pointed to by the retry-level Program Status Word.
Enter Help COmmands GO.

The user’s program is resumed NOT where the PSW points to, but where the contents of R10 point to (in 24-, 31- or 64-bit mode).
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HDeferred

addr-expr
=family

,(condition)

:command

Create a deferred hook in the desired module.
addr-expr

An address expression that names a module, a module.csect and (if desired) the offset where the deferred hook is to be placed. The “base” of the addr-expr MUST be the primary name of

=family

A breakpoint family may be specified. The breakpoint will then be assigned to that “family” of breakpoints.

a load module.
,(condition)

A conditional expression may be specified to further control under which situations the breakpoint is to be taken.

:commands

A z/XDC command or commands that are to be executed when the breakpoint is taken.

Remarks:

The HOOK command creates a z/XDC session “on the fly”. A deferred breakpoint allows the user to set a breakpoint in a module that will be loaded some time in the future. The
HDdeferred command can create a deferred HOOK for a module that will be loaded in the future. The Hook will persist in memory until it is executed. Then it is automatically deleted. This
command is identical in syntax to the Adeferred command.
This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.

Examples:
More Info:

HD mypgm.mycsect
When mypgm.mcsect is loaded, a Hook will be placed so that an z/XDC session will initialize when the code executes.
Enter Help COmmands ADeferred. The Help system file for HDeferred will point the user to the ADeffered command anyway.
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Help
COmmands
Debugging
Linecmds
MEssages
SUpport

Access z/XDC’s comprehensive Help Subsystem.

COmmands

Access the main Commands panel. You may select further down through the system from here using the “S” line command.

Debugging

A useful overview for “getting started” with z/XDC

Linecmds

Access a table of z/XDC’s line commands (single characters that may be input in column one of a z/XDC display).

Messages

Access z/XDC’s message facility. If preferred, the user may put an “H” next to a z/XDC message. This is a “hyperlink” to the explanation.

SUpport

When all else fails, contact Cole Software for assistance. We are always glad to hear from you.

Remarks:

With so many frames of Help information, there just isn’t any practical way to describe all that is available in this booklet. Thus, only a few of the many topics within the Help Subsystem
have been listed. Help is a “pyramid” structure with “hyperlinks” that will take the user to the information he or she wishes to read. Help’s contents discuss a good deal of z/OS
architecture in addition to product-specific information. To follow a hyperlink in the Help Subsystem, put an “S” in column one next to a topic and press Enter. Each page has a unique
name, and once the naming convention is learned, most users can go straight to the Help panel they would like to see. To leave Help, enter END or type another z/XDC command. For a
top-down “menu” into z/XDC’s Help system, see the LIST HELP command.
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HOok

addr-expr
ASId=aspaceref
ASName=jobname

State=

Problem
Supervisor
Locked

AMode=

24
31
64
Any

Create an ad hoc z/XDC session, just about anywhere you wish to.
Line command equivalent: “K”
addr-expr

The location in memory where the hook is to be placed.

Asid=

An address space that currently exists.

ASName=

A jobame that currently exists, or will exist in the future.

State=

Specify the state of the Hook. Use this when the execution point of the hook will be different than the environment in which the Hook is being set.

Amode=

The addressing mode specified. Absent this operand the Hook will be created in accordance with the current Amode of location where the Hook is to be set (If addrexpr is in 24-bit storage, the Hook will be built that way, etc.).

Remarks:

This is an extremely cool command! With Release z2.2, Hook’s scope has been greatly expanded. It is no longer SVC-based, and can now be used in PC routines, SRB routines, FRRprotected code, Locked code, Disabled code as well as in its traditional environments.
Along with the HOok command come two “support” commands; List HOoks and DElete HOOks.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands HOok. Also, refer to Help Debugging Hooks.
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ISPF
parameters
Invoke ISPF services within the Home Address Space.
Parameters

Specify any valid ISPF parameters.

Remarks:

The ISPF command can be used to invoke ISPF services either when ISPF is not yet running in the Home Address Space or when ISPF is already running. In this latter case, ISPF
services are invoked recursively.
When ISPF is not yet running, the ISPF command functions identically to issuing TSO's ISPF command from the READY prompt. When ISPF already is running, this ISPF command is
the only way that ISPF can be re-invoked from z/XDC because in this case the "TSO ISPF" command fails.
Before using the ISPF command, you can use the SEt PANelid command to set the initial panel to be used by ISPF; however, SEt PANelid will be effective only when ISPF is invoked
by z/XDC's "ISPF" command (this command) and only when the invocation is recursive. See Help COmmands SEt PANelid for more information.

Examples:
More Info:

ISPF  Frank and I (Bob) can’t think of any ISPF parameters.
Enter Help COmmands ISPF.
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Keys
HKeys
Access or alter z/XDC’s debugging PFKey settings (Keys) or the Help Subsystem PFKey settings (HKeys).
Remarks:

z/XDC allows the user to set and alter PFKey definitions for use in z/XDC and in the online Help Facility. Session PFKey settings can be altered either through the Keys command or
through the Profile Facility.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands Keys, or Help COmmands HKeys. Also, see Help PROFile
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LEft
Half
Full/Page
Cursor
Data
Max
nnn
Shift the view of a z/XDC display panel to the left.
Half

Default distance.

Move the window left one-half of the width of the existing panel. The default distance can be overwritten in the Profile Facility in Window Control

Parameters.
Full/Page

Shift the display leftwards one full horizontal screen’s distance.

Cursor

If the cursor is within a window, then shift the display leftwards so that the cursor’s column is at the right. This has meaning only when issued as a PFKey setting, for the cursor would be on
the command line otherwise.

Data

Shift left so that the former left-hand end of the page becomes its right edge.

Max

If you’re reading this booklet you’re reasonably intelligent. Care to guess what this does?

nnn

Shift the display to the left by nnn number of columns. The upper limit is 132.

Remarks:

Some screen geometries do not allow the user to see the entire width of a z/XDC display (poor you). So, we offer a LEFT and RIGHT command to allow you to shift things about. The “fix”
is to set a wider screen geometry, but if you can’t/won’t do that, then LEFT and RIGHT will be of some use.

Examples:

LE 30 the display is shifted 30 columns to the left.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LEft.
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LICense
license-module-name
Administer z/XDC’s product Activation Codes.
License-module-name

This optional parameter allows the user to specify the name of the license control load module that z/XDC will attempt to zap if valid license data changes are accepted by
z/XDC. If this operand is omitted, then the default target load module is "xxxLCNSE", where "xxx" matches z/XDC's current clone name (usually "XDC"). The target load
module must be located in a library, other than a PLPA library, that is within the current load module search order (a task library, a STEPLIB, a JOBLIB, or a link-list library).
The user must have write access to the library containing the module. z/XDC performs a validity check to make sure that the specified load module does, in fact, contain
License Control Data. The LICENSE command is rejected if it does not.

Remarks:

The LICENSE command is one of two methods by which z/XDC's Licensing Control Data Display/Update panel can be displayed. (The other occurs automatically when
z/XDC detects incorrect licensing information.). Any user may issue the LICENSE command; however, only those users that (a) have write access to the library containing
the xxxLCNSE load module, and (b) have received valid licensing information from ColeSoft will be able to change the License Control Data.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LICense.
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List ACCesslists
(ALEs)
(AL)

accesslistrefs

Display the access lists (PASN-ALs and/or DU-ALs) associated with any task, SRB and/or address spaces, system-wide.
accesslistrefs

One or more Access List References may be given. You can use TCB address, SSRB address, an address space reference (such as the ASCB, the
address space’s ASID or jobname or a keyword such as HOME, SASID, etc.

Omitted

When omitted, two or three access lists are displayed: The DU-AL for the task or SRB being debugged, the DU-AL for z/XDC’s home TCB (if different from the above) and the
home address space’s PASN-AL.

Remarks:

For each selected Access List all of the Access List Entries (ALEs) that make up the list are displayed. You see the type (address space or dataspace) the name (if any) pointed
to by the ALE, the STOKEN, the attribute flags and the abend code by which access may be blocked. This command also creates automatic equates for “ALE#n”, ASTE#n (the
ASN Second Table Entries) and #dspacename.

Examples:

LI AL HOME  See the Access List for the HOME address space
LI AL TCB#3  After issuing LIST TASKS, you may use a TCB#n equate name as a parameter to this command.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List ACCESSLists.
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List ACid
An alias of the LIST USERID command. Go read about it further along in this book.
Remarks:

I have NO idea why we’d field such an obscure command, but you can’t say we aren’t being COMPLETE.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt USerid.
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List AMode
Display the addressing mode found in the retry-level Program Status Word.
Remarks:

z/XDC will return the value “24-”, “31-“ or “64-bit addressing” as appropriate. Addressing mode information is also available via the List PSw Format command.

Examples:

L AM

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt AMode.
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List ARegs
rb-addr
ssrb-addr

Wide
Narrow

EBCDIC
ASCII

Display the contents of the Access Registers.
rb-addr

An address expression that resolves to a specific Request Block queued from any TCB in any accessible address space in the system.

ssrb-addr

An address expression that resolves to a SSRB or SSRX for any SRB routine currently suspended in any accessible address space in the system.

Wide

z/XDC will show 8 words of data in the resulting display. This is the default.

Narrow

z/XDC will show 4 words of data in the resulting display.

EBCDIC

z/XDC will interpret the contents of the Access Registers as EBCDIC information, shown in the far right of the display. This is the default.

ASCII

z/XDC will interpret the contents of the Access Registers as ASCII information, shown in the far right of the display.

Remarks:

This command displays the full set of retry-level Access Registers. The registers are displayed in hex-text (dump-like) format.
 Shows the contents of the Access Registers.

Examples:

L AR

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt ACCesregisters Registerset.
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List ARGuments
(ARGs)

Prior
statement-location
Instruction-addr
Epswe!

Display the operands of a High-Level Language statement or instruction.
omitted

List the operands for the current statement/instruction; the one that will execute next on a STep command. Soon, we’ll implement a “NEXT” parameter that will
accomplish the same thing, just in order to be complete in our treatment.

Prior

List the operands for the prior statement/instruction; the one that most recently executed.

statement-location

An address expression that resolves to a particular High-Level Language statement.

Instruction-address

An address expression that resolves to a machine instruction somewhere WITHIN a High-Level Language statement.

Epswe!

List the operands for the NEXT High-Level Language statement .

Remarks:

This useful command works both for Assembler (Thanks, Mike!) OR for a High-Level Language, such as C/C++/Metal C! In practice it would be a very good idea to create two displays on
the terminal window (With PF13, or SET WINDOW CREATE), and enter into them “LIST ARGUMENTS” and LIST ARGUMENTS PRIOR”, respectively. You could also create a third
display window and enter in “LIST ARGUMENTS EPSWE!. You may occasionally get the message “DBC705W These results may not be correct”. That is because the registers that point
to the Stack Pool can change, and may not be completely reliable. We’re 99.99% sure they ARE correct when the object code pointed to contains the EPSW. You’ll have to ask Mike
Lewis for more information than this.

Examples:

L ARGS  Show the arguments/variables that will be affected by the next instruction/statement to execute.
L ARGS P  show the arguments from the prior machine instruction or statement.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List ARGUments.
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List

ARn
nAR

rb-addr
ssrb-addr

Display the contents of a particular Access Register.

n

n is the number of the desired Access Register and ranges from 0 to 15. z/XDC will accept “nAR” as well as “ARn”.

rb-addr

An address expression that resolves to a specific Request Block queued from any TCB in any accessible address space in the system.

ssrb-addr

An address expression that resolves to a SSRB or SSRX for any SRB routine currently suspended in any accessible address space in the system.
z/XDC displays the result in several ways:
o

As a raw hexadecimal number,

o

As a 4-byte signed fixed-point decimal number

o

As a 4-byte floating-point decimal number.

Remarks:

This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.

Examples:
More Info:

L AR3  Shows the contents of Access Register number 3.
Enter Help COmmands LISt ACCessregisters Individual.
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List ASid
jobname
ASID-name
REAL
ASID-nnn
Addr-expr
Rn/nR*
equate
dsect
Jobname

Display the Address Space ID of an address space.

A jobname, such as “JES2”.

ASID-name

An identifier such as “HOME”, “PASID”, “ESASID” “IASID”, etc.

REAL

The keyword “REAL”, indicating real storage.

ASID-nnn

The number of an address space - from the Address Space Vector Control Table.

addr-expr

An address expression that points to an ASID number.

Rn/nR*

A register (expressed as Rn or nR) with an indirect operator (“!”, “?” or “%”) that resolves to an ASID number.

equate

An equate name that has been assigned to represent storage in an address space.

dsect

A dsect that has been assigned to represent storage in an address space.

Omitted

When no parm is given, the current target address space is displayed.

Remarks:

This command displays the ASID number, the jobname, the name of the owning subsystem and the JES2/JES3 job-type and number.

Examples:

LI AS JES2  display the Address Space ID for the JES2 jobname.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt ASID.
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List ASIs
(UPcase)
Show which items z/XDC will automatically perform an “upper case” operation on.

Remarks:

z/XDC allows the user to control whether (or not) certain object such as csect names, dsect names and quoted character strings are “upper cased” or not. The List ASIs command allows
one to query the current settings.

Examples:

LI ASIS  z/XDC will display current “upcase” settings.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands L ASIs, see also Help COMmands Set ASIs.
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List AUtomap
Show whether or not AUTOMAPPING is in effect for this z/XDC session.

Remarks:

z/XDC now supports automatic mapping of Assembler (and soon C) code. When z/XDC detects that it is “in” either type of program it will automatically attempt to bring source statements
into the display. The SET AUTOMap command influences the output of this command. The Automap facility can be controlled through the PROFILE command, which allows you to control
z/XDC’s session parameters. This command accepts no parameters.

Examples:

LI AUTOM  z/XDC will display current auto-mapping settings.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt AUTOMap, see also Help COMmands Set AUTOMap.
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List BAng
Display the current setting of the 64-bit indirect operator.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

z/XDC allows the user to choose which character will be used as the indirect operator that designates pure 64-bit addressing. The setting (in SET Bang) can be either “AMODE” which
means that z/XDC will be sensitive to the current addressing mode bits setting, or “64BIT”, in which z/XDC will force 64-bit addressing mode.

Examples:

LIST BAng

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt BAng. See also Help ADdressing SYNtax.
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List BEA

Display the Breaking Event Address.
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

This command is HUGELY COOL for debugging wild branches. When BEA support is enabled on the processor, the Breaking Event Address field can be found in the SDWBEA field in the
SDWARC4 section of the SDWA (the System Diagnostic Work Area). LIST BEA displays the location of the most recent branching instruction. This is a great command for debugging wild
branches to unreasonable locations. To see if BEA is available on your processor, issue z/XDC’s LIST FEATURES command. If the BEA feature is enabled for the processor, then the BEA
will also be displayed when the LIST BRANCHES command is invoked. This command accepts no parameters.

Examples:

LIST BEA  Shows the address that branched to “here”.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt BEA. See also Help Commands LISt BRAanches. See also Help COmmands LISt FEatures
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List BEll
Display the current setting for the alarm “bell”.
Remarks:

The LIST BELL command displays a report of the circumstances under which z/XDC will sound your display terminal’s “alarm”.

Examples:

LIST BE

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LIS BEll.
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List BFRn
Display the entire 8 bytes of a floating point register.
n

The number of a floating point register (1-16).

Remarks:

This command will display the floating point register in raw hex-EBCDIC or hex-ASCII as well as binary floating point, both short and long.

Examples:

LIST BFR10  Shows the contents of the tenth floating point register

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LIS BFRn.
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List BRanches
Addr-expr

count

View the contents of z/XDC’s Branch History Table.
addr-expr
count

A “filter” that, when given, includes branch history table entries only with this branch-from or branch-to address.
An upper limit to the number of branches displayed. A decimal number in the range from 1 to 4096. If outside this range, the number will be treated as an address expression. If TWO
counts are given, the second will be parsed as an address expression, not a count.

Remarks:

Every time that z/XDC gets control, it checks to see whether or not the user program’s current retry level instruction is a branch-type instruction. If so, then an entry is added to its Branch
History Table. NOT every branch that the user program executes will be recorded in the Branch History Table. Only those branches at which z/XDC receives control will be recorded. If the
BEA feature is enabled for the processor, then the Breaking Event Address locatio will also be displayed in the output of this command.

This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.
Examples:

LI BR mymod.mycsect.myloop  investigates all branches from, or to this point in the program.

More Info:

LI BR  show all branch statements at which z/XDC received control.
Enter Help COmmands LISt BRAnches. See also Help Commands LISt BEA.
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List

Breakpoints
Bpts

Display all of the breakpoints that are currently defined for the z/XDC session.
Remarks:

The List Breakpoints command displays the following information about all currently defined breakpoints:


Unique name;



Location, both as a raw virtual address and as relative to the nearest relevant load module, map or equate (if any);



The conditional expression, if any;



Additional z/XDC commands that are associated with the breakpoint, if any;



Whether or not the breakpoint is enabled or disabled (via the “X” line command);



The number of times the breakpoint has been “hit”. A zero (“0”) indicates that the breakpoint has never been taken.

This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.
Examples:

LB

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt BReakpoints.
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List CAChe
dsname
dsname (member)
#nnn
omitted
Display the list of ADATA source information
that z/XDC has cached for later use.
dsname/dsname(member)
#nnn

Allsections
Nosections
Dsects
CSects
COmmon
Private

Information about a particular dataset name.

The unique number assigned to a cache dataset in a previous List CAChe command.

Allsections

Default; displays csect, dsect, common- and private-area cached ADATA information

Nosections

Suppresses the display of all section names, and shows only the names of the MAPLIBS that own the cache files.

Dsects/Csects/Common/Private
Remarks:
Examples:

More Info:

Limits the scope of the display to cached information in these areas.

ADATA information takes up a great deal of memory. For efficiency, z/XDC caches this data on the assumption that it may be needed again.
L CAC CO

Shows the list of cached ADATA information in the Common Area.

L CAC

Shows the entirety of the cached ADATA information.

Enter Help COmmands LISt CAChe. See also Help COmmands DElete Cache.
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List CANdet
Display whether z/XDC will (or will not) intercept termination abends (Cancel, or Detach).
Remarks:
More Info:

This command accepts no operands. There is a SET CANDET command that can be issued interactively, or from within a z/XDC Profile.
Enter Help COmmands LIS CANdet. See also Help Commands Set CAndet.
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List CDf
Query z/XDC’s Cross Domain Facility environment.
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

z/XDC’s Cross Domain Facility allows a TSO or VTAM session to connect directly to a batch job for debugging.
The LIST CDF command displays:

Whether or not XDC-CDF is installed.

Whether or not XDC-CDF services are available to this debugging session.

Whether or not a cancellation WTOR will be issued for pending terminal signons.

The period of time that that XDC-CDF may wait for a terminal to signon to the debugging session.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt CDf.
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List COLors
Display the colors for various terminal attribute characters.
Remarks:

This command accepts no parameters. It allows the user to see what terminal attributes are set. An alias of this command is “List COLOUrs”.
Screen images generated by z/XDC contain up to four different kinds of fields:

More Info:



Low intensity input fields for displaying data or secondary input areas and in over-writable fields (such as memory displays);



High intensity input fields for primary input areas, such as command lines;



Low intensity protected fields for displaying non-writable information;



High intensity protected fields for displaying title lines, warning messages, etc.

Enter Help COmmands LISt COLORs or Help COmmand LISt COLOUrs. See also Help COmmands SEt COLORs and Help COmmands SEt HICOLOR.
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List CONsoles
active
inactive

mcs
emcs

current

names
numbers

Display information about Operator Consoles available in the system.
Active/inactive

Qualify active vs. inactive consoles.

mcs/emcs

Qualify by Multiple Console Support consoles, or Extended Multiple Console Support consoles.

current

If z/XDC is being used at an Operator Console, it will appear in the list.

Names/numbers

Console names (alphabetics) or numbers (hex/decimal and $, # and@) may be qualified and added to the list.

Remarks:

The command produces a display that includes the console name, ID#, status, authorities, #qmsgs, userkey, system, terminal and jobname. When all operands are omitted, all consoles will
be displayed.

Examples:

List CONs active  produce a display of active consoles only.

More Info:

List CONsole L700  only the L700 console will appear in the display.
Enter Help LISt CONSoles. See also Help Command SEt CONsole.
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List

CRegs
CRHregs
CRWregs

WIDe
NARrow

EBCDIC
ASCII

Display the set of Control Registers.
CRegs

Display the Control Registers. In 64-bit addressing mode, this will show only the low-order half of the 64-bit Control Registers.

CRHregs

In 64-bit addressing mode, this will show only the high-order half of the 64-bit Control Registers.

CRWregs

In 64-bit addressing mode, this will show the entirety of the 64-bit Control Registers.

WIDe

Default width. z/XDC will display eight words of data per line in its display.

NARrow

z/XDC will display four words of data per line in its display.

EBCDIC

Default. The display will be shown in EBCDIC format.

ASCII

The display will be shown in ASCII format.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt CONtrolregisters Registerset. See also Help EXEcutionlevels.
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List

CRn / nCR
CRHn / nCRH
CRWn / nCRW

rb-addr-expr
ssrb-address

Display the contents of an individual Control Register.
n
CR
CRH
CRW
rb-addr-expr
ssrb-address

n is the number of the desired Control Register and ranges from 0 to 15
If z/XDC detects a 64-bit environment, this parameter will display only the low-order half of the Control Register.
If z/XDC detects a 64-bit environment, this parameter will display only the high-order half of the Control Register.
If z/XDC detects a 64-bit environment, this parameter will display the entirety of the Control Register.
if an address-expression is given, it must resolve to the address of a Request Block that is currently queued from any Task Control Block located in any address space on the system.
The address of a Suspended SRB or SSRX for any SRB routing currently suspended in any accessible address space anywhere in the system. If you have previously issued “LIST
SSRBs” command, then you may use the SSRB#n and SSRX#n equates for this parameter.

Remarks:

The slash above (“/”) indicates that z/XDC will accept either form of the command. When issued, z/XDC produces a comprehensive display of the contents of the desired Control Register,
formatted out field by field for your convenience.

Examples:

L CR4

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt CONtrolregisters Individual.

 Display the contents of Control Register number four.
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List DSPaces
jobname
ASID-name
REAL
ASID-nnn
Addr-expr
Rn/nR*
equate
dsect
Jobname

name=mask
List address spaces owned by a specified address space.

A jobname, such as “JES2”

ASID-name

An identifier such as “HOME”, “PASID”, “ESASID” “IASID”, etc.

REAL

The keyword “REAL”, indicating real storage.

ASID-nnn

The number of an address space - from the Address Space Vector Control Table.

addr-expr

An address expression that points to an ASID number.

Rn/nR*

A register (expressed as Rn or nR) with an indirect operator (“!”, “?” or “%”) that resolves to an ASID number.

equate

An equate name that has been assigned to represent storage in an address space.

dsect

A dsect that has been assigned to represent storage in an address space.

Omitted

When no parm is given, the current target address space’s list of address spaces (if any) are displayed.

Name=mask

Limit the display to selected dataspace names. You may use ? and * wildcard characters.

Remarks:

This command displays a sequence number relating each dataspace to an automatically-generated ASTE#n Equate, the dataspace’s name, an “Stoken”, its type, it’s “scope”, whether it is
public or private, and up to 32 Authority Table Entries (#’ATEs).

Examples:

LI DSPACES  Display all address spaces “owned” by the current address space.
LI DSPACES JES2  Display address spaces owned by the system’s JES2 job.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt ASID. See also Help COmmands Syntax Characterstrings Wildcards.
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List DUmp
Query z/XDC’s dump settings.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

z/XDC can be configured to produce a system dump if an external service called by z/XDC should fail. This command interrogates these settings.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt DUmp. See also Help COmmands SEt Dump.
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List EARegs
Display the set of Error-level Access Registers.
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

The List EAREgs command displays the full set of error-time Access Registers. These are the Access Registers that were being used by the problem program (or a subroutine or system
service routine called by the program) at the moment that an abend occurred. For important additional information, see Help EXEcutionlevels Errorlvl.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt REGISTERS. A reference may also be found in Help COMmands LISt ACCessregisters Registerset. For more information on the “Error-level” structures within
z/XDC, enter Help EXEcutionlevels.
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List EARn
Display the contents of a particular error-level Access Register.

n

n is the number of the desired error-level Access Register and ranges from 0 to 15. z/XDC will accept “nEAR” as well as “EARn”. z/XDC displays several items as a result of this
command:
o

The Access Register’s value as a raw hexadecimal number,;

o

The address space that “owns” it;

o

The name of the address space;

o

The type of the address space (such as “TSO”);

o

The Address Space ID, given as a hex number (from the Address Space Vector Control Table).

Examples:

L EAR1

Display the contents of error-level Access Register number one.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt EARn. For more information on the “Error-level” structures within z/XDC, enter Help EXEcutionlevels.
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List

ECRegs
ECRHregs
ECRWregs

WIDe
NARrow

EBCDIC
ASCII

Display the set of error-level Control Registers.
ECRegs

Display the Control Registers. In 64-bit addressing mode, this will show only the low-order half of the 64-bit Control Registers.

ECRHregs

In 64-bit addressing mode, this will show only the high-order half of the 64-bit Control Registers.

ECRWregs

In 64-bit addressing mode, this will show the entirety of the 64-bit Control Registers.

WIDe

Default width. z/XDC will display eight words of data per line in its display.

NARrow

z/XDC will display four words of data per line in its display.

EBCDIC

Default. The display will be shown in EBCDIC format.

ASCII

The display will be shown in ASCII format.

More Info:

Enter Help EXEcutionlevels.
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List

ECRn / nECR
ECRHn / nECRH
CRWn / nECRW

rb-addr-expr

Display the contents of an individual Error Control Register.
n
ECR
ECRH
ECRW
rb-addr-expr

n is the number of the desired error-level Control Register and ranges from 0 to 15
If z/XDC detects a 64-bit environment, this parameter will display only the low-order half of the error-level Control Register.
If z/XDC detects a 64-bit environment, this parameter will display only the high-order half of the error-level Control Register.
If z/XDC detects a 64-bit environment, this parameter will display the entirety of the error-level Control Register.
If an address-expression is given, it must resolve to the address of a Request Block that is currently queued from any Task Control Block located in any address space on the system.

Remarks:

The slash above (“/”) indicates that z/XDC will accept either form of the command. When issued, z/XDC produces a comprehensive display of the contents of the desired error-level Control
Register.

Examples:

L ECR4

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt CONtrolregisters Individual. See also Help EXEcutionlevels.

Display the contents of Error-level Control Register number 4.
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List ENQ

qname

rname
Jobname=jobname
ASID-name
REAL
ASID-nnn
Addr-expr
Rn/nR*
Equate-name
dsect

Display a list of system and user enqueues,
including contention amongst enqueues.

Sysname=sysid

qname or rname

Scope=any
=Step
=Sysplex
=System
=Systems

Contention

Summary
Detailed

When any parms are stated then qname or rname are required. You may use wildcard characters (“*” and”?”), single quotes, etc. See Help Commands
Syntax Characterstrings Wildcards for more information.

jobname

A jobname, such as “JES2”

ASID-name

An identifier such as “HOME”, “PASID”, “ESASID” “IASID”, etc.

REAL

The keyword “REAL”, indicating real storage.

ASID-nnn

The number of an address space - from the Address Space Vector Control Table.

addr-expr

An address expression that points to an ASID number.

Rn/nR*

A register (expressed as Rn or nR) with an indirect operator (“!”, “?” or “%”) that resolves to an ASID number.

Equate-name

An equate name that has been assigned to represent storage in an address space.

dsect

A dsect that has been assigned to represent storage in an address space.

sysname=sysid The name of one or more systems connected in the current sysplex. If omitted, all systems are reported on.
scope=

Any: The report is not filtered as to “scope”. This is the command’s default.
Step: The scope of the report is confined to the address space within which the issuing address space is running.
System: The scope of the report is confined to the system within which the issuing address space is running.
Sysplex/Systems: The enqueue’s scope extends across the entire sysplex. A “synonym” for “Sysplex” is “Systems”.

Contention

Shows only enqeueues which are in a state of contention.

Summary/detailed
Remarks:

Control the level of detail produced in the command’s output.

This command displays the sysid, the asid, the jobname, the type (shared or exclusive), the qname, rname and rank.

Examples:

ENQ  Displays user and system enqueues for the known universe (within this particular sysplex).

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt ENq. See also Help Commands Syntax Characterstrings Wildcards.
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List EPSw
Format/FMT
Display the Error-time Program Status Word.
Format/FMT

Examples:

Causes z/XDC to translate various fields in the PSW for the user. These fields are:


The PER bit;



Dynamic address translation (ON/OFF), I/O (ON/OFF), External interrupts (ON/OFF);



Protection Key;



Problem state/Supervisor state;



Address Space Control Mode (Primary, Access Register, Secondary, Home);



Fixed point overflow (ON/OFF), Decimal Overflow (ON/OFF), Exponent underflow (ON/OFF), Significance (ON/OFF);



Addressing mode (24/31-bit);



The instruction Address .
L EPS F Display the Program Status Word with the above fields “broken out”.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt EPsw.
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List EQuates
mask
Display the list of Equates defined for the session.
mask

Specify combinations of names, and wildcard characters to “filter” the output of this command. For example, If you had previously issued “List RBs” you could issue “List Equates RB*” and
all equates with the name “RB-whatever” would be displayed.

Remarks:

When entered, z/XDC will produce a display of all equates defined for the session. This includes a list of “built-in” equates that the product offers as defaults (see the section on z/XDC’s
Built-in Equates for a list), as well as user-defined equates (see the Equate command), and others that are generated automatically as results of the List TAsks, List RBs, List EStae and
GEtmain commands.
The List EQuates command details these fields:

More Info:



Equate name;



“(D)” for data or “(I)” for instruction boundary;



Virtual address;



“width” of the equate in bytes;



Which address space created the equate;


Whether the equate is “Built-in”, “Private”, “Global” or “Common”.
Enter Help COmmands LISt EQuates. Also, see Help COmmands EQuate, and Help COmmands DElete Equates.
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List

ERegs
ERHRegs
ERWRegs

rb-addr
ssrb-addr

Display the contents of the Error-level General Register set.
ERegs

The Error-level register set. In 64-bit addressing mode, this will show only the low-order half of the 64-bit error-level General Register set.

ERHRegs

In 64-bit addressing mode, this will show only the high-order half of the 64-bit error-level Registers.

ERWRegs

In 64-bit addressing mode, this will show the entirety of the 64-bit error-level Registers.

rb-addr

The address expression of a given Request Block. The List RBs command yields equates that make this very convenient.

ssrb-addr

The address expression of a given suspended SRB. If you issue the “List SSRBs” command, then you may use the equates “SSRB#n and “SSRX#n” in this command for this parameter.

Remarks:

This command displays the full set of Error-level General Registers. The registers are displayed in hex-text (dump-like) format.
This command cannot be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.

Examples:

L ER  The error-level general registers are shown.

More Info:

L ERWR  if in 64-bit addressing mode, the entirety of the 64-bit error-level General registers will be shown.
Enter Help COmmands LISt Generalregisters Registerset. See also Help EXEcutionlevels.
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List

ERn / nER
ERHn / nERH
ERWn / nERW

Display the contents of an individual Error-level Register.
n
ER
ERH
ERW

n is the number of the desired Control Register and ranges from 0 to 15.
If z/XDC detects a 64-bit environment, this parameter will display only the low-order half of the Control Register.
If z/XDC detects a 64-bit environment, this parameter will display only the high-order half of the Control Register.
If z/XDC detects a 64-bit environment, this parameter will display the entirety of the Control Register.

Remarks:

The slash above (“/”) indicates that z/XDC will accept either form of the command. When issued, z/XDC produces a comprehensive display of the contents of the desired Control Register.

Examples:

L CR4

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt CONtrolregisters Individual.

 Display the contents of Control Register number four.
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List

EStae
SCBs

TCB-addr-expr

Display the chain of ESTAE structures for the current, or any given Task Control Block in an address space.
TCB-addr-expr The address expression that points to a Task Control Block. If you issue “List TAsks” prior to List EStae, then you can use z/XDC’s automatically-generated equates
that point to each “TCB”. They will be named “TCB#1” through “TCB#n”, where “n” is the upper number of TCBs for the current address. In this situation, you could
issue “List ES TCB#2”, for example. Alternatively, you can give the address-expression that resolves to the address of a TCB.
omitted

If the TCB-addr-expr parameter is omitted, then z/XDC will display the chain of STAE control blocks for the current task.

Remarks:

List EStae displays the STAE Control Blocks (SCBs) that are queued for any task in any accessible address space.

An understanding of the SCB queue is very important for

understanding the processing of abends in your programs as they occur and how z/XDC is integrated into your abend recovery structure. When this command is processed, z/XDC
automatically creates a set of equates that are named SCB#n List SCB is an alias for this command.
If this command is to be used in Foreign Address Space Mode, then the List Tasks command must be entered for the address space first.
Examples:

L ESTAE 8DC290

More Info:

L SCB TCB#5
After issuing the List Tasks command, this command lists the ESTAEs for the fifth Task Control Block in the address space.
Enter Help COmmands LISt EStae. For a detailed presentation of what this command displays, see Help COmmands LISt EStae Report.

Show the chain of STAE control blocks for a TCB (TCB-addr-expr expressed as a virtual address).
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List FEatures
Installed
Notinstalled

ZOS
OS390
All

Display some of the hardware and system features that z/XDC uses in its processing.

Installed

Default. Shows a list of installed features.

Notinstalled

Shows features that are not installed.

ZOS

View z/OS-specific features. If you just LOVE to type you can substitute the synonym “ZARCHITECTURE”.

OS390

View features prior to z/OS. If you just LOVE to type you can substitute the synonyms “ESA390” or “OARCHITECTURE”.

All

Displays both installed AND uninstalled features.

Remarks:

The List FEatures command displays some hardware and software features used by the product. Some functions of z/XDC depend on the presence of hardware or software features, such
as the zapping of store-protected memory.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt FEatures. See also Help COmmands LISt FEatures Report.
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List FIxed

addr-expr
WIDe
NARrow

EBCDIC
ASCII

Addresses
Offsets

Display a given address as a fixed-point number.
addr-expr

The location that is to be interpreted as a fixed-point number.

WIDe

Default width. z/XDC will display eight words of data per line in its display.

NARrow

z/XDC will display four words of data per line in its display.

EBCDIC/ASCII Display the output in EBCDIC or ASCII format.
Addresses/Offsets

Choose whether the far left column of the display shows a virtual address OR an offset from the start of a load module,
csect, dsect or equate.

Remarks:

The List FIxed command displays four bytes of virtual storage in various fixed-point formats. The area being displayed need not be aligned.
The formats displayed are:


Raw hex-text (dump-like format);



1-byte unsigned fixed-point decimal;



2-byte signed fixed-point decimal;



3-byte unsigned fixed-point decimal;



4-byte signed fixed-point decimal.

If an “L” is entered next to this display, then z/XDC “toggles” the display and shows the address as a floating-point number.
Examples:
More Info:

L FI 24CDC
The address “24CDC” is interpreted as a fixed-point number.
Enter Help COmmands LISt FIxed.
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List FLC
Query the value of the current Function Leader Character.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

z/XDC allows the use of a Function Leader Character to help the parser isolate parameters from each other in certain of its commands. Address Functions are good examples of this. The
default “FLC” is a tilde character (“~”). This can also be set to the cent sign and the back accent mark. Advice: Leave the FLC alone unless you have some very good reason to change it.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List FLc. See also Help ADdressing Functions.
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List FLoat

addr-expr
WIDe
NARrow

EBCDIC
ASCII

Addresses
Offsets

Display a given address as a floating-point number.
addr-expr

The location that is to be interpreted as a floating-point number.

WIDe

Default width. z/XDC will display eight words of data per line in its display.

NARrow

z/XDC will display four words of data per line in its display.

EBCDIC/ASCII Display the output in EBCDIC or ASCII format.
Addresses/Offsets

Choose whether the far left column of the display shows a virtual address OR an offset from the start of a load module,
csect, dsect or equate.

Remarks:

The List FLoat command displays four bytes of virtual storage in various floating-point formats. The area being displayed need not be aligned.
The formats displayed are:


The virtual address, the address space, any equates that map this address in memory;



Raw hex-text (dump-like format),



The address given as a Binary Floating point number (“BFP”);



The address given as a Decimal Floating point number (“DFP”);



The address given as a Hexadecimal Floating point number (“HFP””).

If an “L” is entered next to this display, then z/XDC “toggles” the display and shows the address as a fixed-point number.
Examples:

L FL24CDC

The address “24CDC” is interpreted as a fixed-point number.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt FLOAT.
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List Format
Review how z/XDC is configured to interpret memory.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

If z/XDC is using source statement support then it can be configured to show source code, object code (or both) as well as macro expansions. You can set z/XDC’s “bias” towards
instructions or data. You can choose to see offsets as pure virtual addresses or as offsets from a nearby “landmark” such as a module, csect boundary or the “edge” of an equate or dsect.
You can see addresses as hexadecimal or decimal values. You can choose a wide or narrow display. The List Format command shows you all of these settings. You can adjust these
settings in SET FORMAT, or within your session profile.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List Format. See also Help COmmands SEt Format.
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List FRegs
WIDe
NARrow

EBCDIC
ASCII

tcb-addr/rb-addr
ssrb-addr

Display the contents of the Floating point Register set for a given task or suspended SRB.
omitted

The current program’s Floating point register set is displayed.

WIDe

Default width. z/XDC will display eight words of data per line in its display.

NARrow

z/XDC will display four words of data per line in its display.

EBCDIC

Default. The display will be shown in EBCDIC format.

ASCII

The display will be shown in ASCII format.

tcb-addr/rb-addr

Displays the floating point register set owned by the specified task (Floating point registers are saved only at the task level, so specifying
rb-addr is equivalent to specifying tcb-addr).

ssrb-addr

Displays the floating point register set owned by the specified suspended Service Request Block. Note that if you issue the LIST SSRB command,

then you may use the equates

generated by that command as ssrb-addr parms for this command. The equates are SSRB#n and SSRX#n.
Remarks:

This command displays the full set of Floating-point Registers. The registers are displayed in hex-text (dump-like) format.

Examples:
More Info:

L FR  Shows the contents of the Floating-point Registers.
Enter Help COmmands LISt FLOATIngpoint registers. See also Help COMmands LISt FLOATIngpointregisters Registerset. See also Help COmmands List SSRB.
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List

FRn/nFR
BFRn/nBFR
DFRn/nDFR
HFRn/nHFR

tcb-addr/rbaddr
ssrb-addr

Display the contents of an individual Floating-point Register.
FRn

Where “n” is the number of the desired Floating-point Register. z/XDC will accept “nFR” as well as “FRn”.
z/XDC displays the result in several ways:
o

tcb-addr/rb-addr

As a raw hex-EBCDIC or hex-ASCII number

o

As a hexadecimal floating point number (HFP), both short and long.

o

As a Binary floating point number (BFP), both short and long.

o

As a decimal floating point number (DFP), both short and long.

Displays the floating point register set owned by the specified task (Floating point registers are saved only at the task level, so specifying
rb-addr is equivalent to specifying tcb-addr).

ssrb-addr

Displays the floating point register set owned by the specified suspended Service Request Block. Note that if you issue the LIST SSRB command,
generated by that command as ssrb-addr parms for this command. The equate names are SSRB#n and SSRX#n.

omitted

The individual Floating Point Register is displayed in all formats.

Examples:
More Info:

L FR3  Shows the contents of Floating-point Register number 3 in all possible formats.
Enter Help COmmands LISt FLOATIngpointregisters. See also Help COmmands LISt FLOATIngpointregisters Individual.
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then you may use the equates

List Help
panel-name
*relative-ref

depth

Displays local and global indices into z/XDC’s Help Subsystem.
panel-name

The name of a Help Subsystem panel. Each Help Subsystem panel receives a unique name. These names appear in the upper left corner of each panel. Some examples are
Breakpoints, Debugging, Commands, etc.

relative-ref

This is the “direction” in which the user wishes to go, prefaced by an asterisk (“*”). Vector can be*Up, *Down, *Forward, *Back, *Next, *Previous, and *Repeat.

Depth

A number, beginning with 1. This controls the “depth” of the search into the Help Subsystem.

Remarks:

z/XDC’s Help Subsystem is a “hierarchical” structure built of many uniquely named panels. To “arrive” at a desired panel, the user enters a path name to it, by listing items in the index
from the general to the specific. If you see a “+” next to a topic you may expand it with an “L” command. If you wish, you may put an “H” next to any line and press enter to navigate
directly to the panel.

Examples:

L H D O  Leads the user to the list of topics to be found under Help Debugging Otherestaes.
L H CO Z  Leads the user to List Help COmmands Zap, showing the panels available from that “place”.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List Help.
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List HIColor
Query z/XDC’s terminal attributes with regard to extended highlighting on terminals that support both color and extended highlighting.
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

z/XDC allows you to set terminal character attributes and field colors. These can be set interactively or from within a session profile. This command displays a table of settings for low
intensity input fields, high intensity input fields, low intensity protected fields and high intensity protected fields.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List HILight. See also Help COmmands SEt COLOrs.
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List HILight
Query z/XDC’s terminal attributes with regard to extended highlighting.
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

z/XDC allows you to set terminal character attributes and field colors. These can be set interactively or from within a session profile. This command displays a table of settings for low
intensity input fields, high intensity input fields, low intensity protected fields and high intensity protected fields.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List HILight. See also Help COmmands SEt COLOrs.
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List HKeys
Display the special PFKey settings that are active within the Help Subsystem.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

When the user enters z/XDC’s Help Subsystem, the user’s PFKeys are set for special purposes for the life of the Help session only. These keys allow the user to navigate more quickly
inside the Help environment. When pressed, the Help PFKeys will follow “vectors” within the Help Subsystem, such as Up, Down, Previous, or Next, etc. If preferred, the user may issue
Set HKeys OFf or Set HKeys ON, which will suppress or display the Help PFKeys.

Examples:

L HK

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List HKeys.
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List HOoks
Display HOOKs created in memory, if any exist.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

One of the greatest advances in z/XDC’s debugging technology has been the advent of the HOok command. This powerful tool allows the user to create a z/XDC session nearly anywhere
at any time within a program without regard to other, pre-existing ESTAEs. The List Hooks command presents the unique name of the hook, the address space for which it has been
created, the userid of the creator and the virtual address of the hook itself. There are some limitations: List HOoks can only “see” the hooks created by the current user. List HOoks cannot
“see” hooks created via the #XDCHOOK macro.

Examples:

L HO

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List HOoks.
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List ILc
Find out whether z/XDC’s Zap command may alter instruction lengths (or not).
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

When performing a Zap command, z/XDC normally will not allow the user to overtype an instruction with another one of a different length, for very good (even obvious) reasons. The default
setting is therefore “NO ILC”. If your z/XDC session is running APFauthorized, then you can override this value with the “SET ILC” command. Then, you’re on your own.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List ILc. See also Help COmmands SEt ILc.
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List INtensity
Query z/XDC’s settings for a session’s terminal field intensities.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

z/XDC allows you to manipulate terminal attributes either directly via commands or within a session profile. This command allows you to query one of the attributes. A value of “DEFAULT”
in the resulting table means that the default attributes are in place.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List INtensity. See also Help COmmands SEt COLor.
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List ISPf
Find out if ISPF can be used in the current environment, and display its capabilities if it can.
This command accepts no parameters

Remarks:
More Info:

Displays whether or not ISPF full-screen communications can be used, whether or not the ISPF interface can use pre-existing function variable pools, and the name of an initnial
Enter Help COmmands List ISPf. See also Help COmmands SEt ISPf.
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List Keys
(Pfkeys)
Displays the assignments of PFKey “sets” to function key ranges. Allows the user to assign sets as desired.
This command accepts no parameters.

Remarks:

z/XDC must handle Pfkey configurations for a number of different keyboard types, as well as native 3270 displays. The List Keys command allows the user to assign Pfkey ranges of twelve
Pfkey settings each to various keyboards, allowing the “A” range to appear as Pfkeys 1-12 and the “B” range to be assigned to “Shift+PFKey 1-12” (to use Pfkeys 13-24).
command is List PFKeys.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt Keys. See also Help FULlscreen PFkeys Pfkeysets.
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An alias for this

List LKedmap

addr-expr
Addresses
Offsets

Displays the internal structure of load modules or program objects.
addr-expr

Extents/SEGments
SECtions/CSsects
CLasses
Full

A virtual address that resolves into a location within the target module.

Addresses

Specifies that the starting address of all displayed symbols will be prefaced with an 8-digit virtual address.

Offsets

Specifies that all displayed symbols will be shown as offsets relative to the start of the class or storage extent in which they occur.

Extents/SEGments

Use either “Extent” or “SEGment”. When given, the display will show the storage extents in which the load module or program object reside.

SECtions/Csects

Use either “SECtions”, or “CSect”. Show only the control sections within a load module or program object.

Classes

Shows only the classes within a program object (Classes do not exist within load modules). This parameter requires that the MAP command has been previously
issued for a given module.

Full

Default. z/XDC will display all information that it can gather for the given module or program object.

omitted

All information will be displayed for the load module or program object.

Remarks:

When this command is entered, z/XDC will display the Module name, the entry address, the length of the module/object and comments.

Examples:

L LK PSW!  z/XDC will display information about the “current” program.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LIS LKedmap.
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List LOCks
When z/XDC is running as a Functional Recovery Routine (FRR), display the name of all locks held by the program being debugged.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

z/XDC allows the user to debug Service Request Block-mode code. To do this, z/XDC must run as an FRR. It also releases and sets locks, which is worthy of close consideration. This
command interrogates the status of locks held by a program, whether or not z/XDC is currently running as an ESTAE(X) or as an FRR.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List LOCks. See also Help COmmands SEt LOCks and Help DEBugging SRBmode.
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List LOG
Display configuration information of the session log file.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

During a debugging session, z/XDC “logs” all the contents of the Working window. The user can review this log, and/or print its contents to a local printer. The List LOG command displays
information about how the session log is currently set. Settings may be changed with the SEt LOg command(s)

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt LOG. See also Help COmmands SEt LOG.
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List LStack
(LSEs)

TCB-addr-expr
omitted

Display individual “state” entries
from the Linkage Stack.

TCB-addr-expr

RB-addr-expr
LSE-addr-expr
SCB-addr-expr
nnn
omitted

An address expression that resolves to the start of a Task Control Block, such as TCB#n (which comes from the List Tasks command).

Omitted

A default TCB is chosen, depending on the value of the next parameter

RB-addr-expr

An address expression that resolves to the start of a Request Block, such as RB#n (which comes from the List RBS command).

LSE-addr-expr

The address of a specific Linkage Stack entry. If a previous List LStack command has been entered, then LSE#n may be used.

SCB-addr-expr

The address of a STAE Control Block queued to the TCB whose linkage stack is to be examined. When RB-addr-expr is given and TCB-addr- expr is omitted, then the default TCB used
is the TCB to which the given Request Block is queued.

nnn

A decimal number specifying the state type LSE to be displayed. The oldest is counted as number 1, not including header or trailer entries.

LSE/RB/SCB-addr-expr omitted
Omitted

z/XDC will show a display of all stack entries that exist in the specified TCB’s linkage stack.

When all operands are omitted, the default used is the current TCB under which z/XDC is running.

Examples:

L LS 21C%

More Info:

L LS TCB#3
Display the linkage stack for the third Task Control Block in the address space (One must issue the List TAsks command first).
Enter Help COmmands LISt LSTack. List LSEs is an alias for this command.

Display the linkage stack for the current task.
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List MAIntenance
(XDc)
Display the version level of the z/XDC product.
This command accepts no parameters. “List XDc” is an alias.
Remarks:

Much like the “Help/About” information given in Windows-based software, this command offers the version, and maintenance level of the currently running z/XDC product. If you report a
problem to Cole Software for resolution, we will need this information in order to help you. We may also ask you to run z/XDC’s SYSINFO READ command. The syntax for that is READ
SYSx.XDCZnn.XDCCMDS(SYSINFO). You’ll have to consult your systems programmer to find out the exact dataset names for your installation.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt MAIntenance. See also Help COmmands LISt XDc.
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List MAPLibs
ACTIVE
ALL
LISTs
name
Display overview information on groups of MAPLIBs defined by the user.
Active

Default - shows the list of currently defined and available MAPLIBs.

ALL

Displays all MAPLIB lists. This parameter is mutually exclusive with all other parameters.

LISTs

Displays the names of saved (and therefore inactive) lists of MAPLIBs.

name

Displays only the named list of MAPLIBs, such as “mymaplb”.

Remarks:

MAPLIBs are repositories of ADATA information for specific programs that can be used in source-level debugging. z/XDC users can create uniquely named lists of MAPLIBs that are
relevant to various projects that they undertake. This command allows the user to interrogate which list(s) of MAPLIBs are available or active.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt MAPLibs.
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List MAPS
Displays the names and locations of all currently defined Binder maps, CSECT maps and DSECT maps, shown in their search order.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

The MAP and DMAP commands bring in SYM and ADATA information into memory for use in z/XDC’s formatted displays. This command allows the user to interrogate the list of maps
currently in memory.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt MAPS. See also Help COmmands MAP, Help COmmands DMAP.
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List MEmoryobjects
(MObjects)

address-space-id

Display information about above-the-bar memory objects in any accessible address space.
addr-space-id

This can be any of the following: Job name, a keyword identifying the address space such as HOME, PASID, ESAID, IASID, etc., an ASID number (hex number up to four digits in length),
an address-expression pointing to an ASID number, a register containing an ASID number or the name of an equate or dsect that has been assigned to represent storage in an address
space. If the parameter is omitted, z/XDC will attempt to show memory objects for the current address space.

Remarks:

z/XDC can discern memory objects above the 2-gigabyte “bar”, and will optionally create (or recreate) certain equates such as:
MOB#1-nn
 Memory objects;
GUARD#1-nn
 Guard areas, if any;
MOBDATA#1-nn
 any unguarded area.

Examples:

List ME JES2

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt Memoryobjects.

Memory objects within the JES2 address space are displayed, if any exist.
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List MSgs
Display information about the current debugging environment.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

This command shows relevant information on the state of the program about to be debugged, including the z/XDC product version, whether z/XDC is running authorized (or not) and the
Request Block/Task Control Block it is running under. This message is normally displayed in the first page of any z/XDC debugging session.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt MSgs. See also Help COmmands LISt MAIntenance.
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List Notes
Display the group of annotated addresses created by the Note command.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

z/XDC offers the user the convenience of creating notes about certain addresses in memory. Notes can be used to describe logic flow, special pointers or fields - anything that’s convenient
to enhance the user’s understanding of the problem at hand. You can use the “Note” command or the “N” line command and establish a “book-mark” in memory. The List NOTes
command allows the user to interrogate all defined notes.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt Notes. See also Help COmmands Note.
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List OPErands
machine instruction address
Current/omitted
Prior
Display the operands of the current (or prior) instruction.

Remarks:

This is a very cool command!

It allows you to track the current or prior operands of Assembler instructions. You could, for example, define a z/XDC Display Window that contains the

stacked commands “LIST OPERANDS;;LIST OPERANDS PRIOR”. You would then see operands change as your program manipulates them.
So long as you perform single step tracing, the results will be accurate. HOWEVER, the accuracy of the displayed values is dependent upon whether or not the registers and data fields
referenced by a targeted machine instruction are the same now as they were (or will be) when the instruction was (or will be executed). For this reason the address-expression parameter
of this instruction is to be used with some caution (or skepticism) because z/XDC cannot predict what the values in registers or storage locations will be when execution actually reaches a
targeted address-expression. In other words, z/XDC can only show you what it “sees” at the time you issue the command, and the variables displayed may well change when execution
reaches that particular address.
Machine instruction address

Displays the operands CURRENTLY seen at the machine instruction address referenced by the address-expression.

Current/omitted

Displays the operands of the current instruction (the next one to be executed).

Prior

Displays the operands of the prior instruction.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt OPErands.
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List Optimization
Tells whether z/XDC’s full-screen support will attempt to optimize the writing of full-screen displays.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

You may (predictably) issue SET optimization interactively as a command, or “twiddle” this setting in a session profile. There should be little reason to change this setting, but we have a
reputation for completeness to uphold!

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List Optimization. See also Help COmmands SEt Optimization.
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List PANelid
(ISR@prim)
Display the name of the ISPF panel used for a primary options panel if ISPF is invoked as a subtask of z/XPF.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

The primary options panel you wish to use if you invoke ISPF under z/XDC can be set interactively by “SEt PANelid” or can be configured in a session profile. The keyword “ISR@prim” is an
obscure synonym.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List PANelid . See also Help COmmands SEt PANelid.
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List PARseorder
Controls which of z/XDC’s high-level language parsers are to be given priority.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

The syntax rules for variables differ from one language to the next. Consequently, one parser cannot be used to parse a variable for all languages. Therefore, z/XDC provides a
unique parser for each supported language type (currently “ASM” for Assembler and soon “CEE” for IBM C/C++ and Metal C). When issued, the command will show the parsing order
z/XDC will use in parsing out high-level language variables. You can influence z/XDC’s parsing order with the SET PARseorder command.

More info:

See Help COmmands LISt PARseorder. See also Help COmmands Set PARseorder.
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List PGms
Display the list of load
modules in memory for
any given task, or
locate a module via
a virtual address.

TCB-addr-expr
ALL
JPQ (or JPA)
LPQ (or LPA)
PLPA (or LPDE)
Load-module-name
addr-expr
omitted

count
name
omitted
count
name
nd

2 parm omitted

1st parm omitted

Only load modules in the current TCB are presented. Default.

TCB-addr-expr

The address of a Task Control Block

ALL
JPQ

Suppresses the display of the first “count-1” entries on the list.
Suppresses the display until “name” appears
No messages are suppressed from the display.

Displays all load modules within all TCBs in the address space
Displays load modules in the Job Pack Queue

LPQ

Displays load modules in the Link Pack Queue

PLPA

Displays load modules in the Pageable Link Pack Area

Load-module-name

Searches all address space and system queues are searched for this name.

addr-expr

z/XDC will return the name of the module(s) the address occurs in

Remarks:

This command helps the user to locate and count modules in terms of their occurrence in memory.

Examples:

L PG 21c%+7C% This shows the load modules associated with the Jobstep TCB.
L PG PSW! This shows all uses and aliases of the currently executing program.

More Info: Enter Help COmmands LISt PGms and Help COmmands LIst PGms Report.
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List PRIMarysize
(SECOndarysize)
Displays whether z/XDC will attempt to use the display terminal’s primary or secondary screen geometry.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:
More Info:

This command is probably one you may never use. This setting can be done interactively through a Set command or can be configured in a session profile.
Enter Help COmmands Lis PRIMarysize. See also Help COmmands SEt PRIMArysize/SECOndarysize
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List PRINt
Display information about the DD XDCPRINT file, its allocation, dsame/sysout status, DCB attributes and other settings.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

The XDCPRINT file can be used for printing excerpts or the entirety of z/XDC’s Online Help subsystem.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List PRINt. See also Help COmmands SEt PRINt.
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List PROfile
ALL
CURRENT (or omitted)
SEARCHORDER
profilenames
clonenames
membernames
ddnames
dsnames
Display z/XDC profiles from all available profile libraries.

All

Report on profiles on all z/XDC profiles from all profile libraries and table libraries that are allocated to XDCPROF, ISPPROF, XDCTLIB, ISPTUSR and ISPTLIB.

CURRENT

Report on only the currently active profile

SEARCHORDER

Displays z/XDC profiles in their search order.

profilenames

Names of z/XDC profiles, from one to five characters in length.

clonenames

Specify three leading characters and z/XDC will show all profiles whose names begin with that character string.

Membernames

Displays any member whose name exactly matches the given 4 to 8 characters specified.

ddnames

PDS and PDSEs allocated to the given DDNAME will be searched for z/XDC profiles. Note that if the DDNAME ISPTLIB is given, this command may take a LONG time to complete.

Dsnames

When a given name contains a period (“.”), then that name is considered to be a dsname. If the dataset is a PDS or PDSE, then it will be searched for z/XDC profiles.

Remarks:

A great many characteristics of the z/XDC session are controlled via the Profile Facility. This allows the user a great deal of flexibility in deciding the number and size of display windows,
PFKey settings, session logging, screen colors and a host of other, convenient features. The user can establish as many named profiles as desired (via the PROfile Save command), and
later recall them for specific tasks (via the PROfile REAd command). The List Profile command offers a quick overview of the current profile’s settings. The Profile command itself is used
to change these settings. To use profiles in Cross Domain Facility, the user may include a DD card for the ISPPROF lib that contains the set of desired profiles.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt PROfile. See also Help COmmands PROfile.
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List PSw
rb-addr
ssrb-addr
omitted

Format
omitted

Display the retry-level Program Status Word for the current or any other Request Block.
rb-addr

An address expression that resolves to the desired Request Block. For convenience use RB#n, an equate generated by the List RBs command.

srb-addr

The address of any suspended SRB (SSRB or SSRX), located in any accessible address space in the system. For convenience, you may use SSRB#n or SSRX#n as a parameter to this
command AFTER you have issued the “LIST SSRBs” command.

omitted

z/XDC displays the retry-level PSW for the current program.

Format

Causes z/XDC to translate various fields in the PSW for the user. These fields are: The PER bit, Dynamic address translation (ON/OFF), I/O (ON/OFF), External interrupts (ON/OFF),
Protection Key, Problem state/Supervisor state, Address Space Control Mode (Primary, Access Register, Secondary, Home), Fixed point overflow (ON/OFF), Decimal Overflow (ON/OFF),
Exponent underflow (ON/OFF), Significance (ON/OFF)
Addressing mode (24/31-bit) and the instruction Address .

nd

2 parm omitted
Examples:

Formatting is not performed.

L PS F

Displays the PSW for the current program, and displays the state of the fields.

LI PSW RB#2

Displays the PSW for the code running under RB#2 for the current TCB. This command will only work after List TAsks and List RBs have been entered, for the List
PSw command makes use of the RB#n and TCB#n equates created by List TAsks and List RBs.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt PSw.
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List Qualifier
Display the settings of the default qualifier.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

The Set Qualifier command establishes a “default” modulename.csectname, and allows the user to refer to labels within the assembly directly by their names (such as .mylabel. The dot is
significant!). The List Qualifier allows the user to see what the current default is set to.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List Qualifier. See also Help COmmands SEt Qualifier.
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List RBs
tcb-addr
Display the Request Blocks associated with a given Task Control Block.
tcb-addr

The virtual address of a Task Control Block. Can also be the equate “TCB#n” if given after the List TAsks command has been issued.

omitted

z/XDC displays the Request Block structure for the current task.

Remarks:

For convenience, the List TAsks command should be issued prior to List RBs. List TAsks establishes equates in memory pointing to each Task Control Block (TCB#1-n, where n is the
number of tasks in the address space) that can be used in the List RBs command. In fact, issuing List TAsks and List RBs on after the other on entry to a debugging session is a very good
way to determine “where” the program is and why. Elements displayed by List RBs include the type of RB (PRB, SVRB, Etc.), the manner in which it was created (ATTACH, PGM-CHK,
etc.), the name of the routine associated with it (load-module-name, SVC-n, abend-code, etc.) and the resume address relative to the nearest relevant module, map or equate (if any).

Examples:

L RB TCB#2

More Info:

L RBS 21C%+7C! Show the Request Blocks queued from the jobstep TCB.
Enter Help COmmands List RBs. See also Help COmmands LISt TAsks.

Show all the Request Block information for the second Task Control Block in the address space.
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List REAd
Display the status of all READ command-related settings.
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

This command shows the name of the current default SCRIPTS library (if any) and the current value of the READ ECHO/NOECHO setting.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List REAd. See also Help COmmands SEt REAd.
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List REFrprot
ALL
CURRENT
tcb-addr

aspaceref

Display the current settings for REFRPROT.
ALL

Displays REFRPROT settings for all tasks in the current address space.

CURRENT

Displays REFRPROT settings for the current task.

tcb-addr

Displays REFRPROT settings for any task. The address given MUST be the starting address of a TCB. Use the List Tasks command, and you will thereafter be able to use the TCB#n
equates from that command as parameters to this command.

aspaceref

A 1-4 hexadecimal number corresponding to the address space ID, a 1-8 character jobname or TSO userid, an address space keyword (HOME, PASID, SASID, etc.) and one of these
control registers: “CR3”, “CR4”, “ECR3” or “ECR4”. For more information see Help COmmands Syntax ASIDs.

Remarks:

Beginning with z/OS V1R9, refreshable modules will ALWAYS be loaded into Key-0 storage regardless of whether they are loaded from an APF-authorized library and regardless of
whether or not the RENT attribute is also on. This command allows you to know the REFRPROT settings within the system. These settings can be changed with z/XDC’s SEt REFrprot
command.

Examples:

L REF ALL  Display REFRprot settings for all tasks in the current address space.
L REF JES2  Display REFRprot settings for the JES2 address space.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List REFRprot. See also Help COmmands SEt REFRprot.
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List

Regs
RHregs
RWregs

rb-addr
srb-addr

WIDe
NARrow

EBCDIC
ASCII

Display the set of Error-level General Registers.
Regs

Display the General Registers. In 64-bit addressing mode, this will show only the low-order half of the 64-bit General Registers.

RHregs

In 64-bit addressing mode, this will show only the high-order half of the 64-bit General Registers.

RWregs

In 64-bit addressing mode, this will show the entirety of the 64-bit General Registers

RB-addr-expr

z/XDC will display the register set for the module running under the given Request Block.

WIDe

Default width. z/XDC will display eight words of data per line in its display.

NARrow

z/XDC will display four words of data per line in its display.

EBCDIC

Default. The display will be shown in EBCDIC format.

ASCII

The display will be shown in ASCII format.

Remarks:
More Info:

In order to use the RB-addr-expr parameter conveniently, issue LIST RBs for the desired task. That will allow the use of the equate RB#n in this command.
Enter Help LISt REGisters. See also Help COmmand LISt Generalregisters Registerset.
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List REXx
Displays information about the currently active REXX environment (if any exists).
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

z/XDC has a REXX interface which you can use to create your own external “commands” for z/XDC to run. This is all detailed under HELP REXX.
The List REXx command will display:


The REXX version and language code;



The REXX library’s name, ddname and search order;



The names of all subcommand environments;



The names of all function packages and the functions they contain.

This command is identical in function to the REXX LISTREXX command.
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List REXx. See also Help REXx. See also Help COmmands RExx.
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List

Rn/nR
RHn/nRH
RWn/nWR
Ern/nER
ERHn/nEHR
ERWn/nERW

rb-addr
srb-addr

Display the contents of a particular retry-level general Register. For fun, I’ve also talked about List Eregs here.
n

n is the number of the desired Register and ranges from 0 to 15. z/XDC will accept “nR” as well as “Rn”.

RHn/nHR

Display the high order half of a particular 64-bit register.

RWn/nRW

Display the totality of a 64-bit register

ERn/nER, ERH, ERW, etc.:

Display the error level registers. See the “Remarks” section below for more information.

rb-addr

The address expression of a given Request Block. The List RBs command yields equates that make this very convenient.

srb-addr

The address expression of a given suspended SRB. If you issue the “List SSRBs” command, then you may use the equates “SSRB#n and “SSRX#n” in this command for this parameter.

omitted

The desired register for the program running under the current Request Block of the current Task Control Block is displayed.

Remarks:

z/XDC keeps track of two sets of registers and PSWs. One is the Error Level PSW and registers, and the other is the Retry Level PSW and registers. The Error level constructs are those
extant at the time z/XDC got control. The Retry constructs are those that will be used when control is given back to the program to execute. These two environments are normally the
same, and issuing List PSW will give you what you need to know. HOWEVER, if z/XDC ever tells you that “THE ERROR LEVEL AND RETRY LEVEL ENVIRONMENTS ARE
DIFFERENT”, then you need to pay attention. Some sort of recursive error may have occurred.

z/XDC displays the result of List Rn in several ways:


As a raw hexadecimal number;



As a 4-byte signed fixed-point decimal number;



As a 4-byte floating-point decimal number.

Examples:

L R3

Shows the contents of general Register number 3.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt Generalregisters Individual. See also Help EXEcutionlevels.
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List RSa
addr-expr

limit

,
Interrogate the Register Save Area chain.
addr-expr

An address-expression that resolves to a register save area located in the chain you wish to display. If this parameter is omitted, then the location pointed to by retrylevel Register 13 will be used.

limit

A decimal number between 1 and 999. if omitted, then “99” will be used as the default value. NOTE: If the first parameter is omitted, and the second parameter is to be specified, you
MUST use a comma (“,”) to denote the second parameter.

Remarks:

This command generates a chain of standard 72-byte register areas. For each save area found, z/XDC displays it’s address, the return address found in the R14 “slot” and the entry point
address found in the R15 slot. The return and entry addresses are, when possible, formatted and displayed as offsets into a load module and/or csect.

Examples:

LI RS R13!

The Register Save Area is displayed

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt RSa.
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List SECOndarysize
(PRIMarysize)
Displays whether z/XDC will attempt to use the display terminal’s secondary or primary screen geometry.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:
More Info:

This command is probably one you may never use. This setting can be done interactively through a Set command or can be configured in a session profile.
Enter Help COmmands Lis PRIMarysize. See also Help COmmands SEt PRIMArysize/SECOndarysize
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List SECurity
Display information about z/XDC’s interface with the installation’s security system.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

This command shows:


The security system in use (RACF, ACF2 or TSSF (Top-Secret));



The Rules syntax: That is, whether z/XDC’s security rules begin with an “XDC” prefix or not;



The ownerid in whose name z/XDC makes its security calls - either one’s TSO userid or the job ownerid (if debugging batch programs);



Whether z/XDC will display all security calls made on behalf of the user, or not;



How much time remains before z/XDC will “expire” its internal security cache.

Examples:

L SEC

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt SECUrity. See also Help COMmands SEt SECUrity, Help Security CAche and Help SEcurity.
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List SESsions
(CAPs)
Display statistics on the installation’s consumption of z/XDC Concurrent Access Permits (user sessions).
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

z/XDC is leased to customers based on the number of Concurrent Access Permits desired (subject to certain minimums). This command displays the system name, the job name, the
address space identification number and the allocation of each z/XDC “Feature” across the system. In addition, a summary line is displayed showing the current CAP Quota (number of
sessions leased for the sysplex), the number of CAPs currently displayed and the highest number of CAPs used since the last system IPL.

Examples:

L CAP

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt SESsions.
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List SIgnonwait
Display the amount of time in minutes that z/XDC’s Cross Domain Facility will wait for a programmer to connect to a debugging session.
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

z/XDC’s Cross Domain Facility allows a TSO userid or VTAM session to connect to a batch job for debugging.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List SIGnonwait. See also Help Debugging Batchjobs.
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List SSCt
ssname

functions
function=nn
nofunctions

sort=name
sort=queue

Display Subsystem Control Tables that currently exist in the system.
ssname

Any name or fragment of a name with wildcard characters (“*” and “?”).

functions

Displays all subsystem function exits.

function=nn

Qualify the display of functions by their number.

nofunction

Has the same effect as NOT specifying “Function” or “Function=nn”. Really? Then, why write the parm?

sort=name

Sort the display by subsystem name. This is the default

sort=queue

Sort the display in the order in which the system passes control to each subsystem.

Remarks:

Subsystem Control Tables identify registered subsystems in z/OS. This command will show the name of the subsystem, its status, whether it has active and/or standby Subsystem Vector
tables, whether the SSCT was created for z/XDC, whether it is the primary subsystem, whether it’s dynamic, whether it responds to SETSSI commands and a list of function codes. Very
complete as always, Dave!

Examples:

L SSC FUN=10  Display SSCTs with a function value of “10”

More Info:

L SSCT  Show ‘em all.
Enter Help COmmands List SSCT.
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List SSRbs
SRBs

jobname
ASID-name
ASID-number
ASID-addr
ASID-Rn
ASID-equate/ASID-dsect

Display Suspended Service Request Blocks (SSRBs) for any address space.
jobname

Qualify the display by job name, or TSO userid.

ASID-name

A keyword, like “HOME”, “PASID”, “ESASID”, “IASID”, etc.

ASID-number

The number assigned to the address space in the Address Space Vector Control Table.

ASID-addr

An address-expression that points to an ASID number.

ASID-Rn

A register that contains and ASID number.

ASID-equate/ASID-dsect

An equate or a dsect that has been assigned to represent storage in an address space.

omitted

Default. Displays SSRBs in the current address space.

Remarks:

z/XDC can now run as a Functional Recovery Routine, which allows it to be used to debug Service Request Blocks. This command allows you to query suspended SRBs in any address
space, which will be useful if you choose to work on SRB-mode code.

Examples:

L SSR MASTER  Display suspended SRBs for the Master Task (you’d have to run z/XDC APF-authorized to run this command).
L SSRB 1  Display suspended SRBs for the Master Task using the ASID number (again, you have to be authorized).

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List SSRbs. See also Help Debugging Frr.
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List STatistics
Display processing statistics for z/XDC’s usage of GETMAIN/FREEMAIN.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

This command shows the total and net GETMAINs/FREEMAINs issued by z/XDC, broken out by AMODE: those issued against 24-bit storage vs. those issued against 31-bit storage. It
also shows information about degraded GETMAINs (ones that requested 31-bit storage but for which the system returned 24-bit storage.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands Command-name.
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List Subpools
CURrenttask
COMmon
PRIvate
subpool-nnn
tcb-addr
addr-expr
Display the organization of storage subpool extents.
CURrenttask

Default. Displays subpool information for the current task in the address space.

COMmon

Displays subpool extent information for the Systems Common Storage Area and System Queue Area.

PRIvate

Displays subpool extent information for the Private Area in the address space.

Subpool-id

A numeric value up to three digits in width. z/XDC will return a display for only that subpool extent number (example: “78” or “230”).

TCB-addr

The starting address of a Task Control Block. z/XDC will return a display for the given task. If you execute the List TAsks command, you may thereafter use the equates generated
automatically by the List Tasks command (i.e. “TCB#n”).

addr-expr

z/XDC will display the subpool extent that the address expression resolves within (example, “PSW!”).

Remarks:

When issued, this command will display the starting and ending addresses of each subpool extent, the amount of space allocated, the amount remaining unused, the Key of the extend and
the ownership of each extent by task control block number. This command can be very useful for tracking the allocation of memory by a program (or perhaps it’s mis-allocation).

Examples:

L S 78 z/XDC will return the allocations of memory within subpool 78.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LIS SUbpools. See also Help COmmands LISt SUbpools Reports.
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List TAsks
TCbs

jobname
ASID-name
ASID-number
ASID-addr
ASID-Rn
ASID-equate/ASID-dsect

EQOnly
EQUatesonly

Display the organization of Task Control Blocks for an address space.
jobname

Qualify the display by job name, or TSO userid.

ASID-name

A keyword, like “HOME”, “PASID”, “ESASID”, “IASID”, etc.

ASID-number

The number assigned to the address space in the Address Space Vector Control Table.

ASID-addr

An address-expression that points to an ASID number.

ASID-Rn

A register that contains and ASID number.

ASID-equate/ASID-dsect
omitted

An equate or a dsect that has been assigned to represent storage in an address space.

Default. Displays tasks in the current address space.

EQUonly/EQUatesonly

This variant of the command does not display the result, but DOES create the relevant Automatic equates that List Tasks normally does. It might, for example, be very useful in a

script.
Remarks:

The List TAsks command is one of z/XDC’s most powerful commands. If the List TAsks and then the List RBs commands are entered in sequence, the user can gain a very good
understanding of where a program is, and why. List TCbs is an alias for this command.
When entered, List TAsks gives an easy-to-understand graphic display that includes:


An equate named “TCB#1-n” for each entry that is created automatically to “name” each Task Control Block;



The program name running under each Task Control Block;



The hierarchy of each task by indentation;



The current task, identified by highlighting;



The abend type for the current task.

Some of the parameters (those having to do with ASID-etc.) can only work when z/XDC is running APF-authorized.
Example:
More Info:

List TA JES2  If z/XDC is running APF-authorized, this will show the task structure for the JES2 address space.
Enter Help COmmands LIS TAsks. Much more information is given for this command than can be stated here.
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List TErminal
Display terminal settings
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

z/XDC allows you to set your screen colors (for different 3270 terminal attributes). You can affect these settings either interactively with the SEt command or from within a session profile.
Here is a handy way to interrogate these settings.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt TErminal. See also Help COmmands SEt. You’ll find a LOT OF COMMANDS within SEt, only a few of which pertain to terminal settings. But investigating SEt
is a worthy enterprise for the intrepid (and curious) z/XDC user. Go for it!
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List TFs
Interrogate the settings for z/XDC’s full-screen component TFS.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

Here is some z/XDC “lore”: A long time ago in a galaxy far away, a very young Mike Lewis wrote Terminal Fullscreen Support, a sub-product to XDC that allowed full-screen usage of the
debugger. Today, nearly 25 years later, TFS is almost fully integrated into the product and very few users attempt to work with z/XDC in its old “line-mode” format.
“What’s a ‘line-mode’ console, Grandpa?”
“Never mind, boy!”
“Well then, what’s a ‘punch-card’? …OW!”
This command gives you a global understanding of how work within TFS (indeed, all full-screen communications) is being done on your behalf.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt TFs. See also Help Support Credits. Awwww…. Thanks, Dave!
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List TImeout
Display z/XDC’s “override” timeout interval.
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

In a debugging session, one may have many tasks that compete for debugging under z/XDC. So, when a GO command is executed, z/XDC “ignores” other sub-tasks in favor of the
present task, and presumes that control will return to that task fairly quickly. The TIMEOUT feature is an “override” value that will allow another task to get control if it too is waiting for
service and control has not returned to the original debugged task. I think I explained that correctly (whew!).

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt TIMeout.
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List TIOt
tcb-addr
omitted
Display the dataset allocations for any Task I/O Table for any specific task in any accessible address space.
Tcb-addr

The display shows Task I/OTable information for the given task. The equate “TCB#n” can be used for convenience after the List TAsks command has been issued.

omitted

The display shows TIOT information for the current task.

Remarks

The List TIOt command is not actually a command, but is a source code module distributed with the z/XDC product. If the installation instructions are followed, this command will be
available for general usage.

Examples:

L TIO If z/XDC is running in Local Address Space Mode, then it displays the dataset allocations for the current task. OR:
List Tasks

More Info:

Execute this command. Then, issue:

L TIO TCB#3
The List TAsks command creates equates TCB#1-n. Then, the List TIOt command displays allocations for the third Task Control Block in the address space.
Enter Help COmmands List TIOt.
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List TRace
Display z/XDC’s internal settings with regard to screen management during trace operations and the scope of Trace itself.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

This command describes whether the display will “Scroll” vs. “Roll” with respect to trace operations (will z/XDC maintain the current instruction at the top of the panel or in the middle?),
whether z/XDC will leave the Private Area during a Trace operation, and other twiddly bits (not yet implemented).

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt TRace. See also Help COmmands Trace, Help Breakpoints TRACing and Help Breakpoints DEAdtraps.
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List TSo
Displays whether (or not) the TSO full-screen communications interface can be used in the current environment with the current terminal.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

No one might ever use this command.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt TSo.
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List UPcase
(ASIS)
Display z/XDC’s case-sensitivity.
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

Back in the old days, z/XDC automatically converted all character strings to upper-case, as a convenience to the user. With the advent of mixed-case names that is no longer the case.
Now z/XDC is case-sensitive. You can issue SET ASIS or SET UPCASE interactively, or configure them in a session profile. I suggest you read the full Help discussion on this topic,
because it turns out to be rather involved.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt UPcase/ASIS. See also Help COMmands SEt UPcase/ASIS.
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List USerid
(ACId)
(LOGOnid)
Report the TSO userid to be notified if and when a batch job needs to be debugged via the Cross Domain Facility.
This command accepts no parameters.
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List USerid. See als HELP CDF.
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List WIndow
Display information about the current z/XDC working, or display window.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

This command displays the horizontal row in which the window begins, it’s vertical length in lines, the default vertical scrolling method, the default horizontal scrolling amount, whether
horizontal scrolling autoreset is on or off and the size of the recallable command list. This is a command that may be useful in very limited circumstances. Forget that I documented it.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List WIndow.
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List WTor
Display whether (or not) z/XDC’s Cross Domain Facility will issue a WTOR command to the system console in the event that a batch program abends.
This command accepts no parameters.
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands List WTor. See also Help COMmands SEt WTor, Help CDF and Help Messages DBC640.
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List XDc
(MAIntenance)
Display the version level of the z/XDC product.
This command accepts no parameters. “List MAIntenance” is an alias.
Remarks:

Much like the “Help/About” information given in Windows-based software, this command offers the version, and maintenance level of the currently running z/XDC product. If you report a
problem to Cole Software for resolution, we will need this information in order to help you. We may also ask you to run z/XDC’s SYSINFO READ command. The syntax for that is READ
SYSx.XDCZnn.XDCCMDS(SYSINFO). You’ll have to consult your systems programmer to find out the exact dataset names for your installation.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt MAIntenance. See also Help COmmands LISt XDc.
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List XMs
rb-addr

Display the cross-memory execution environment for any program running under any Request Block in the system.
rb-addr

The address of a Request Block located in any accessible address space. You may use the List RBs command to create equates that z/XDC can use as a parameter
for this command. Note also that in order to see “other” address spaces you must be able to execute z/XDC APF-authorized (and with the appropriate security system
rules in place).

omitted

The cross-memory characteristics of both the error-level and retry level environments are displayed.

Remarks:

This command displays the Home Address Space Number, the current Task, the current Request Block, the Primary Address Space Number, the Secondary Address Space Number, the
Address Space Control Mode (ASC-MODE), the Execution space, the PSW Key mask (PKM), the authorization index (AX) and the Extended Authorization index (EAX) for both the retry
and error levels.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt XMs.
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List Zap
Display z/XDC’s current zap and instruction length-enforcement settings.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

The user can issue two commands that affect z/XDC’s ability to alter storage, and two commands that affect z/XDC’s ability to respect or ignore instruction lengths when instructions are
zapped in memory. These are: SET ZAP NORMAL, SET ZAP SPROT, SET ILC and Set NOILC. List Zap queries these settings and presents their current status to the user.
z/XDC’s default settings are “SET ZAP NORMAL” and “SET ILC”. That is, z/XDC will NOT allow the zapping of system protected storage and WILL respect instruction lengths when a user
tries to alter them.

Examples:

LZ

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LISt Zap. See also Help COmmands SEt ZAp and Help COmmands SEt Ilc.
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LOad

load-module-name
library-dsname
omitted

Issue the LOAD SVC for a given module.
load-module-name

The name of the load module to be loaded. See Help COmmands SYntax Dsnames for information on how to specify a load module’s name to z/XDC.

library-dsname

The name of the load library dataset containing the desired load module. When stated, library-dsname must be a fully qualified, UN-quoted dataset name. Variable symbols are
allowed to provide flexibility for current date time userid, jobname and more.

Omitted
Remarks:

The load module is loaded from standard system libraries (JOBLIB/STEPLIB, LPALIB, LINKLIB, etc.).
The module to be loaded may now be either a PDS or a PDSE. A great deal more information on how this command operates is available in the Help Subsystem, where search orders are
discussed in depth.
This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.

Examples:
More Info:

LOad IEFBR14
A copy of module IEFBR14 is loaded into memory
Enter Help COmmands LOad. See also Help COmmands SYntax Dsnames.
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LOCate

(#)nnn

Find a numbered z/XDC command in the working window.
nnn

The unique number of a command in the current debugging session.

#nnn

You may use a “#’ as well as “nnn”. This was added to make LOCATE behave as UP and DOWN do.

Remarks:

Each command issued in a z/XDC session receives a unique number. If you wish to position the session log at that numbered command, you can do it with LOCate.

Examples:

LOC 23  position the session log with command #23 at the top of the working window.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LOCate. See also Help COmmands UP, and Help COmmands DOwn.
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LOG
Cause z/XDC to write the current contents of the working window to the session log.
Remarks:

This command accepts no parameters. In normal operation, z/XDC’s auto logging is turned on and this command has no use. This command IS useful for situations wherein a user might
opt to turn auto logging off and wish to over-ride that setting. Automatic logging is so useful (and the parameter to turn it off is so obscure) that I can’t imagine why you’ll ever need this
command. But we ARE giving the topic a complete treatment.

Examples:

LOG

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands LOG.
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Map

addr-expr
load-module-name

load-library-dsname
omitted

ALlmessages/NOallmessages

AData
Adatalib=name

Symdata
Symdata=name

Build symbol maps or source image maps for an Assembler language load module.
Helper dialog: “MAP ?”
Line command equivalent: “M”
addr-expr

An address expression that resolves to a place in the desired load module. z/XDC will return symbol or source image information for the module that the address expression
occurs in. You can state module.csect if you prefer.

load-module-name

If stated as a pure load module name, ONLY a module map will be loaded. To load a csect, end the module name with a dot, or use an address expression that resolves inside
the csect or specify a csect name (ie, “module.csectname”).

load-library-dsname

A load library from either a PDS or PDSE as a catalogued, fully qualified, UN-quoted name. May NOT be the name of an ADATA library or GOFF file. Variable symbols are
allowed for each qualifier. See Help COmmands SYNtax DSNames

nd

2 parm omitted

z/XDC will attempt to located symbol or source image information on its own.

Allmessages/noallmessages
AData
Adatalib=name
Symdata
Symdata=name
Remarks:

Map can generate a LOT of messages as it searches for your map. The default action, “noallmessages” surpresses these messages.

This parameter coerces the Map command to create ADATA information (SYM data is not considered).
A dataset or library name where z/XDC is to search for ADATA. If unspecified, then the current MAPLIBS list is searched. See Help MAps AData MAPlibs for more information.
This parameter coerces the Map command to search for SYM records, rather than ADATA (ADATA is not considered).
The name of a load library that contains the load module to be mapped.
This important command helps z/XDC to make raw object code far more intelligible to the user. The Map command can make a formatted display look just like a source listing, including
original mnemonics and comments. In the absence of ADATA information being made available to it via the SET MAPlibs command, z/XDC will load a linkedit map and ESD entries as well
as SYM record information (if it is available). Recent update: You can issue “MAP ?” and a Helper dialog will appear. The MAP ? Dialog presents you with all the fields used by
MAP, allowing you to fill in the fields as you care to. It’s a REAL convenience! Get ready for a wider smile. z/XDC can now AUTOMAP!

Examples:

SET MAPLIBS MYUSERID.ADATA PROJECT.ADATA
M PSW! The above command sets a map library from which z/XDC may obtain ADATA information. Then, the map command brings the Adata information into the z/XDC display,
allowing the user to view original source code.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands Map. See also Help Whatsnew z112 Helperdialogs. See also Help COmmands SEt AUtomap.
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Note

addr-expr
comment

Create a text reference for any address.

Line command equivalent: “N”
addr-expr

The location where the annotation is to be made.

comment

The text, if any, to be associated with the address

Remarks:

The Note command allows the user to keep a “scratch-pad” of entries that are of interest within the address space. One can create a Note without any text by entering the “N” line
command next to any part of a display panel, and one can purge a note entry by use of the “P” line command. The entire group of note entries can be displayed with the List NOTes
command. Now you have global access to various “bookmarks” you have placed in memory. A very cool, if somewhat obscure, z/XDC command.

Examples:

N PSW! I THINK THE PROBLEM STARTS HERE. A note is created at the location of the current Program Status Word

More Info:

N .MYCOUNT KEEP TRACK OF THE COUNT VALUE HERE. A note is created that allows the user to easily reference this label.
Enter Help COmmands Note. See also Help COmmands LIS NOTes.
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Off

Remove breakpoint(s) with any specified level of granularity.

ALL
ACtive
Deferred
Disabled
Ats
Traps/Traces
Hooks
Disabled
Enabled
Breakpoint-name
Hook-name
Breakpoint-group-name
family-id
load-module-name
addr-expr

Msg/NOmsg

ALL

All breakpoints are deleted. This is the default.

Active

All active breakpoints (except ATX breakpoints and HOOKs) are removed.

Deferred

Deletes the deferred breakpoints created by ADeferred and TDeferred commands.

Disabled Deletes all breakpoints that have been previously disabled (via the “X” line command).
Ats

Deletes all non-transient breakpoints (those defined by AT and ADeferred commands).

Traps/Traces Deletes all transient breakpoints (those defined by TRACE, TRAP and TDeferred).
Hooks

Deletes all created hooks.

Disabled Deletes all breakpoints that have been previously disabled (via the “X” line command).
Enabled

Deletes all enabled breakpoints.

Breakpoint-name Deletes a named breakpoint such as “AT0000nc” or “TR0000nc”.
Hook-name

Delete a specifically named HOOK.

Breakpoint-group-name
Family-id
load-module-name
Addr-expr

msg/NOmsg

Delete the family of breakpoints such as “AT0004”.

Deletes families, such as “*0003” regardless of their “AT” or “TR” prefix.
Deletes all breakpoints in the load-module (except ATX breakpoints).

Deletes all breakpoints at this address.

Enable or suppress z/XDC’s messages as it executes OFF.

Line mode equivalent: “O”
Remarks

The OFF command removes breakpoints with a surprising amount of granularity. However, keep in mind that one can also use the “O” Line Command to accomplish the same result from
a LIST BPTS display and/or wherever a breakpoint definition appears in a formatted z/XDC display. Also, you may use the “X” Line Command to “toggle on/off” a breakpoint definition,
retaining the breakpoint for later use without deleting it.

Examples:

O

All breakpoints are deleted.

O AC All active breakpoints are deleted.
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands Off.
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PANELID
ON/OFF
Display or hide the ISPF panelid of the current panel.
ON/OFF
Remarks:

Specifies which action you prefer.
z/XDC’s ISPF Interface must be active. If so, then the PANELID command (no abbreviations allowed) will toggle on/off the name of the current panel in its traditional place at the top left of
the panel. The default setting is “OFF”.

This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode, because it’s an ISPF-type command that requires an ISPF environment. Since FASM presupposes an APF-authorized z/XDC
session, ISPF cannot be present because ISPF doesn’t allow APF-authorized code to run under ISPF.
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands PAnelid.
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POst

addr-expr
hi-order-code

low-order-code

Posts a given Event Control Block with a given code.
addr-expr
hi-order-code

The address of a valid ECB located in any accessible foreign or local address space.
Two hexadecimal digits giving the code to store into the left-most byte of the ECB. The given code must fall into the range of ‘X’ 40-7F. In other words, the given code must have the
post-bit and the wait-bit off. If omitted, then the code X’40’ is stored.

low-order-code

An address expression that is resolved into a 3-byte value (regardless of the current addressing mode) and stored into the low-order three bytes of the the ECB. If omitted, then the value
X’000000’ is stored.

Examples:

PO .MYECB FF

The value X’7f000000’ is posted into the ECB located at .MYECB.

POST IDC001~ASID(JES2)

More Info:

The ECB located at X’001DC004’ in JES2’s address space is POST’d. The ECB’s contents are set to X’40000000’.

Enter Help COmmands Post.
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PRInt Help
Names
rrefs
topic
UGuide

depth

Produce a paper copy of a section of the z/XDC online Help Subsystem on the local printer.
names

Each panel in the Help Subsystem has a unique name that appears on the first line. One can print by a panel name, or a series of panel names.

rrefs

At each point in the Help Subsystem, one is shown a list of relative references from that panel. One can print by the relative references which are of the following: Up, Down, Forward,
Back, Next Previous and Repeat or “*”.

topic

From many panels within the Help Subsystem, one may be presented with a list of sub-menus. You can print by using a “list” of menu names.

depth

A decimal number => 1. Causes z/XDC to limit the number of “levels” printed. If depth is omitted, z/XDC will print the entirety of a subject.

Remarks:

The PRInt command produces paginated and indexed paper copies of the entire Subsystem or sections thereof.

Examples:

More Info:

PRI H CO ZAP

Prints the panel named “Help COmmands ZAP and any “descendent” panels in the path beginning from this point.

PRI H Previous

Prints the panel that is logically “before” the current panel.

PRI H Debugging Prints the entire (large) subject that is devoted to learning to use the z/XDC product.
Enter Help COmmands PRINt Help. See also the LIST HELP command . That’s a useful index into the Help system.
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PROfile
Access the Profile Facility.
Directly invoke the PROFILE facility’s panel structure. This form of the PROFILE command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

A great deal of z/XDC’s session and window characteristics can be controlled from the Profile Facility. Profiles control PFKey settings, screen colors, display window layouts, session
logging and a great many other things. Essentially, PROfile executes the many SET commands that can be used individually to accomplish these things - contained all in one “place”. You
can create a desired session layout and save this by name (via the Profile SAVE command). Later, you can recall this or any other profile by its unique name (via the PROfile REAd
command). If desired, you may recall the “factory default” Profile at any time by issuing “PROfile RESet”.
You can have many named profiles, each of which is suitable for a particular debugging scenario (as many as will fit in the user’s ISPF profile library). If the user wishes to use his or her
favorite profiles when working on batch jobs via the Cross Domain Facility, then you must add a DD card to the batch job’s JCL that points to the ISPF profile library containing the desired
profile(s).

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands PROfile. See subsequent pages in this reference to learn about Profile’s other parameters.
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PROfile REAd
XDC
profile-name

clone-name
TFS

Summon a previously-defined profile for use in the debugging session.
XDC
profile-name

Default action. If no profile-name is invoked, then the default system profile is read. See also PROfile RESet.
The name of a previously defined profile, 1 to 5 characters in length. The profile name may consist of alpha, numeric or the national characters (“$”, “#”, and “@”). For
more information, see Help FULlscreen PRofile Dfltprof. If profile-name is omitted, then the user’s current default profile is loaded.

clone-name

z/XDC allows different versions of itself to have names other than “XDC”. If you have created a clone of your z/XDC system (such as “X1A” for Release z1.10, or “X1D” for Release z1.13)
then you may invoke a profile that was defined under that clone-name.

TFS

z/XDC writes profiles only to profile libraries (such as ISPPROF), but can read installation-specific default profiles from profile libraries and tables (such as ISPTLIB). Specifying “TFS” tells
z/XDC to load profile-name from ISPTLIB. For more information, enter Help FULlscreen PRofile Tlibprofs.

Remarks:

If you have created an ungainly mess on your screen, and you wish to get our “factory default” profile back, you may enter “PROfile RESet”. See that command in the next few pages.
This command may be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.

Examples:

PRO REA TEST1

More Info:

PROFILE REA FNOOB X1D The user wishes to recall profile “FNOOB” from the X1D clone of z/XDC .
Enter Help COmmands PROfile REAd.

The user wishes to recall a previously-defined profile that is named “TEST1”.
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PROfile RESet
Profile name
Nickname
XDC/omitted
Summon a z/XDC default profile for use in the debugging session.
Remarks:

z/XDC’s “factory default” profiles are hard-coded within the product itself. In order to react to the proliferation of larger screen geometries and the advent of High Level Language support in
z./XDC a number of new default profiles have been created

Profile name

Can be any of the four names below:
A80

Nickname

More Info:

Intended for the Assembler environment with column width of 80 columns.

AWIDE

Intended for the Assembler environment with column width of 100 or more columns.

C80

Intended for the IBM C/C++/Metal C environment with column width of 80 columns.

CWIDE

Intended for the IBM C/C++/Metal C environment with column width of 100 or more columns.

Can be any of the four “nicknames” below:
ASM

z/XDC will configure the profile for Assembler using A80 or AWIDE depending on what it “senses”.

C

z/XDC will configure the profile for C using C80 or CWIDE depending on what it “senses”.

CEE

A synonym for nickname “C”.

XDC/omitted

Pretty cool: z/XDC will configure for ASM or C depending on what it “senses”.

Enter Help COmmands PROfile RESet. See also, the PROfile REAd command.
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PROfile Save
XDC
profile-name

clone-name
TFS

Store the current Profile for use in a later debugging session.
XDC

If the word “XDC” or if this parameter is omitted, then current profile settings are saved as the user’s default.

profile-name

The name that you wish to assign to the profile, from 1 to 5 characters in length. The profile name may consist of alpha, numeric or the national characters (“$”, “#”, and “@”).

clone-name

z/XDC allows different versions of itself to have names other than “XDC”. If you have created a clone of your z/XDC system (such as “X1A” for Release z1.10, or “X1D” for Release z1.13)
then you may invoke a profile defined under that clone-name.

TFS

z/XDC writes profiles only to profile libraries (such as ISPPROF), but can read installation-specific default profiles from profile libraries and tables (such as ISPTLIB). Specifying “TFS” tells
z/XDC to load profile-name from ISPTLIB. For more information, enter Help FULlscreen PRofile Tlibprofs.

Remarks:

This command may be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.

Examples:

PRO S TEST1 The user wishes to save the existing session definitions under the name of “TEST1”.

More Info:

PROFILE SAVE FARFEL TFS The user wishes to save the existing session definitions under the name of “FARFEL” into ISPTLIB as a system default.
Enter Help COmmands PROfile Save.
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Read
RESUME
dsname
dsname(member)
(member)
SUSPEND
CLOSE

Cause z/XDC to obtain the subsequent command(s) from a sequential
file (a “macro” function within z/XDC).

RESUME

Default. If a dataset has already been opened for reading, then was suspended (due to an error), execution is resumed.

dsname

The name of the dataset containing subsequent z/XDC commands to be read. The dataset may be a sequential dataset or a specific member of a partitioned dataset. It must be fully
qualified and unquoted.

dsname(member)

See above.

(member)

If a previous Read command referenced a member of a partitioned dataset, then specifying Read (member) causes z/XDC to access the same PDS for the indicated member

SUSPEND

If a dataset is currently being processed, then execution is suspended. This parameter can only be issued from within the Read dataset itself.

CLOSE

If a Read dataset has been suspended, then this parameter will close the dataset. If the user wishes to re-initiate a Read dataset that had previously been SUSPENDed, then the Read
CLOSE command must be entered before the original READ command may be entered again.

Remarks:

Whenever you find yourself typing a series of commands over and over, DON’T. Create a READ command to automate this function!

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands Read. See also Help Scripts.
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REFresh
Force z/XDC to repaint the terminal display.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

To minimize the use of resources, z/XDC normally rewrites only the portion of the screen that has recently changed. However, in z/XDC command “scripts” sometimes screen corruption can
occur. In this case, the user can include the REFresh command in z/XDC command scripts to force z/XDC to “clean up” the display terminal.

Examples:

REF  The z/XDC panel is repainted.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands REFresh. See also Help FULlscreen Displayerrs.
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RETRIEVE
(RECALL)
(RETRY)

nnn
LIST
LIST window #

Cause prior command(s) to be re-displayed on the command line.
No parm

If the command is given without parameters, then the previous command is re-displayed.

nnn

Re-displays the “nth” prior command. The value given may be a positive or negative integer. Allows access to commands prior and subsequent to the “current” command in the command

LIST

Opens a new window and displays a list of all previously issued commands. The user may select one with an “S”, and re-execute the command.

“string”. If nnn is unsigned, then it is treated as negative, bringing up prior commands for re-execution.
LIST window # z/XDC’s windows are numbered from 1 at top to “n” at bottom. You may specify which window that you want RETRIEVE LIST to work upon.
Remarks:

This command is most useful when issued from a PF-Key. In fact, PF12 is set to RETRIEVE as a “factory default”. This command may be used in Foreign Address Space Mode. RECALL
and RETRY are supported aliases.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands RETRIeve.
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REXx

Startrexx
Endrexx
Listrexx
Execname
argument

Control z/XDC’s REXX interface, allowing the user to execute user-written subcommands written in REXX.
Startrexx

Initializes a REXX environment.

Endrexx

Shuts down a REXX environment.

Listrexx

Displays information about the REXX environment. This parm is identical in function to the List RExx command.

Execname

The name of a REXX exec submitted for execution.

argument

The Execname’s argument(s), if any. May not contain semicolons or colons unless argument is enclosed in single quotes.

Remarks:

The REXX exec must reside as members of libraries, and those libraries must be concatenated together and manually allocated to ddname “xxxREXX” (where “xxx” matches z/XDC’s
“clone name”, which is usually “XDC”).

Examples:

REX Startrexx  Initializes a REXX environment. z/XDC searches for DD //xxxREXX.

More Info:

REX FRODO BAGGINS  The REXX interface searches for the “FRODO” exec, and passes the argument “BAGGINS” to it.
Enter Help COmmands RExx. See also Help XDCCLONES.
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RIght
Half
Full/Page
Cursor
Data
Max
nnn
Shift the view of a z/XDC display panel to the right.
Half

Default distance. Move the window right one-half of the width of the existing panel. The default distance can be overwritten in the Profile Facility in Window Control
Parameters.

Full/Page

Shift the display rightwards one full horizontal screen’s distance

Cursor

If the cursor is within a window, then shift the display rightwards so that the cursor’s column is at the right. This has meaning only when issued as a PFKey setting, for the cursor would be
on the command line otherwise.

Data

Shift right so that the former left-hand end of the page becomes its right edge.

Max

If you’re reading this booklet you’re reasonably intelligent. Care to guess what this does?

nnn

Shift the display to the right by nnn number of columns. The upper limit is 132

Remarks:

Some screen geometries do not allow the user to see the entire width of a z/XDC display (poor you). So, we offer a LEFT and RIGHT command to allow you to shift things about. The “fix”
is to set a wider screen geometry, but if you can’t/won’t do that, then LEFT and RIGHT will be of some use.

Examples:
More Info:

RI 30 the display is shifted 30 columns to the right.
Enter Help COmmands RIght. See also (predictably) Help COmmands Left.
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SCanlog
string

PREV

*

col-a
col-a col-z

Search the session log for a particular string of characters.
string

The character string to be searched for. May be enclosed in quotes. If the string contains spaces or commas, then quotes MUST be used.

*

Or omitted. Search for a previously stated character string again. That is, reissue the search for the “same string” again.

PREV

Forces z/XDC to search for the string “upward” or “previously” in the log.

col-a

Column areas to scan. If col-a is stated without col-z then SCanlog will search for the string value beginning ONLY in column-a.

col-z

If col-a is and col-z are both specified, then the string will be found if the first character falls between the two column values.

Remarks:

Once set, column limits remain unless reset. That is, if the user wishes to use other column definitions later they must be entered separately.

Examples:

SC ‘COLE’ PREV Searches for the character string “COLE” upward in the session log.
SC ‘COLE’ PREV 24 33 Searches for the character string “COLE” upward in the session log, and occurring only within columns 24-33.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SCanlog.
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SCRNAME
ON
OFf
name
perm
Assign a name to the ISPF window in which z/XDC is running (requires the presence of an ISPF environment).
ON/OFf

Turns the function on or off in ISPF

name

Assigns the window a name for subsequent SWAP commands back to the named panel.

perm

“Hardens” the name by ISPF for the duration of the logical screen.

Remarks:

When ISPF is active and z/XDC is communicating via its ISPF interface, then you can assign a NAME to a panel. A subsequent SWAP operation could then SWAP you back to the named
panel. z/XDC doesn’t check any of the parameters. It merely passes them through to ISPF.

This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SCRNAME. See also IBM’s ISPF User’s Guide, Vol. I (SC34-4822).
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SEt ACCessto

Dataspace

NAme= name
Stoken=stoken

OWneraspace=aspaceref

Establish z/XDC’s access to a dataspace.
Dataspace

Signals the z/XDC parser that a dataspace name will be specified.

NAme=

The name of the dataspace.

Stoken=

A hexadecimal number exactly 16 digits long, including leading zeroes.

OWneraspace=

Indicates the address space that owns the dataspace. “aspaceref” can be the address of an ASCB, an ASID-number in hexadecimal (or decimal number if suffixed by “N”), a
keyword such as HOME, PASID, etc. or an address expression that resolves to an ASID. If OWneraspace is omitted, then the home address space is considered as the owner.

Remarks:

This command issues an ALESERV macro that attempts to add the dataspace to z/XDC’s home task’s Access list (DU-AL). Note that the NAme= and Stoken= parameters are mutually
exclusive. The Stoken= and OWneraspace= parameters are also mutually exclusive. A couple of z/XDC commands may be used to access Stoken values: LIST DSPACES and LIST
ACCESSLISTS.

Examples:
More Info:

SE ACC d na=BOB  if the current address space has any dataspaces named “BOB”, then z/XDC will add them to its access list.
Enter Help COmmands SEt ACCessto Dataspace. See also Help COmmands LISt DSpaces and Help COmmands LISt ACCESSLists.
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SEt ASid
(SEt ASn)

HASID/HOME
job-name
hex-number
keyword
addr-expr
REAL
Equate/dsect

Enter (or leave) Foreign Address Space Mode
by changing from one address space to another.

HASID/HOME

(or omitted) If one is currently in another address space, z/XDC will return the user to the “home” address space.

job-name

The name of a particular job, such as “JES2”, “VTAM”, “CICS” and “DB2”.

hex-number

The 1 to 4-digit hexadecimal number that identifies an existing address space (an index into the Address Space Vector Table).

keyword

HASID - The user’s “home address space”. Mentioned above as the default. PASID - The retry level of the Primary address space.

Addr-expr

A address expression that points to an ASID number.

REAL

The user wishes to display (and perhaps zap) real storage. My, aren’t YOU brave!

Equate/dsect

An equate or dsect that has been assigned to represent storage in an address space.

Remarks:

The user must have APF-authorization in order to use this command. Foreign Address Space Mode allows the user to investigate programs running in other address spaces on an

SASID - The secondary address space. EPASID - The error-level instance of the Primary address space. ESASID - The error-level instance of the Secondary address space.

ad-hoc basis. This is an extremely powerful and useful facility.
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt ASId. Also Help CDf Fasm, and Help FUNctions ASId. In addition, see Help COmmands SYntax ASids.
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SEt ASIS
Cause z/XDC to enable case sensitivity for certain strings and names.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

The SEt ASIS command enables case sensitivity in z/XDC’s parsing of the ZAP, ALARM, COMMENTARY, and other commands. This is a setting one can alter in one’s PROFILE settings
(see the PROFILE command). SEt ASIS also works in conjunction with the SET UPCASE command. Because there are so many “what-ifs” and “it –depends-upons” in the interaction of
these two commands, it is best that you refer to the appropriate references in the z/XDC User’s Guide and z/XDC Command Reference for a complete treatment of this topic.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt ASIS. See also Help COmmands SEt UPCASE.
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SEt AUtomap

ON/YES
OFF/NO

Enable or disable z/XDC’s Automapping feature.
ON/YES

Enable Automapping

OFF/NO

Disable Automapping

Remarks:

With z/XDC Release z2.0 and above, z/XDC can be made to automatically issue the MAP command for Assembler or C programs.

Examples:

SE AU ON  Turn Automapping on.
SE AU NO  Turn Automapping off.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt AUTOMap. See also Help COmmands LISt AUTOMap.
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SEt BAng

AMODE
64BIT

Assign a “hard” value to the “!” indirect operator.
AMODE

The “!” indirect operator will be set to reflect the current address mode bit/bits in the PSW, either 24- 31- or 64-bit addressing.

64BIT

The”!” indirect operator will be set to reflect 64-bit addressing, regardless of the current setting of the addressing mode bits in the PSW.

Remarks:

z/XDC uses three indirect operators in its address-expression computations. “%:” means “24-bit”, “?” means “31-bit” and “!” typically means “whatever the current addressing mode is”.
However, there are no remaining characters on a 3278 keyboard to specify explicit 64-bit addressing as an indirect operator. So, z/XDC gives the user the option of setting the “bang”
(which is a euphemism for the “!” character) to whatever character is desired. Note: This command will soon be dropped.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt Bang.
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SEt BEll
Error
All / ON
Off
Control the action of the terminal bell function.
Error
All / ON
Off

Command default. The bell will sound when z/XDC sends an error message.
Using parameters “All” or ON” sets the bell so that it will sound every time z/XDC sends a display to the terminal.
The terminal bell will never sound. One may also enter SET NOBELL for this function.

Remarks:

Use the default, which is “Error”.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt BEll. See also Help COMmands SEt NOBell.
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SEt Bkpt
(BPt)

Disable
Enable
Toggle
Off

Manage defined breakpoints.

Enable

All
Active
Deferred
Disabled
Enabled
Ats
Traps
Traces
HOOKS
Disabled
Enabled
breakpoint-name
Hook-name
Breakpoint-group-name
family-id
load-module-name
addr-expr

All

Or omitted. All breakpoints are processed.

Active

Active breakpoints are processed.

Deferred

Deferred breakpoints are processed.

Disabled

Disabled breakpoints are processed.

Enabled

Enabled breakpoints are processed.

Ats

All non-transient breakpoints are processed.

Traps

All transient breakpoints are processed.

Traces

Same as above.

Hooks

All hooks are purged.

Disabled

All disabled breakpoints are processed.

Enabled

All enabled breakpoints are processed.

breakpoint-name

The unique name of a breakpoint.

Hook-name Processes a specifically-named hook.
bkpt-grp-name Processes a type and family of bkpts.
family-id

Identifies a family of breakpoints to process.

Load-mod-name Processes bkpts in a module
addr-expr

All breakpoints “here” will be processed.

Omitted

Process all breakpoints.

Breakpoints that were previously disabled are re-activated.

Disable

Turns breakpoints “off” without deleting them.

Toggle

Disables enabled breakpoints and enables disabled breakpoints.

Off

Purges breakpoint definitions, removing them from the session.

Remarks:

Shortcuts: z/XDC allows the user to put an “X” next to any breakpoint that is currently on the display, press Enter and “toggle” it directly. To turn off a breakpoint you can use the “O” line
command. These two line commands work both in z/XDC’s formatted displays and in the List BPTS display.
NOTE: The SEt BKPT command has NO EFFECT on “ATX” type breakpoints (ATX breakpoints are designed to be “hard to remove” and must be specifically named by an OFF
command).

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt BKpt. See also Help COmmands OFf.
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SEt Candet

Debug
Ignore

Determine whether z/XDC will capture “termination (X22)” or subtask DETACH (x3E) abends.
Debug

z/XDC will intercept and debug all CANCEL and DETACH type abends (in addition to any others that occur). Aliases are “ON” and “YES”.

Ignore

z/XDC will NOT intercept or debug these abends. Aliases are “OFF” or “NO”.

Remarks:

This setting may be saved in your session profile. It can be displayed with the LIST CANDET command.

This command may/may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt CAndet.
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SEt COlors
(COlours)

ABCD

Set the color attributes for characters on the z/XDC panel.
A

Low intensity input fields for data in secondary input areas and over-writable fields.

B

High intensity input fields for data in command lines.

C

Low intensity protected fields for displaying non-over-writable fields.

D

High intensity protected fields for title lines, warning messages, etc.

Values for A, B, C and D may be any of the following: B = Blue, C = Cyan, G = Green, M = Magenta, P = Pink, R = Red, T = Turquoise (same as Cyan),
W = White, Y = Yellow, D = default (restores the factory default for this particular type of field.
Remarks:
Examples:

These settings can be controlled from within the session profile, and can be changed to suit one’s tastes or needs.
S CO wwww All fields are set to white on a black background, which might be useful for documentation purposes.
S COLOURS dddd All fields are restored to factory defaults.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt COLORs.
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SEt CONsole
On
Name
Number
Off
Direct z/XDC’s message traffic to a specified Operator’s Console.
ON, or omitted

z/XDC’s user interface is switched to use Operator Consoles. Subsequent displays and command prompts will be sent via WTOs and WTORs.

name

The name of an Operator Console

number

a four-byte ID# that specifies a particular Operator Console. z/XDC goes to some trouble to interpret the number properly.

Off

z/XDC attempts to switch communications back to the user’s terminal. If the attempt fails, the command is ignored.

Remarks:

The first time SEt CONsole is issued, zXDC generates message DBC829Q via WTOR to the system operator to give permission for the SEt CONsole operation to proceed. SEt CONsole
will succeed only if permission is granted.

Examples:

SEt CONS off  The DBC829Q message is displayed, and a System Operator must approve the command. If approved the console is disabled

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt CONsole. See also Help COmmands LISt CONsole.
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SEt DUmp
Disable
Abend=System
=User
=ANY
=Shhh
=Dnnn

Instance=nn

Limit=nn

Disable or enable and configure dump processing within z/XDC if an external service called by z/XDC should fail.
Disable
ABend=system
Instance=

If dumps are enabled, this disables them. This parameter is mutually exclusive with all other parameters.
Enables dumps for any eligible abend with a system abend code.
A decimal number from 1 to100. After filtering by ABend= this count is examined. A dump is produced when the count is reached.

Limit=

A decimal number between 1 and 10. Limits the number of dumps produced. Default value is 1.

=User

Enables dumps for any eligible abend with a user abend code (“Dnnnn”).

=Any

Enables dumps for any eligible abend regardless of abend code.

=shhh

Enables dumps for any eligible abend whose abend code matches the given “Shhh” value (where “S” indicates System” and “hhh” is a hex number.

=Dnnn

This parameter appears as “Udddd” in the formal manual. This parameter enables dumps for any eligible user abend whose abend code matches the given value where “D” indicates a user
abend and “nnnn” is a 4-digit decimal number.

Remarks:

This command can enable dump production for all abends, all system abend codes, all user abend codes or specific abend codes (system or user) as specified in the command’s
parameters.

Examples:

S DU AB=ANY  Enable dumps regardless of abend code.
S DU AB=U  Enable dumps for any user abend.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt Dump. See also Help COmmands LISt Dump.
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SEt FLc

~
`
¢

Determine the Function Leader Character to be used in address function calculations.

~
`

A “back accent” character.

¢

A “cent” character

Remarks:

z/XDC uses the Function Leader Character to denote the beginning of an address function. Address functions are symbols that resolve to a particular Address Space Identifier (~ASID), or

“Tilde” character. The “factory default” Function Leader Character.

signify an extraction operation (~EXtract), etc. There are many Address functions, each of which has a specific, useful purpose. Unless you’re constrained for characters, leave this as it is
(using tilde as the FLC).
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt FLc. For comprehensive information on Address Space Functions themselves (an extremely powerful feature of the z/XDC product, see Help ADdressing
Functions or “Functions as Offset Terms” in the beginning section of this booklet.
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SEt Format

Source
Object
Both
Wide
Narrow

ADdresses
OFfsets

Decimal
Hexadecimal

DAta
INstruction
NObias

SHOWMCODE
HIDEMCODE

Ebcdic
AScii

Control various elements of z/XDC’s memory displays.
SOurce

When Source Statement support has been enabled, z/XDC will show only source statements.

Object

When Source Statement support has been enabled, z/XDC will show only disassembled object code.

Both

When Source Statement support has been enabled, z/XDC will display both a source statement line and an object code line for each instruction.

ADdresses

Storage display locations (on the leftmost column of a storage display) are shown as virtual addresses.

Offsets

Storage display locations are shown as offsets into an “object”, such as a load module, csect, dsect or an area equate.

DEcimal
Hexadecimal

The displacement fields of instructions are shown as decimal values.
Interpret displayed memory in hex format for the WHERE, FORMAT and SHOW commands.

Ebcdic

Text strings are shown in EBCDIC format

AScii
Wide
Narrow

Text strings are shown in ASCII format.
Show 8 words of information per line. Useful for terminals that display 130 characters or more per line.
Show only 4 words of information per line. Useful for terminals that display only up to 80 characters per line.

DAta
INstruction
NObias
SHowmcode
HIdemcode

The displacement fields of instructions are shown as hexadecimal values
Interpret displayed memory as instructions for the WHERE, FORMAT and SHOW commands.
Make no internal decision regarding displays of memory for the WHERE, FORMAT and SHOW commands.
Show source code created by macro expansions and/or the Assembler’s COPY statement.
Suppress macro expansions.

Remarks:

This command can be “set” within the PROFILE Facility.

Examples:

SFS
Sets z/XDC to display source code only.
Set For AS
Sets z/XDC to display text strings in ASCII format.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt Format.
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SEt HIColor
(HICOLOUr)
Cause z/XDC to use both high-lighting and color attributes on the current terminal.
Remarks:

This command was written in support of computer terminals that no longer are particularly common. An Alias is Set HICOLOUR (alternate spelling). The converse of this command is SET
NOHICOLOR.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt HIColor.
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SEt HILight

abcd

Control the field attributes of z/XDC’s display panel.
abcd

A four-character alphabetic string that denotes these fields:
a

Low-intensity input fields for data in secondary input areas and “over-writable” fields (such as storage displays).

b

High-intensity input fields for command lines.

c

Low-intensity protected fields for displaying “non-over-writable” information

d

High-intensity protected fields for displaying title lines and warning messages.

The value for places a, b, c and d may be any of the following:
b

Causes the corresponding field type to blink.

r

Causes the corresponding field type to display in reverse video.

u

Causes the corresponding field type to display as underlined.

d

Causes the corresponding field type to its hardware default – no highlighting.

Examples:

S HILIGHT dddd

This is the “factory default”. No highlighting is enabled.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt HILight. See also Help Commands SEt COLORs. Caution: Gazing too long at flashing, reverse-video magenta fields may cause the brain of a rhesus monkey
to implode. Therefore, do not expose rhesus monkeys to terminals that are set in this manner.
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SEt HKeys
On

Show
Noshow

OFf
nn text
Control z/XDC’s Help Key settings, and whether or not they are to be displayed during a Help session.
Parm omitted Displays the Help System PFKey settings, allowing the user to customize them.
On

Default. Enables the display of z/XDC’s help PF-Keys.

Show

Default. If HKeys is set “On”, then the Help PF-Keys will display.

Noshow

If HKeys is set “On”, then the Help PF-Keys will not display.

OFf

Suppresses the Help PF-Keys. Your “regular” PF-Key settings are now operative instead.

nn text

“nn” denotes a particular key within the Help PF-Keys, such as “3” or “15”. “Text” determines the setting the user desires for that particular PF-Key. In other words you can CUSTOMIZE
your help PF-Keys. This could be very useful.

Remarks:

Issuing “Set HKeys” without parameters will cause z/XDC to display the current settings for the Help Subsystem PF-Keys, where they may be changed by the user if desired.

Examples:

Set HKeys On Noshow

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt HKeys.

The display of Help Subsystem PF-Keys will be enabled, but not displayed.
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SEt ILc
Control whether z/XDC will perform instruction length checking when the user overtypes Assembler mnemonics. This is z/XDC’s default action. This
command is the converse of the SEt NOIlc command.
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

When the user chooses to overtype an instruction mnemonic with another mnemonic using the “Z” line command (for the ZAP command), z/XDC is normally set to “refuse” the request if the
instruction being typed in is of a different length than the original instruction. In other words, SEt ILc will not allow instruction mnemonics of different length to be overtyped onto other
mnemonics.
For example, with SEt NOIlc in effect one may overtype an “MVC” mnemonic with a “ST” - an instruction of shorter length. z/XDC makes no provision for “shifting” the contents of memory
to deal with the change in the length of this instruction, so the result would probably not be what the user intended. SEt ILc is the system default.

More Info:

SEt ILc and SEt NOIlc have no effect on zaps that are made directly to the hex portion of a display. These commands have effect only when mnemonics are overtyped.
Enter Help COmmands SEt ILc. Also, see Help Commands SEt NOIlc.
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SEt INtensity

abcd

Control the intensity of characters displayed in z/XDC’s panels.
abcd

A four character alphabetic string that denotes these fields:
a

Low-intensity input fields for data in secondary input areas and “over-writable” fields (such as storage displays).

b

High-intensity input fields for command lines.

c

Low-intensity protected fields for displaying “non-over-writable” information

d

High-intensity protected fields for displaying title lines and warning messages.

The value for places a, b, c and d may be any of the following:
h

Displays the corresponding field with high intensity.

l

Displays the corresponding field with low intensity.

d

Sets the corresponding field to display in its default intensity.

Examples:

S HILIGHT dddd

This is the “factory default”. Default intensity settings are used.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt INtensity.
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SEt ISPf
Cause z/XDC to use its ISPF interface to communicate to the terminal.
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

z/XDC can use either ISPF services to “paint” its screens or full-screen TPUTs and TGETs. The SEt ISPf command enables ISPF services when painting z/XDC’s panels, and allows the
ability to use the SPLIT and SWAP commands. However, ISPF does not permit authorized operations, and so one cannot use z/XDC in authorized mode while using ISPF services. In
such situations, it is desirable to issue the SET TSo command instead.
The difference between the ISPF and TSO interfaces is seamless. The only indication the user has as to which interface is being used is the top line of the z/XDC panel. Here one will see
either “z/XDC ISPF INTERFACE” or “z/XDC TPUT INTERFACE”.
You may “toggle” back and forth between the two environments and profile settings will be retained for the session.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt ISPf. See also Help Commands SEt TSo.
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SEt KEYS nn text
Change the value of a PF-Key setting.
nn

The PF-Key (1-24) that one wishes to change.

text

The new value to be assigned to the PF-Key.

Remarks:

There are several formats for the SEt KEYS command, and this is one of them. When specifying the text value for a PF-Key, one may use any combination of letters EXCEPT the semicolon (“;”). If you wish to use the semi-colon (as z/XDC’s command delimiter), you must use the Keys panel in order to do so. To access the Keys panel, issue the KEYS command.

Examples:

More Info:

S KEYS 12 END NOASK

PF-Key 12 is set to issue the END NOASK command (which will end the session)

SET KEYS 3 RETRIEVE

PF-Key 3 is now set to issue the RETRIEVE command.

Enter Help COmmands SEt KEYS Onekey. There are several different forms of the SEt KEYS command, some of which are rather esoteric and not discussed in this booklet. You can also
alter PF-Key settings in your Profile, or by using the Keys command.
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SEt KEYS
PFKeys

SET-A
SET-B
SET-C

Bring up the Keys panel for a specific PF-Key set.
SET-A through SET -C

The range of PF-Keys that the user wishes to change. If no set of keys is selected, then the KEYS command is processed, and the Keys panel is displayed.

Examples:

S KEYS SET-A

The first twelve PF-Key definitions are displayed for update.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt KEYS Keyspanel. There are several different forms of the SEt KEYS command, some of which are rather esoteric and not discussed in this booklet. The Help
Subsystem can be used to access ALL the various forms of this command.
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SEt KEYS

set-name

range
Clear

Assign a specific group of PF-Key definitions (SET-A, SET-B or SET-C) to a set of PF-Key numbers (1-12, 13-24, 35-46), or remove the group altogether.
set-name
range

Either SET-A, SET-B or SET-C may be invoked.
The set of PF-Key values that are to be assigned to SET-A, SET-B or SET-C. Some ranges are 12 keys “wide” and others are only 10 keys “wide”. 12-key range values would be: “1-12”,
“13-24” or “25-36”. 10-key range values would be: “1-10”, “11-20” and “13-22”.

Clear

The values previously defined for SET-A or SET-B or SET-C will be cleared. The PF-Key definitions are not deleted but are inaccessible. Attempting to use them will result in an error
message. The word “DROP” may also be used in place of “CLEAR”.

Examples:

SET KEYS SET-C 13-24

The existing definitions for PF-Keys 13-24 are assigned to SET-C

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt KEYS Rangetoset. There are several different forms of the SEt KEYS command, some of which are rather esoteric and not discussed in this booklet. The Help
Subsystem can be used to access ALL the various forms of this command.
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SEt LInes

nn

When the TFS full-screen interface is turned off, define the number of lines that will be displayed by the result of each z/XDC command.
nn

The number of lines that shall be displayed when an z/XDC command is processed (a decimal number from 0 to 99). When 0 is selected only display title lines are
generated.

Remarks:

Back when dinosaurs roamed the earth, DBC (the “grandfather” of today’s z/XDC) did not have a full-screen interface and ran exclusively in line mode. This command allowed the
programmer to set an upper limit of what DBC would display, presumably so that the user could have the result of several commands on the terminal at one time. In order to use this
feature, TFS (z/XDC’s full-screen interface) must be turned off or unavailable. In today’s full-screen world this command is decidedly vestigial.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt LInes. Quick, what’s a “Hollerith” card?
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SEt LOCks

Reset
Quiet
ON Lockname
OFF Lockname

Control the set of system locks that z/XDC will acquire or re-acquire if execution of the user’s SRB routine is resumed.
Reset

Restores all locks to the state found when z/XDC last got control.

Quiet

In normal operation, z/XDC will issue a List LOCks command after a SEt LOCks command executes. The Quiet parameter suppresses the List LOCks command.

Lockname

z/XDC supports these locknames:
 LOCAL – For ON processing if a CML Lock was to be turned on, it will now be left off. For OFF processing, if any CMS lock was to be turned on then it will be left off.
 CML – For Cross-Memory Local locks. For OFF processing you merely specify “CML”.
 CML=asid - For ON processing, this form must be used. “Asid” specifies an address space name, asid number or any other parameter recognized by z/XDC’s SEt ASid
command.
 CMS
 CMSEQDQ

These are various cross memory services locks currently recognized by IBM’s SETLOCK macro.

 CMSLATCH

For On processing, these locks are mutually exclusive. If any on is turned on, then all the others are turned off.

 CMSSMF

For OFf processing, no special notes are needed. There are no dependent locks to be turned off.

 CMSALL
 CPU
On/OFF

This is the CPU lock. It does not have any prereq., dependent or mutually exclusive locks. You just specify it.

Specifically-named locks are toggled on or off individually. This parameter and the ON/OFf sub-parameter may be entered any number of times. You may specify ON/OFF either before or
after lockname. Stick to one usage convention or you risk confusing yourself.

Remarks:

This command may only be used when z/XDC is running as an FRR (Functional Recovery Routine). All parameters are optional but ONE parameter must be specified. If used with
“lockname” you may specify ON or OFF preceding OR following the lock name.

Examples:

SEt LOCks ON LOCAL  The local lock is turned on
S LOC R  Reset locks to the state found when z/XDC last had control.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt LOCks. See also Help DEbugging Frr. See also Help COmmands LISt LOCks.
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SEt LOg
Control the dataset
the log is written to.

dsname
name

DSNAME
dsname
UNITNAME
name
VOLUME
name
DISPOSITION
APPEND
Overwrite

The desired dataset name. This will cause the log to be written to the dataset instead of spool.
For UNITNAME, an z/OS unit name - either a hardware address (e.g. 01C), a device type (e.g. 3330-1) or a groupname (e.g. DISK).
For VOLUME or VOLSER (an alias for VOLUME), the six digit name of the device (e.g. SYS010).

APPEND

Adds to the existing opened log. MOD is an alias of this parameter.

Overwrite

Overwrites the contents of the log. Aliases for this parameter are NEW, OLD and SHR.

Remarks:

z/XDC has the ability to write the contents of the working window to a session log. The log is a useful tool for reviewing what has happened during a debugging session. Among other
things, groups of command may be extracted from a session log and saved into “command files” that are later executed via z/XDC’s READ command.

There are several forms of this

command. Each is discussed separately, and the individual command descriptions follow this page. NOT ALL THE PARAMETERS for this command are discussed in this booklet. Refer
to the online Help systems for complete information on the SET LOG command.
Examples:

SEt Log DSNAME SYS3.MYLIB.DSNAME

Causes z/XDC to write its log to volume SYS3.MYLIB.DSNAME.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt LOG Dataset. For an overview of this command, enter Help Commands SEt LOG. See also Help COmmands LOG and Help COmmands List LOG.
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SEt LOg

SYSOUT
class
DESTINATION
remoteid
HOLD
NOHOLD
OUTLIM nnn

Control how the session log is allocated within the group of JES2 spool files.
SYSOUT

The class to be assigned to the session log (A through Z, 0 through 9, or “*”. An alias for SYSOUT is CLASS.

DESTINATION This causes the SYSOUT log file to be routed to a local printer or any RJE workstation.
HOLD

The spool file is to be saved on spool after it is closed. An alias for HOLD is HELD.

NOHOLD

The spool file is to be deleted after it is closed. An alias for NOHOLD is NOTHELD.

OUTLIM nnn

Specify a maximum number of lines of output that JESn will accept for the log file. Not normally necessary

Remarks:

All of the settings in these commands may be over-ridden by existing system definitions or the actions of the operator. When automatic logging (SET LOG AUTO) is in effect, any changes
created by this form of the SEt LOg command do not take effect immediately. Instead, the changes remain pending until a SET LOG AUTO, SET LOG MANUAL or SET LOG RESET
command is issued.

Examples:
More Info:

SET LOG HOLD

The session log will remain in the spool file queue until printed or deleted.

Enter Help COmmands SEt LOG Sysout. For an overview of this command, enter Help Commands SEt LOG. See also Help COmmands LOG and Help COmmands List LOG..
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SEt LOg

AUTO
MANUAL
RESET
nnnnn

Perform management of the session log file.
AUTO

Default mode. Log entries are written to the log file.

MANUAL

Closes the current session log. When a subsequent LOG command is issued, z/XDC will reallocate the file and write all un-logged data in the scroll area to the log. An alias for MANUAL is
LOG

RESET

Closes the session log.

nnnnn

The amount of command results and messages will be saved in the log. The upper limit is 32767. The default is 10,000.

Remarks:

For all but the most remote scenarios, this command may safely be ignored.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt LOG Mgmt. For an overview of this command, enter Help COmmands SEt LOG. See also Help COmmands LOG and Help COmmands List LOG.
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SEt LOGOnid
(SEt USerid)

userid

Establish a TSO userid to be notified when a background program needs to be debugged using the Cross Domain Facility.
userid
Remarks:

The name of the TSO user to be notified
In normal operations, the TSO user who “owns” the batch job and the system Operator console both receive notification that a batch debugging session is awaiting programmer signon.
The SEt LOGOnid command allows another TSO user to be notified instead of the “owner” of the batch job. For SEt LOGOnid to be effective, a PROFILE SAVE command must be issued
after the SEt LOGOnid command is issued, and an // ISPFPROF DD pointing to the profile library must be included in the batch job’s JCL.

Examples:

S LOGO FRODO

User “FRODO” will be notified when a particular batch job “asks” to be debugged via CDF.

Se USER GOLEM User “GOLEM” receives notification when a particular batch job awaits debugging by a trained professional.
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt Userid and/or Help COmmands SEt USerid.
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SEt Maplibs
Create or add to the
list of datasets where
z/XDC will search
for ADATA
information.

SAVE name

dsname
dsname(member)
#nnn
READ name
SAVE name
RESET
SHOW
Quiet
FAILOK
FAILNOK

dsname

The fully qualified, un-quoted name of a sequential or partitioned dataset.

dsname(member)
#nnn

The fully qualified, un-quoted name of a member of a PDS.

Refers to a particular MAPLIB’s unique number in the list of active
MAPLIBs (as displayed by the List MAPlibs command). Causes #nnn
to be moved to the top of the search order in the list (or “beneath” other
entries already manipulated by this command).

READ name

Inserts a previously saved MAPLIBs list into the currently active list
of libraries to be searched for ADATA information.

Causes the currently defined list of MAPLIBs to be saved under a name, so that they can be “READ” later.

name

For both the READ and SAVE parameters, “name” is 1-8 characters, including “_”, “@”, “#” and “$”.

RESET

The currently active MAPLIBS list is cleared. Previously saved lists of MAPLIBs are not deleted.

SHOW/Quiet

Determines whether the list of defined MAPLIBs will be displayed when the List MAPlibs command is issued, or not. SHOW is the default. NOSHOW is a synomym for Quiet.

FAILOK/FAILNOK

If SEt Maplibs is being processed from within a READ command, then this parameter controls whether the READ command will abort on error.

Remarks:

After SEt Maplibs is issued, z/XDC’s MAP command will read source statements for use in Formatted displays.

Lists of MAPLIBs can be saved in the user’s profile as the user’s

default. Lists of MAPLIBs may also be established by the systems programmer as a system-wide default.
Here is the command sequence to make a set of maplibs your personal default, in your default profile:

Examples:
More Info:

1.

DELETE MAPLIB DEFAULT  This wipes out anything you had already!

2.

SET MAPLIBS <as.many.datasets.as.you.like>

3.

SET MAPLIB SAVE DEFAULT

4.

PROFILE SAVE

S M DBCOLE.XDCZ17.XDCADATA
When a subsequent MAP command is issued, this dataset will be searched for ADATA information.
Enter Help COmmands SEt Maplibs. For important overview information, enter Help Whatsnew S20 Sourcelevel.
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SEt NObell
Turns off the terminal bell. Equivalent to the SEt Bell Off command.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt Bell. See also Help COmmands SEt NOBell.
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SEt NOIlc
Prevent instruction length checking when the user overtypes (and changes) Assembler mnemonics. This is the converse of the SEt ILc command.
This command accepts no parameters
Remarks:

When the user chooses to overtype an instruction mnemonic with another mnemonic using the “Z” line command (for the ZAP command), z/XDC can be set to “refuse” the request if the
instruction being typed in is of a different length than the original instruction. SEt NOIlc will allow instruction mnemonics of different length to be overtyped onto other mnemonics.
For example, one may overtype an “MVC” mnemonic with a “ST”, an instruction of shorter length. z/XDC makes no provision for “shifting” the contents of memory to deal with the change in
the length of this instruction, so the result would probably not be what the user intended. SEt ILc is the system default. If you use SEt NOIlc, you had better know what you’re doing.
SEt ILc and SEt NOIlc have no effect on zaps that are made directly to the hex portion of a display. These commands have effect only when mnemonics are overtyped.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt NOIlc. Also, see Help Commands SEt ILc.
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SEt NOWtor
Cause z/XDC to suppress a console message to the system operator when a batch job requests debugging services via the Cross Domain Facility.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

When a batch job or system task abends, and when that job is properly set up for debugging via z/XDC’s Cross Domain Facility (see Help CDF), z/XDC will gain control and wait for a
programmer to sign on to the job and debug it. Normally, however, CDF will wait only a specified period of time (as controlled by the SEt SIgnonwait command) for a user to sign on to the
debugging session. However, if SEt WTtor has been issued, then z/XDC will send a message to the Operator Console(s) giving the Operator a chance to cancel the waiting job.
Conversely, if the SEt NOWtor command is issued, then z/XDC will not send the “abort/cancel” message to the Operator Console. This bypasses the Operator’s ability to cancel the job
(and your debugging session).

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt WTor. Also, see Help Commands SEt NOWtor.
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SEt Optimization
ON
OFf
Trace
Control how z/XDC paints its screens when using its TSO interface.
ON

Default. z/XDC will save time by writing only the changed portions of the display to the terminal.

OFf

z/XDC’s optimization is curtailed.

Trace

Screen writes after a TRACE or GO command will re-paint the entire screen.

Remarks:

z/XDC seeks to minimize transmission time by re-writing only portions of the screen that have changed since the last time it wrote to the terminal. However, when applications share the
terminal with z/XDC, sometimes z/XDC’s display can be corrupted, with ugly results. The SEt Optimization command is intended to help this situation. In case of a conflict between z/XDC
and another application’s use of the terminal, you may Set Optimization OFF. This forces z/XDC to paint a complete screen each time.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands Set Optimization.
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SEt PANelid
name
(ISR@prim)
Establish the initial panel to be used by ISPF when it is invoked under z/XDC’s “ISPF” command AND when ISPF is already running in the address space
(making it a recursive call).
name

The one- to eight-character name of an initial panel

Remarks:

You may save the panelid into your z/XDC session profile for automatic restoration every time you start a debugging session. A synonym for this command is “ISR@PRIM”. The distributed
version of z/XDC uses the default panel name of “ISR@PRIM”.

This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt PANelid.
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SEt PRIMarysize
Cause z/XDC to format the screen using the terminal’s “primary” set of dimensions.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

Some terminals have a display screen that may be formatted in two different ways – a primary and an alternate set. Each has its own number of lines and columns. Normally, a terminal’s
“primary” dimensions are 24 lines by 80 columns. The Alternate set is larger. The SEt PRIMarysize command causes z/XDC to use the terminal’s primary size dimensions.
The converse to this command is SEt Secondarysize.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt PRIMarysize. See also Help Commands SET SECondarysize.
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SEt PRINt
Control the
disposition of
the XDCPRINT file.

Remarks:

CLAss C
Hold
Yes
No
Default
Lpp
nnn
CLOse
Delete

CLAss

Sysout class. Must be A-Z (capitalized), or 0-9, or “*”.

Hold

Yes, No or Default.

Lpp

The number of lines-per-page to print. May range from 0-255.

CLOse

Closes the XDCPRINT file.

Delete

Closes, de-allocates and deletes the XDCPRINT file.

For those who prefer hard-copy documentation, z/XDC offers the ability to print all or part of its document via the PRInt Help command. The SEt PRINt command controls how the output of
the PRInt Help command (the “XDCPRINT” file) is handled.

Example:

S PRIN CL H Hold Yes L 80

The SYSOUT class will be “H”, the file will be HELD from printing and 80 lines will be printed per page.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt PRINt. See also Help Commands PRint Help.
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SEt PROFile Description=text
Associate a text string with the current profile.
Description=

A keyword indicating that a text field follows.

Text

A character string of whatever you like.

Remarks:

This establishes a mnemonic for your profile. “Text” may contain semi-colons ONLY if the enter text string is enclosed by single quotes. The current “ASIS” setting (which controls uppercasing of text) will apply, and the character string will be upper-cased or not based upon the ASIS setting.

Examples:

S PROF D=this sure is fun!
SET PROFILE DESCRIPTION=’I am so lame; I used the full command syntax just so I could include a semi-colon.’

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt PROFile command..
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SEt PSw
PSWE

24
31
64
AMode=nn

Control the addressing mode bit of the Program Status Word (PSW) or the PSWE (the “error level” PSW).
24

24–bit addressing mode is enabled.

31

31-bit addressing mode is enabled.

64

64-bit addressing mode is enabled.

Amode=nn

For those who love additional typing, type the keyword “Amode” and then “nn”, where “nn” is one of these: 24/31/64.

Remarks:

z/XDC offers many ways in which to affect the state of the Program Status Word. See the following pages for other ways in which the PSW may be changed.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt PSw Addr-mode. For an overview, see also Help Commands SEt PSw.
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SEt PSw
PSWE

PRImary
Secondary
Home
Ar
ASCMODE=

PRimary

Set the ASC-mode bit in the PSW to Primary (normal) mode.

SEcondary

Set the ASC-mode bit in the PSW to Secondary mode.

Home

Set the ASC-mode bit in the PSW to Home mode.

Ar

Set the ASC-mode bit in the PSW to Access Register mode.

Set the Address Space Control-mode bit of the Program Status Word (PSW) or the PSWE (the “error level” PSW).
Remarks:

In Primary mode, both instructions and data are fetched from the Primary Address Space. In Secondary mode on OS/390 systems, instructions are fetched from the Primary Address
Space, and data is fetched from a Secondary Address Space. In Home mode, both instructions and data are fetched from the Home Address Space. In Access Register mode,
instructions are fetched from the Primary Address Space, while data is fetched either from the Primary Address Space or permitted data spaces and address spaces that are linked to the
user program via access registers. If you love to type you may specify the keyword “ASCMODE=” and the value you wish assigned (Primary, Secondary, Home, etc.).
Be advised that this series of commands (SEt PSw) is only for working on the retry-level PSW.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt PSw Asc-mode. For an overview, see also Help Commands SEt PSw.
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SEt PSw
PSWE

CC0
CC1
CC2
CC3

Set the condition code-bit in the Program Status Word (PSW) or the PSWE (the “error level” PSW).
CC0

The condition code is set to binary zeroes. Aliases are CC=0, CCEQUAL, or CCZERO.

CC1

The condition code is set to a value of binary 1 (B’01’). Aliases are CC=1, CCLOW, CCMINUS or CCMIXED.

CC2

The condition code is set to a value of binary 2 (B’10’). Aliases are CC=2, CCHIGH or CCPLUS.

CC3

The condition code is set to a value of binary 3 (B’11’). Aliases are CC=3, CCONES or CCOVER.

Remarks:

z/XDC allows the user to directly control the state of the Program Status Word.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt PSw Cc. For an overview, see also Help Commands SEt PSw.
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SEt PSw
PSWE

KEY

nn

Control the storage access key of the Program Status Word or the PSWE (the “error level” PSW).
KEY

Indicates to z/XDC that you wish to alter the PSW’s KEY value.

nn

A decimal numeric value from 0 to 15, or a hexadecimal value from 0 to F.

Remarks:

If z/XDC is running non-authorized, then this command can be used to set only those key values that are permitted by the retry level’s PSW key mask. If you want to you can specify the
keyword “KEY=”, but it’s not required, so I didn’t diagram it.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt PSw Key. For an overview, see also Help Commands SEt PSw.
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SEt PSw
PSWE

PRoblem
SUpervisor

Control whether the Program Status Word is set to Problem or Supervisor state or the PSWE (the “error level” PSW).
PRoblem

The Problem state-bit in the PSW will be set on. When the user’s program resumes, it will do so in Problem State.

SUpervisor

The Problem state-bit in the PSW will be set off. When the user’s program resumes it will do so in Supervisor state.

Remarks:

z/XDC can set the state-bit to Supervisor state ONLY when z/XDC is running APF-authorized. If you want to, you can specify the keyword “STATE=”, but it’s not required so I didn’t
diagram it.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt PSw Exec-State. For an overview, see also Help Commands SEt PSw.
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SEt Qualifier
addr-expr
Establish, reset or clear a default module name and csect name.
Line command equivalent: “Q”
addr-expr

Any address expression. z/XDC resolves the virtual address of the address expression and uses the current module and csect name in other z/XDC commands, such
as Format. If addr-expr is omitted, then any previously defined qualifiers are cleared.

Remarks:

An address space is a BIG place, and it is useful to be able to set a convenient frame of reference. For example, if one wishes to directly reference a label within a MAPped csect by name,
one must normally issue the entire address expression that points to it in virtual memory. That complete address expression would be modulename.csectname.label, which is a LOT to
type. The SEt Qualifier command establishes a “default” module and csect name. Thereafter, one may refer to any label within that range of addresses as .label-name (the dot is
significant).

Examples:

S Q PSW!

The module name and csect name of the location pointed to by the instruction address portion of the PSW is established as the default.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt Qualifier.
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SEt Read

Script-lib=
Libname=
Library=
DSname=
None

ECho=Yes/No/ON/OFf
ECHO/NOECHO

Control z/XDC’s settings with regard to its “READ” command.
Script-lib=

the name of a dataset that z/XDC can retrieve the script from. Script-lib, Libname, Library and DSname are all aliases of each other. The names must be fully qualified, un-quoted and
must contain at least one period. Please read the Help Subsystem for COMPLETE treatment on names.

None
Echo=

Indicates that there is no default scripts library. Specifying “DSname=” is equivalent to specifying “None”. “None” may not be abbreviated.
“Yes” and “On” cause read messages to be displayed. “No” and “OFf” cause messages to be suppressed. ECHO/NOECHO achieve the same result. Note: Message echoing is NOT
supported in Cross Domain Facility.

Remarks:

As z/XDC executes the user’s commands, display messages are generated and written to the terminal. This is the default. SEt Readecho, therefore, would be of little interest to the user
were it not for it’s converse, SEt NOReadecho.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt Read. For more information on processing a script, see Help COmmands Read. For a list of Cole-supplied scripts, see Help Scripts.
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SEt REFrprot

OFF
System

ALL
Current
Tdb-addr

Subtasks

Asid-nnnn
TSO-user
ASID-keyword
CR3/CR4

If REFRPROT is enabled for a system, directly control the way in which refreshable modules are loaded.
OFF

Turn REFRPROT off for the targeted task.

System

Set the task-level REFRPROT setting(s) for the targeted task to match the system-wide setting.

ALL

SEt REFRprot will target all tasks in the targeted address space (not including system tasks, such as Region Control, Started Task Control and the System Dump Task).

CURRENT

Target only the home address space’s current task.

Tcb-addr

Target a specific task. TCB-addr must point to the starting address of a Task Control Block. The List TAsks command would be handy for this, allowing you to specify a TCB#n equate as a
parameter for SEt REFRprot.

Subtasks
ASID-nnnn

Used with CURRENT or TCB-addr parameters, this parameter will target all sub-tasks for the specified “parent” task.
Identify the targeted address space with the 4-digit hexadecimal number that corresponds to the address space (from the Address Space Control Block and/or the Address Space Vector
Control Table).

TSO-user

Identify the targeted address space by using the name of a TSO user’s address space.

ASID-keyword Identify the targeted address space by using a keyword such as “HOME”, “PASID”, “SASID”, etc. See Help COmmands SYntax ASids for more information.
CR3/CR4
Remarks:

Identify the targeted address space by using a Control Register. You may also specify “ECR3” and “ECR4” (the error-level Control Registers).
Beginning with z/OS V1R9, refreshable modules will ALWAYS be loaded into Key-0 storage regardless of whether they are loaded from an APF-authorized library and regardless of whether
or not the RENT attribute is also on. This command allows you to AFFECT the REFRPROT settings within the system. These settings can be reviewed with z/XDC’s List REFrprot
command.
Rules for this command:
i. One or the other of the OFF and SYSTEM operations is required. All other operands are optional. Varying defaults will be taken for omissions.
ii. Operands may be given in any order.
iii. Operands appearing above within the same column are mutually exclusive.
iv. The SUBTASK and ALL operands are mutually exclusive.

Examples:

S REFR OF HOME  Turns REFRPROT off for the home address space’s current task.
SEt REFRprot SYSTEM ALL JES2  Reset the REFRPROT settings to the system-wide setting for JES2’s jobstep task and all of its descendent tasks.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt REFRprot. See also Help COmmands LISt REFRprot. See also Help COmmands SYntax ASids.
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SEt SEcondarysize
Cause z/XDC to format the screen using the terminal’s “secondary” set of dimensions.
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

Some terminals have a display screen that may be formatted in two different ways – a primary and an alternate set. Each has its own number of lines and columns. Normally, a terminal’s
“primary” dimensions are 24 lines by 80 columns. The Alternate set is larger. The SEt SEcondarysize command causes z/XDC to use the terminal’s secondary size dimensions.
The converse to this command is SEt PRIMarysize.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SET SEcondarysize. See also Help Commands SEt PRIMarysize.
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SEt SECurity

Trace
Notrace

Flushcache

Resetcontrols

Control various aspects of z/XDC’s interface with the local security system.
Trace

z/XDC will initiate a trace of all security calls and will display them as the z/XDC debugging session progresses.

Notrace

Default. z/XDC’s display of security calls will be disabled.

Flushcache

z/XDC maintains an internal cache of security rules (with a maximum lifespan of two minutes). You can cause z/XDC to flush the cache immediately.

Resetcontrols z/XDC allows certain security-related events to occur only once per debugging session. These messages are mostly warning messages. This parameter causes z/XDC to reset the flags
that block the warning messages, allowing them to be issued again.
Remarks:

This command helps the security administrator to review z/XDC’s interaction with the local security system. z/XDC is a powerful product that allows the knowledgeable user a great deal of
control over running programs no matter where they execute and what they may do. Accordingly, security administrators must monitor z/XDC’s security settings and limit access to the
product as appropriate.

Examples:

S SEC N F R  z/XDC will disable security event tracing on the display, flush the internal security cache and reset event flagging.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt SECUrity. See also Help Security, Help SEcurity Trace and Help SEcurity Cache.
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SEt SIgnonwait

minutes

Control how long z/XDC’s Cross Domain Facility will allow a batch job to wait for a programmer to sign on to it.
minutes

An integer specifying the number of minutes to wait. The range is from 1 to 32767 minutes. A value of zero “0” will cause the wait period to be indefinite.

Remarks:

In order for Signonwait to have effect in the Cross Domain Facility environment, this command must be saved into a user’s session Profile, and a //ISPPROF DD car pointing to the profile
library must be included in the batch job’s JCL deck.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt SIgnonwait.
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SEt TFs
ON
OFF
Turn z/XDC’s full-screen interface on or off.
ON

Default. Full-screen operation is normally enabled.

OFF

Full-screen operations are suspended.

Remarks:

Using this command will disable z/XDC’s full-screen interface, causing z/XDC to communicate with the user in line-mode. Don’t do this. z/XDC’s fullscreen interface is vastly superior to
any line-mode interface, and considering that line-mode terminals are as obsolete as card-punches there is very little reason to use this command.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt TFs.
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SEt TImeout
5
nnnn
When debugging multitasking programs, control how long z/XDC will wait after dispatching one task before releasing other tasks that may be awaiting
debugging services.
nnnn
Remarks:

An integer value specifying the wait period in seconds. May range from 1 to 3600 (one hour). The default value is five seconds
This command may be useful in multi-tasking situations if two or more tasks have abended in an address space, and z/XDC has been used to debug one of them. Suppose that the user
has entered “GO”. In most situations, control will return to the user fairly quickly. However, this may not be so, and in such a case the SEt Timeout command can be used to allow the user
to debug another task while awaiting results from the first.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt TImeout.
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SEt TRace

Roll
SCroll

Local
Global

ACtual
Simulate

TRAP2
Zero

Ignore
STop

Control how z/XDC presents the working window. Also control the scope and action of the Trace command.
Roll

Default setting. This causes the trace command to move “down” the screen, highlighting the next instruction as it goes.

SCroll

This causes the “next” instruction to appear at the top of the working window, removing from view the previous instructions.

Local

Default setting. Keeps the “scope” of a trace within the private area.

Global

This causes the Trace command to follow “anywhere” it may go – such as a subroutine or supervisor call outside the home address space. This setting is to be used with caution and
forethought (do you really want to set a breakpoint in an SVC?), and requires that the session be APF-authorized. “ALL” is an alias for “GLOBAL”.

Actual

Default setting. When a Trace executes, the user’s code is submitted to the operating system for processing.

Simulate

Not yet implemented. Will allow z/XDC to “simulate” certain instructions, cutting down on system overhead.

TRAP2

Not yet implemented. Will one day cause z/XDC to use TRAP2 machine instructions to stop program execution.

Zero

z/XDC uses X’00” to stop program execution by way of S0C1 abends, which z/XDC then captures.

Ignore
STop

When using z/XDC’s tracing commands, and when a #DIE trap is reached, IGNORE causes z/XDC not to stop execution at the #DIE trap.
Causes z/XDC to stop when a trace command reaches a #DIE trap.

Examples:

S TR SC The user wishes to keep the “next” instruction at the top of the screen.
S TR G

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt Trace.
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SEt TSo
“Toggle” z/XDC’s communications interface from ISPF services to full-screen TPUTs and TGETs (the TSO interface).
This command accepts no parameters.
Remarks:

z/XDC is able to use either ISPF services or TSO fullsrcreen TPUTs and TGETs to “paint” its screens. There are performance advantages to each method that will vary according to the
user’s needs of the moment. z/XDC can “toggle” back and forth between each interface seamlessly, without losing any of it’s profile settings. The ISPF interface (reached by issuing SET
ISPF) is useful when access to SPLIT and SWAP are desired. The TSO interface (accessed via this command) is useful when the programmer wishes to debug APF-authorized code. The
TSO interface may also perform a bit more quickly.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt TSo. Also, see Help Commands SEt ISPf.
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SEt USerid
(LOGOnid)
(ACID)

userid
* or omitted

Establish a TSO userid (other than the job’s “owner”) that is to be notified when a batch program signals availability via the Cross Domain Facility.
userid
* or OMITTED
Remarks:

The name of the TSO user to be notified. LOGOnid and ACID are synonyms for this command.
Default. The job’s owner will be notified. This is the default.
In normal operations, the TSO user who “owns” the batch job and the system Operator console both receive notification that a batch debugging session is awaiting programmer signon.
The SEt LOGOnid command allows another TSO user to be notified instead of the “owner” of the batch job. For SEt LOGOnid to be effective, a PROFILE SAVE command must be issued
after the SEt LOGOnid command is issued, and an // ISPFPROF DD pointing to the profile library must be included in the batch job’s JCL.

Examples:

S LOGO FRODO

User “FRODO” will be notified when a particular batch job “asks” to be debugged via CDF.

Se USER GOLEM User “GOLEM” receives notification when a particular batch job awaits debugging by a trained professional.
More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt Userid.
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SEt WIndow
(Screen)

CReate
Delete

beginning-row
window-number
```

Create or delete a “watch” window from the command line.
Create

Default. Is used to create a new display or “watch” window, into which the user can put a display or list command.

beginning-row

Create a new watch-window at the given row number in the terminal display. Must be a minimum of “3” and a maximum of the height of your terminal in
rows.

Delete

Is used to remove a previously created display window. Cannot be used to delete the main, or “working” window.

window-number
Remarks:

Watch windows are counted from the top of the screen. Using window-number will delete the nth watch window from the terminal display.

The default z/XDC Profile contains SEt Window Create as PF13 and SEt Window Delete as PF1. One can place the cursor anywhere on the display panel and press these keys to instantly
“open” or “close” a window. That is by far the easiest way to use the SEt Window command.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt Window. There are other “SEt Window” commands that follow this page. They have been broken into units for readability.
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SEt WIndow
(Screen)
Control horizontal scrolling
within the working window
or any defined watch window.

HOrizontal
Full/Page
Half
Cursor
Data
Nnn
Retain/AUtoreset
NOretain/NOAutoreset

Full (or) Page

When a RIGHT or LEFT command is executed, the window will shift a full screen’s width in either direction.

Half

Default value. When a RIGHT or LEFT command is executed, the window will shift a half screen’s width in either direction.

CUrsor

When a RIGHT or LEFT command is executed, the window will shift so that the column containing the cursor becomes the left-most or right-most boundary of the
screen.

Nnn

This sets the number of columns that the display will shift whenever a scrolling operation is performed.

Data

When a RIGHT or LEFT command is executed, the window will shift left or right so that the left-most column is moved to the right or left edge of the window.

REtain

The most recently-issued RIGHT or LEFT command becomes the default until reset by Noretain (Retain’s obverse).

Noretain
More Info:

Signals that a previously retained RIGHT or LEFT operation will be cancelled during process of the next non-scrolling command.
Enter Help COmmands SEt WIndow Hscroll.
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SEt WIndow
(Screen)

REtrieve nnn

Control the number of commands that can be retrieved into the command line with the RETRIEVE command, the Retrieve PF-key setting or the RETRIEVE
LIST command.
nnn
Remarks:

May be any numeric value from 1 to 256. The factory default is 32.
Each window on the terminal’s screen maintains a separate list of retrievable commands. The commands in this list can be “re-nominated” for execution by use of the Retrieve command or
(even better) the REtrieve List command. The SEt Window Retrieve nnn variant of SEt Window allows you to specify an upper limit on the size of the retrieve list – from 1 to 256 (with the
“factory default setting” of 32).

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt Window Retrieve.
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SEt WIndow
(Screen)

Vscroll
CUrsor
Full
Half
Data
nnn

Control the vertical scrolling within the working window or any defined watch window.
CUrsor

Default. The window will scroll so that the line holding the cursor will become the top line.

Full

The window will scroll the entire “height” of the window.

Half

The window will scroll half its height.

Data

The window will scroll so that the bottom line displayed will become the top line.

Nnn

This sets the number of lines that the display will shift whenever a scrolling operation is performed.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt Window Vscroll.
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SEt WTor
Cause z/XDC to issue a console message to the system operator when a batch job requests debugging services via the Cross Domain Facility.
Remarks:

When a batch job or system task abends, and when that job is properly set up for debugging via z/XDC’s Cross Domain Facility (see Help CDF), then z/XDC will gain control and wait for a
programmer to sign on to the job and debug it. Normally, however, CDF will wait only a specified period of time (as controlled by the SEt SIgnonwait command) for a user to sign on to the
debugging session. If however, SEt WTtor has been issued, then z/XDC will send a message to the Operator Console(s) giving the Operator a chance to cancel the waiting job. However,
if the SEt NOWtor command is issued, then z/XDC will not send the “abort/cancel” message to the Operator Console.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt WTor. Also, see Help Commands SEt NOWtor.
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SEt Zap

Normal
Sprot

Control whether z/XDC will allow the user to alter store-protected memory, or not.
This command will work only when z/XDC is running APF-authorized.
Remarks:

z/XDC normally will not allow the APF-authorized user to alter store-protected memory. However, if SEt Zap Sprot is invoked, the user may alter store-protected memory. While SEt Zap
Sprot is in effect, it is incumbent upon the z/XDC user to proceed with caution, as it is possible to crash a system in the time it takes to lift a finger from the Enter key.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SEt Zap. Also, see Help Commands SEt NOIlc.
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SHow

addr-expr

Display a single line of storage,
interpreted in various ways.

addr-expr

ADdresses
OFfsets

DEcimal
HExadecimal

ASCII
EBCDIC

Wide
Narrow

INStruction
Data
NOBias

The desired address that the user wishes to display. Enter as many addr-expr’s as you like, separated by blanks or commas.

Addresses

Includes the virtual address of the storage in the result.

OFFSets

Displays the relative offset from the origin of the appropriate object (load module, csect, desect or equate).

Decimal

Show displacement fields as decimal numbers.

Data

Show displacement fields as hexadecimal numbers.

ASCii/Ebcdic

Controls whether the result will be shown in ASCII or EBCDIC format.

Wide/Narrow

Controls whether z/XDC will display 4 words of storage or 8 words of storage horizontally. This consumes or conserves horizontal space on the terminal display.

INStruction/Data/NOBias
Remarks:

z/XDC’s default behavior is to interpret memory as instructions (depending on a few factors). You can manipulate z/XDC’s “bias” in this regard.

SHOW generates a single line display, which minimizes the allocation of terminal “real estate”. Thus, you can keep track of MANY elements of storage at a time, each in a separate small
watch window. The parameters expressed in SHOW temporarily override the corresponding settings in SET FORMAT.

Examples:

SH R12!  Displays sixteen bytes at the storage pointed to by the contents of Register 12.
SH AREA#1  After the first GETMAIN command executed in a z/XDC session, display sixteen bytes at the memory obtained by GETMAIN.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SHow.
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SHow

DBCnnn
DBCnnn_hh

Display arbitrary z/XDC messages (without having to invoke the Help Sub-system).
DBCnnn

A z/XDC message with the prefix “DBC” and a message number “nnn”

DBCnnn_hh

The hexadecimal message “code” from 00 – FF that, if present may provide additional information.

Remarks:

In general, one doesn’t go seeking out software product messages, but you can with z/XDC. If, on the other hand, your use of the product causes the display of a z/XDC message, please
remember that you can always tab next to the error message (where the underscore character is), input an “H” and press the Enter key. That’s a hyperlink into the Help Subsystem, and a
very handy shortcut.

Examples:

SHOW DBC005 DBC041  Shows a one –line description of two z/XDC messages.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SHow, and Help COmmands SHow DBCnnn.
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SPLIT
NEW
SPLIT-parms
If z/XDC’s ISPF interface is active, perform an ISPF SPLIT operation
NEW

Create a new ISPF panel.

SPLIT-parms

Parameters to be passed to ISPF with the SPLIT command. These parameters are not processed by z/XDC. ISPF uses these parameters to assign a name to a new
ISPF session, or to select an existing session.

Remarks:

When z/XDC’s fullscreen interface is being utilized and when z/XDC is using it’s ISPF interface (SET ISPF is in effect), then perform an ISPF-style split operation, putting a horizontal “split”
line on the screen and place the cursor in the new command line. This command is most often used via a PF-Key. If the cursor is anywhere other than the Home position, then the SPLIT
will occur on the line where the cursor is.

This command may/may not be used in foreign address space mode.
Examples:
More Info:

SPLIT
Enter Help COmmands SPLIT.
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SPLITV
SPLITV-parms
If z/XDC’s ISPF interface is active, perform an ISPF SPLITV operation
SPLITV-parms Parameters to be passed to ISPF with the SPLITV command. These parameters are not processed by z/XDC. ISPF users these parameters to assign a name to a
new ISPF session, or to select an existing session.
Remarks:

When z/XDC’s fullscreen interface is being utilized and when z/XDC is using it’s ISPF interface (SET ISPF is in effect), then the SPLITV command is passed to a user-written exit to perform
a vertical-style split of the ISPF panel.

This command may/may not be used in foreign address space mode.
Examples:

SPLITV

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SPLITV. Also see the ISPF User’s Guide, Volume 1.
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SWAP
PREV
NEXT
LIST
name
Pass an ISPF SWAP operation through z/XDC to ISPF.
Omitted/NEXT The “next” panel is displayed
PREV

A “SWAP PREV” command is piped through to ISPF.

LIST

A “SWAP LIST” command is piped through to ISPF. A list of all available ISPF panels is displayed.

name

A “SWAP name” command is piped through to ISPF. A specifically named ISPF panel is displayed.

Remarks:

z/XPF merely passes the SWAP command and its parameters on to ISPF, without any checking for results.

This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.
More Info:
Enter Help COmmands SWAp. See also IBM’s ISPF User’s Guide, Vol. 1 (SC34-4822).
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SWitch
tcb-addr
When in a multi-tasking debugging environment, switch to debug a different sub-task.
Line command equivalent: “S”
Tcb-addr

An address-expression that points to a sub-task in the address space.

Remarks:

The most useful form of this command is as the “S” line command. After issuing the LIST TASKS command, the generated display will accept an “S” next to any task for which z/XDC is the
current ESTAE. Alternatively, after issuing the LIST TASKS command, one can enter SW TCB#n, using the automatic equates generated by z/XDC as a by-product of the LIST TASKS
command.
If tcb-addr is omitted, z/XDC will switch to the “next” task for which it is the ESTAE. The order of what is the “next” task is random, BUT follows an order through the sub-tasks in the
address space in a “repeatable circuit”.

Examples:

SWITCH TCB#2

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands SWItch.
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TDeferred

addr-expr
=family

,(condition)

‘command’

Create a transient deferred breakpoint in the desired module.
addr-expr

An address expression that names a module, a module.csect and (if desired) the offset where the deferred breakpoint is to be placed. The “base” of the addr-expr

=family

A breakpoint family may be specified (a series of breakpoints named alike). The breakpoint will then be assigned to that family of breakpoints.

MUST be the primary name of a load module.
,(condition)

A conditional expression may be specified to further control under which situations the breakpoint is to be taken.

‘commands’

A z/XDC command (or commands) that are to be executed when the breakpoint is taken. New for z/XDC Release z2.0, you no longer may use colons to associate commands with traces
or breakpoints. Instead you enclose the command string within single quotations and separate commands within a string with a semi-colon. See Help Whatsnew Z20 Syntaxchange! for
more information.

Remarks:

This command creates a transient, “one-time-only” breakpoint in a module that will be loaded into memory sometime in the future. Whenever the module is loaded, the breakpoint will be
set. When executed the breakpoint will then be automatically deleted.
This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.

Examples:
More Info:

AD MYPGM+3DC
AD MYPGM.MYCSECT+3DC
Enter Help COmmands TDeferred.

AD =5 MYPROG+3DC +4 +8 (R1,EQ,00) :L REGS:L AREGS
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Trace
omitted
B
BY
BN
*
SA
SB
W

,(conditions)
As in “T B”.
As in “T BY”.
As in “T BN”.
As in “T *”.
As in “T SA”.
As in “T SB”.
As in “T W”.

‘command’

z/XDC will stop at the next branch instruction.
z/XDC will stop at the next successful branch instruction.
z/XDC will stop at the next un-successful branch instruction.
Loop trace. z/XDC will stop “here” the next time around a loop.
z/XDC will stop AFTER the next storage alteration instruction.
z/XDC will stop BEFORE the next storage alteration instruction.
z/XDC will set up a Trace Watch.

Follow the execution path of a program.
Omitted

z/XDC will return control after a single instruction.

,(conditions)

A counting condition or a value-testing condition.

‘command’

Another or many z/XDC commands to be executed when the trace takes effect. New for z/XDC Release z2.0, you no longer may use colons to associate commands with traces or
breakpoints. Instead you enclose the command string within single quotations and separate commands within a string with a semi-colon. See Help Whatsnew Z20 Syntaxchange! for more
information.

Remarks:

More information on the parameters of the Trace command may be found above in this booklet in the section entitled, “z/XDC’s Trace Commands”. A Trace Watch is a special case that
sets up a conditional statement that is not tied to any breakpoint or trace, but is evaluated WHENEVER z/XDC gains control. This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space
Mode.

Examples:

T <== execute to the next sequential instruction
T BY:LIST PSW F:LIST REGS <== trace to next successful branch. When there, also show the PSW (broken down by fields) as well as the general registers

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands TRACe, and Help Commands TRAce Watch. See also Help COmmands SYntax Breakpoints.
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Trace

Watch

,(conditions)

=family-id

‘command’
:REad script

Monitor, and report on a conditional statement in the background.
=family-id

A specified family-id. Like Breakpoints and Traces, a Trace Watch may be part of a family.

,(conditions)

A value-testing conditional statement. See Help COmmands Syntax Breakpoints CONditions Value, or look in the earlier part of this book.

‘command’

After a trace has been performed, you may “associate” other z/XDC commands that will be executed after the trace completes. New for z/XDC Release z2.0, you no longer may use
colons to associate commands with traces or breakpoints. Instead you enclose the command string within single quotations and separate commands within a string with a semi-colon. See
Help Whatsnew Z20 Syntaxchange! for more information. A very handy command to associated would be “:ALARM”, which would ring the terminal display’s bell.

‘Read script’

There is no reason that you couldn’t associate a z/XDC script with a Trace Watch command. Then MANY cool things could happen when your Trace Watch’s value-testing conditional
statement proves true. See Help COmmands REAd, and Help Scripts for more information

Remarks:

A Trace Watch is a conditional expression of the value-testing variety that is not tied to any particular trap or trace. Instead of being checked as a result of a trap or a trace, a Trace Watch is
evaluated EVERY TIME that z/XDC gets control (which could be hundreds of times per second). So, a Trace Watch can be considered a “fire-and-forget” weapon of debugging. Trace
Watches DO NOT STOP EXECUTION when they trigger, but they DO signal the truth of the conditional expression the next time that z/XDC gets control after the condition proves true.
That is why it’s a great idea to associate other commands with Trace Watches, the most useful being ALARM, which will ring the terminal display’s bell.

This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode. But if you were to HOOK the address space and go back in through Cross Domain Facility, then you COULD issue this command.
Examples:

T W (R1?,NE. ‘ FRED’) : ALARM  Monitor program execution. When Register 1 no longer points to an Equate called “FRED” then trigger the associated command, which in this case is
ALARM.
T W (.PTR,NE,00CDFE2A):ALARM  A label in the program (.PTR) contains the initial value X’00CDFE2A’, which for some reason is critical. Tell the z/XDC user when this label gets
changed.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands TRACe Watch. See also Help COMmands Syntax Breakpoints CONditions Value.
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Trap

addr-expr
=family-id

,(conditions)

‘command’

Set a transient breakpoint at a specified location in virtual memory in order to stop program execution at that location.
Line command equivalent: “T”
=family-id

Force the assignment of the breakpoint to a particular breakpoint “family”.

addr-expr

Specify the location where you wish to place the breakpoint.

,(conditions) Specify a Counting or Value Testing conditional statement (See Conditional Expressions in this booklet or type Help COmmands SYntax Breakpoint CONditions).
‘command’

Specify other z/XDC commands to be executed WHEN the breakpoint is reached. New for z/XDC Release z2.0, you no longer may use colons to associate commands with traces or
breakpoints. Instead you enclose the command string within single quotations and separate commands within a string with a semi-colon. See Help Whatsnew Z20 Syntaxchange! for more
information..

Remarks:

This is one of z/XDC’s core commands; one that you will use in almost every session. The Trap command sets a “one-time-only” breakpoint, a breakpoint that will be deleted automatically
after it stops execution of the program one time. The Line Command equivalent is to place a “T” next any line of code on your screen. You can also put an “X” next to a breakpoint to toggle
the breakpoint off (or on) without deleting the breakpoint definition.

Examples:

This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.

T myprogram.mycsect+23C Set a single transient breakpoint at offset 23C into the csect “mycsect” of the module “myprogram”.
T .loopstart (R1,NE,7FFFFFFF):ALARM WHOA! IT HAPPENED! Set a breakpoint at a label in the program that will only stop execution if the contents of Register One are no longer equal
to X’7FFFFFFF’ Then, automatically create an alarm condition to alert the programmer.
st

More Info:

AT R5+10 (R3+3,AND,02,EQ,02) Set a breakpoint that will not be accepted until the 31 bit (i.e., bit number 30) of R3 is on.
Enter Help COmmands AT.
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TSo

Command

parameter(s)

Issue a TSO command from within a z/XDC debugging session.
Command

The desired TSO command

parameter(s)

the parameters for the TSO command, if any.

Remarks:

z/XDC will suspend its operation until the specified TSO command completes. Then the current debugging session is resumed.

This command may not be used in z/XDC’s Cross Domain Facility.
Examples:

TS LISTD ‘SYS1.LPALIB’  A LISTD command is issued. Debugging of the current debugging session resumes when the LISTD command completes.
TSO ISPF  The current debugging session is suspended and an ISPF session is started. When the ISPF session ends, the current debugging session is resumed.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands TSo.
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UP
Cursor
FULL
Data
Half
Max
Cmd
Nnn
#nnn

Cursor
Full
Data
Half
Max
Cmd
nnn
#nnn

The window is scrolled to the line on the display that contains the cursor.
Scroll the distance of a full window.
Scroll so that the previous screen’s top becomes the bottom of the screen.
Scroll one-half of the vertical distance of the screen.
Scroll to the beginning of the session log.
Scroll up to the next command.
Scroll up a specified number of lines.
Scroll to a specifically numbered command in the log.

Move the display window up a specified distance through the session log.
omitted

Scroll down by the window’s default scroll amount (controlled by the SEt WIndow command).

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands UP.
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Using

dsect-reference

addr-expr
Private/LOcal
COmmon/Shared
Global

Float

Place a dsect in memory at a fixed or “floating” address.
Helper Dialog: “USING ?”
dsect-reference

A field in the dsect that will be used as the origin address. Sometimes, this is NOT the first field in the dsect.

addr-expr

The address in memory where the user wishes to place the dsect.

PRIVATE/LOCAL

“PRIVATE” and “LOCAL” are aliases of each other. When used, they force the dsect to be treated as residing in the Private Area, even if it is actually assigned to a Common
Area location.

COMMON/SHARED

A common or shared dsect is owned by ALL spaces, address spaces, data spaces and real storage. You can override z/XDC’s determination of a dsect’s placement by using this
parameter. Common/shared dsects are not displayed when real storage or data space storage is displayed. Use “GLOBAL” for that purpose.

Global

A global dsect is owned by ALL spaces: address spaces, data spaces and real storage.

omitted

GLOBAL, COMMON, SHARED, PRIVATE and LOCAL all omitted. If the dsect resolves to a common storage location then it is treated as being Common. Otherwise it is treated
as being private. This may be your “best” choice in most cases.

Float

The Float parameter specifies that the origin address of the dsect will move in memory according to the resolution of addr-expr. This is very handy for correctly placing dsects
that might map an input or output record, or any other data structure that may “move” in memory.

Autoclone

Autoclone

CFOffset=n
CFWidth=3,4,8
CFMask=nn
Zcvalue=addr-expr

LFOffset=nn
LFWidth=nn
Tesize=n
ZTValue=addr-expr
ZTPtr=addr-expr

Maxclone=nn

Directs z/XDC to create a list of named equates that refer to pointers in a chain, or elements in a queue according to Autoclone’s own parameter list. If all other parameters are
omitted, then z/XDC assumes these defaults: CFOFFSET=0, CFWIDTH=4, CFMASK=7FFFFFFF, ZCVALUE=0 and MAXCLONE=10.

CFOFSET=n

The offset of the entry’s chain field, starting from the beginning of the dsect. Can be expressed as a hexadecimal number OR a decimal number if followed directly by an “N”.
That is, “10” means 16, and “10N” means 10. The default offset is 0.

CFWIDTH=n

Defines the width of the chain field. Permitted values are 3, 4, or 8. the default width depends on whether or not the CFMASK option is used. If CFMASK is not given, then the
default width is 4.

CFMASK=n

Defines a selection mask that is AND’d against the chain field’s value to eliminate bits that are not part of the chain pointer. The width of the mast must match the width of the
chain field (as defined by the CFWIDTH parameter).

ZCVALUE=

The “zero chain field” value. z/XDC’s default is to consider a zeroed chain field the end of the chain. However, you can also give an address expression that will be compared to
the contents of each entry’s chain field. A match identifies the chain’s last entry.
You can also use the keywords “NEGATIVE” or “NOT POSITIVE” as operands of the ZCVALUE parameter. Both of these keywords cause any zero or negative value to signify
the end of the chain. When testing for a negative value, the CFMASK= parameter is ignored. z/XDC checks the field’s hi-order bit. If it is ON, then the chain is ended.

LFOFFSET=n

If the table entries have a length field, then this operand provides the offset of that field from the start of each table entry. The number can be expressed as a hexadecimal
number OR a decimal number if followed directly by an “N”. That is, “10” means 16, and “10N” means 10. The default offset is 0.
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LFWIDTH=

If the table entries have a length field, then this operand provides the width of that field. LFWIDTH may range in value from 1 to 8. There is no default value for this parameter. If
LFOFFSET= is stated, LFWIDTH must also be stated.

TESIZE=

If the table has fixed-length entries, or if the entries are variable, but have a fixed section of constant size, then this parameter provides the length of the fixed section of the entry.
Size, as above is either pure hexadecimal, or a number followed directly by the character “N”.

ZTVALUE=

Either ZTVALUE, ZTPTR or MAXCLONE can be used to provide end-of-table information. ZTVALUE= can be used when the table entries are defined by a length field. As with
the ZCVALUE parameter, you can give ZTVALUE an address expression, a NEGATIVE or NOTPOSITIVE parameter. If an address expression is given, the address expression
is resolved and compared with the contents of the length field. A match identified the last entry of the table. If NEGATIVE is given as a parameter, z/XDC will assume that the
last table entry contains a negative value (the hi-order bit is ON). If NOTPOSITIVE is given as a parameter, z/XDC will assume that the length field of the last table entry will
contain either a negative number or zeroes.

ZTPTR=

ZTPTR can be used to provide a table’s ending address. z/XDC will recognize the end of the table when it attempts to create an autocloned equate that is located at or beyond
the ending address.

MAXCLONE=
Remarks:

MAXCLONE sets the maximum number of equates to be created through autocloning. The default is 10. The maximum is a number greater than you will ever need.
USING is one of z/XDC’s critical commands. You must learn to use it in order to get the most out of the product. Be advised that there are lots of “bells and whistles” in the Autocloning
parameter, which cannot be discussed completely herein due to space considerations. Also, be advised that use of the FLOAT operand can be CPU intensive, and can impact z/XDC’s
performance. Use the FLOAT parameter with some consideration.
The Autoclone parameter works with the EQUATE command as well as the USING command, with the same parameters. RECENT UPDATE: Issue “USING ?” and you’ll get a
“Helper Dialog” with blank spaces for all the Using command’s parameters. You just fill it in and press Enter!

This command may be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.
Examples:

Using ctrblock.ptrfield 243DF

More Info:

Using mymap.origin R12!!! F
Enter Help COmmands USing and Help Commands USing Autocloning.
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Verify

target

,addr-expr
=string

,string

Compare the contents of one memory location with the contents of another, or the contents of memory with a stated value.
target

The location in memory that you wish to compare. This can be an address-expression that resolves within the Private Area, the Common Area, a Dataspace, Foreign Address spaces, real
storage, registers, the PSW or the computed values returned by certain built-in functions.

,addr-expr

The address-expression that is to be compared against the first address-expression. You must use either a comma, or a blank to delimit the second address-expression (but not both!).

=string

A stated value that you wish to compare against the resolved address-expression. When multiple strings are given, the strings are converted into binary form and concatenated together
before being used.

Remarks:

When used, the Verify command will either work, or return message DBC106E VERIFY FAILURE. z/XDC allows the user to create “scripts” that contain lists of z/XDC commands that can
be executed en-masse upon invocation by z/XDC’s READ command. In order to allow such scripts to use the ZAP command, Dave Cole introduced the VERIFY command, so that the
enterprising z/XDC user can write SUPERZAP functions in scritp format. Folks, Verify can be used in far more interesting ways than I can document here. Please read the Help Subsystem!

Examples:

V R15+1=C’ABC’ <== Verifies that general register R5 contains X ’C1C2C3’ starting in its second byte.

More Info:

VER PSW!=0A03 <== Verifies that the PSW points to a location that contains an SVC 3 instruction.
Enter Help COmmands Verify , Help COmmands Verify Targets, Help COmmands Verify Address and Help COmmands Verify String.
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Where
addr-expr
Cause z/XDC to dis-assemble memory
pointed to by the Program Status Word.
Line Mode equivalent: “W”

Wide
Narrow

addr-expr

lines

OBJect
SOUrce
BOTh

ADdresses
OFfsets

Instruction
Data
Nobias

Hexadecimal
Decimal

EBcdic
AScii

SHOWMCODE
HIDEMCODE

The location in memory where the disassembly is to begin. If addr-expr is omitted, then the next screen-full of memory is disassembled. If addr-expr is omitted and other
parameters are desired, then a comma must be used before stating the other parameters.

lines

The number of lines the user wishes to see. The upper limit is 1000. If omitted, z/XDC will fill the current window.

SOurce OBject BOth If a source level map is available, source code can be shown as part of the formatted display. OBject is z/XDC’s normal output. BOth should be obvious. These settings have no
true default, as they can be set in the Profile facility.
Addresses

The virtual address of each line of the display will appear on the left side of the panel.

Offsets

The offset from the start of the data’s object (load module, csect or dsect) will appear on the left side of the panel.

Data/Decimal

Displacement fields of machine instructions will be displayed as hexadecimal or decimal numbers as desired. Operative ONLY when source statement support is not being used.

Ebcdic/AScii

Memory will be interpreted in EBCDIC or ASCII format, as desired.

Wide/Narrow

Shows 32 bytes of memory (default) per line, or 16 bytes per line.

Instruction/Data/Nobias z/XDC makes a number of decisions in the Format process, many of which are dependent on a great many other variables. Consequently, the Where/Format command may,
under certain circumstances, mis-interpret data as instructions if the format command is attempted within data rather than object code. The Instruction, Data and Nobias parameters
affect z/XDC’s determination in the Format command. Please see Help Commands Format for a thorough understanding of how to use these parameters.
SHOWMCODE/HIDEMCODE
Remarks:

z/XDC will SHOW or HIDE macro expansions. If you use these parameters you MUST specify an address-expression.

Whenever the user is far “afield” in debugging a problem, it is very useful to issue Where and get back to “where” the program is executing. While the Where offers all the
parameters of the Format command, it’s easiest just to tab over to column one of any display, key in a “W” and press Enter. Voila! You’re back! The Where command also works
from the command line. This is a very cool command.

Examples:

W  z/XDC will disassemble where the PSW points to. What could be simpler?

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands Where. See also Help COmmands FOrmat.
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XDCCALL
XDCCALLA

program
parm

Invoke z/XDC from the TSO READY prompt, either unauthorized (XDCCALL) or APF-authorized (XDCCALLA).
program

The name of a module.

parm

The parameters of the module, separated from one another by spaces.

Remarks:

This is how you invoke z/XDC, either interactively or in batch mode. If you wish to execute APF-authorized, then you use the XDCCALLA form of the command. In fact, many z/XDC users
use “XDCCALLA IEFBR14” merely to gain APF-authorization for the purpose of investigating system routines, or code running in the Private Areas of other address spaces. This command
is also used to invoke z/XDC in batch programs. To do that, alter your EXEC statement from “// EXEC PGM=myprogram, PARM=’parm1 parm1 parm2 …” to // EXEC PGM=XDCCALL,
PARM=’my program parm1 parm2 …” Use the XDCCALLA command in your EXEC statement in order to execute APF-authorized.
This command may not be used in Foreign Address Space Mode.

Examples:

XDCCALL MYTSOCOMMAND

More Info:

XDCCALLA IEFBR14
The user wishes to launch an APF-authorized z/XDC session for some cool purpose.
Strangely, there is no reference for the XDCCALL command in the Help System. Trust us, it works! See also Help Debugging Batchjobs.

the user wishes to work on a TSO command in the Foreground.
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Zap

target

,addr-expr
=string
=&string (AND function)
=|string (OR function)
=#string (Exclusive OR function)

Over-write the contents of one memory location with the contents of another memory location, or with a stated value.
Line command equivalent: “Z”
target

The location in memory that you wish to over-write. This can be within the Private Area, the Common Area, a Dataspace, Foreign Address spaces, real storage, the registers, and the
PSW. For zapping read-only storage, see Help COmmands Set Zap.

,addr-expr

The address-expression that is to be written to the target. You must use either a comma, or a blank to delimit the second address-expression (but not both!).

=string

A stated value that you wish overwrite the target with. There can be NO space between “target” and the =string value.

=&string

The string is to be AND’d, byte by byte, into the “target address-expression.”

=|string

The string is to be OR’d, byte by byte, into the “target address-expression.” You can use “|” or “¦”.

=#string

The string is to be Exclusive OR’d, byte by byte, into the “target address-expression.”

Remarks:

Zap is one of the most useful and powerful of z/XDC’s commands. Accordingly, Zap must be used with caution, and care. You can zap literally anywhere if your security system will allow
you to do so. THIS MEANS THAT YOU CAN CRASH A SYSTEM WITH AN INCORRECT ZAP!
To use Zap as a line command, put a “Z” in column one of a z/XDC display, tab to the item you wish to change, and merely overtype the old value with the new value! You may overtype
any field on the display in which a TAB operation stops the cursor.
If you wish to zap the PSW to change the execution location, then Zap will work on ONLY resume address portion of the PSW (which cannot be “overtyped” as just described). For other
changes to the PSW, see the SET PSW command. This command may be used in Foreign Address Space Mode. For zapping read-only storage, see Help COmmands Set Zap.
To use lower-case =string values, see Help COMmands SEt ASIS and LISt ASIS.

Examples:

Z R0 0FFFFFFF  Overwrites R0 with the new value of “0FFFFFFF”.
ZAP .LABEL=‘SOME TEXT’ write the upper case letters “SOME TEXT” into the address expression “.LABEL”.

More Info:

Enter Help COmmands Zap and Help COmmands Zap Targets. See also Help COmmands Zap Boolean, Help Commands Verify, and SET PSW. If you want to move “chunks” of storage
around, see Help COmmands COpy.
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